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1: Introduction & Context
Introduction
1.1

In May 2016, City of Wolverhampton Council (CoWC) commissioned naa to assist the
Council to develop a Built Facilities Plan 2016 – 2026 for the city of Wolverhampton.

1.2

CoWC are committed to developing sustainable participation in sport and physical
activity, and the development of an Assessing Needs and Opportunities Guidance
(ANOG) compliant audit and assessment of sports facilities in the City is a key element of
this. The Built Facilities Plan will meet all relevant requirements including those identified in
the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).

1.3

A central driver for the work is the city’s Sport and Physical Activity Framework (hereafter
‘Towards an Active City’), which provides the key context for the Built Facilities work and
will inform the strategy for future investment in built facilities across the City.

1.4

The Council also recognise that built facilities are not the panacea and in order to
encourage residents to be active every day there is also a need for appropriate open
space, and playing fields, alongside built facilities. The Council has already completed its
open space and playing pitch strategy work enabling the Council to make informed
decisions about how investment and resources are allocated to open space and playing
fields. This Built Facilities Plan will complement the existing strategy work and enable built
facility priorities to be identified in the context of Towards an Active City.

1.5

Taken together the CoWC strategy work provides the framework for future decision
making across the city in terms of its facility stock.

1.6

The needs assessment work has therefore been produced in line with the National
Planning Policy Guidance (NPPF), which requires that (Paragraph 73, page 18):
‘………planning policies are based upon robust and up-to-date assessments of needs for
open space, sport and recreation facilities and opportunities for new provision.’

1.7

Towards an Active City has evolved over the duration of the facility study and was
published in January 2017 with the ambition:
‘……..we want every resident to be active every day.’

1.8

The twin drivers of ANOG and Towards an Active City therefore provide the context for the
work.
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Approach
1.9

Assessing Needs and Opportunities Guide (ANOG) was developed by Sport England and
sets out an approach to undertaking needs assessments for sport and recreation facilities,
to be compliant with the NPPF. The approach adopted to develop the Built Facilities Plan
for CoWC has utilised the process set out in the ANOG guide, as illustrated in Figure 1.1
below.
Figure 1.1: The ANOG Approach

1.10 The key principles of ANOG, the sports covered and the tasks that have been undertaken
are summarized in the remainder of this section.
1.11 The first element of work seeks to tailor the approach to reflect the geographical and
sporting nature of the city. This was undertaken through discussions with the project
steering group, building upon local knowledge and a clear understanding of the patterns
of sports participation.
1.12 The work has therefore considered the strategic context and sports participation profile
across Wolverhampton, particularly Towards an Active City, looked at supply and
demand of facilities across Wolverhampton in terms of quantity, quality, access, and
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availability, built in consultation and utilised Sport England planning tools to develop the
needs and evidence base and subsequent strategy recommendations.
Strategic Context
1.13 An understanding of the strategic context is essential to ensure that the strategy is tailored
to the characteristics, profile, and aspirations for CoWC.
1.14 This section therefore summarises in brief the key policies that impact upon the
preparation of this assessment and strategy and assesses the impact of this on demand for
built facilities.
National Level
1.15 In embarking upon a Built Facilities Plan for Wolverhampton, it is important to be clear
about why physical activity and sport is important and to understand the national policy
context for why physical activity, sport and the provision of sporting facilities is important to
Wolverhampton.
1.16 At a national level, the timing of the development of the strategy coincides with the
release of Sport England’s new strategy published in May 2016; ‘Towards an Active
Nation’, which provides a greater focus on tackling inactivity. This strategic vision sets out
a clear framework and outcomes that can be translated locally against issues and
opportunities for the City. Figure 1.2 outlines the Government framework.
Figure 1.2: Sporting Future Framework

1.17 The framework in figure 1.2 lists 5 core outcomes including developing physical and
mental well-being, social and community development and economic development. The
model includes key outputs such as ‘more people from every background regularly and
meaningfully taking part in Sport’.
1.18 To facilitate this, it is recognised that several actions will need to take place to drive
behavioural change. This challenge is particularly relevant to the large segment of the
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inactive population residing in hard to reach groups in Wolverhampton. In line with
Towards an Active City, these inactive residents should be the core focus when reviewing
the indoor facility offer for the city.
1.19 The release of the new Sport England Strategy builds on the Government’s strategy,
released last year; ‘Sporting Future – a new strategy for an Active Nation’ (2015). This
emphasises that future funding decisions will be made based on the social good that
physical activity and sport can deliver, not simply on the number of participants.
Government has redefined what success looks like in sport by concentrating on five key
outcomes: physical wellbeing, mental wellbeing, individual development, social and
community development and economic development.
1.20 Sport England’s vision is that everyone in England, regardless of age, background, or level
of ability, feels able to engage in physical activity and sport. Some will be young, fit and
talented, but most will not. We need a sport sector that welcomes everyone - meets their
needs, treats them as individuals and values them as customers. (Towards an Active
Nation 2016 – 2021).
1.21 To achieve this ambition Sport England will:
•

Focus on physical activity and sport’s contribution to five broader outcomes:
physical wellbeing, mental wellbeing, individual development, social and
community development and economic development

•

Ensure its approach to physical activity and sport is built around behaviour change
and the principles of behavioural science, insight, and customer focus. This is a new
and radically different approach, and it is essential that these principles are applied
before any interventions are developed

•

Place the highest priority on tackling inactivity and prioritise demographic groups
who are currently under-represented in engagement with physical activity and
sport. There is a clear message that the greatest return on public investment will
come from targeting the inactive

•

Help those who currently have a resilient sport or physical activity habit to stay that
way, and to encourage the sector to work with them do this more efficiently and at
lower public subsidy

•

Work with a wider range of partners based on the principle of ‘it’s what you can do
that counts, not who you are’.

1.22 Within the new strategy there is a clear focus on tackling inactivity as the strategy
recognises that more than one in four people in England (28%) do less than 30 minutes of
physical activity a week. The new strategy places a much greater emphasis on groups
who are typically much less active such as women, disabled people, and those from
disadvantaged backgrounds.
1.23 The new strategy makes clear recommendations with an emphasis placed on working
locally to address high levels of physical inactivity and increase the number of active
people. The new Strategy will see investment driven by local need.
1.24 There is also a strong focus on the role that collaborative and multi-agency working with
local partners must play in supporting the step change that is required to tackle inactivity.
These national priorities from the new strategy should help to shape the aims and priorities
of the Built Facilities Plan for Wolverhampton with a focus on the right mix of facilities, in
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accessible locations and the right programmes to engage those currently not taking part
in sport and physical activity.
1.25 The new strategy is summarised in Figure 1.3 below, which clearly illustrates the 5 key
outcomes and the role that investment into facilities plays in achieving the strategic
outcomes.
Figure 1.3: Sport England Strategy: Towards an Active Nation (2016-21)

Local Level
1.26 At a local level, as outlined, the key driver is Towards an Active City; A Physical Activity
Strategy 2016-2030.
1.27 The Strategy has the ambition…..’we want every resident to be active every day.’
1.28 As set out, the Strategy is influenced by the Government’s ‘Active Nation’ Strategy (2015),
and Sport England’s ‘Towards an Active Nation’ Strategy (2016), which seek to get more
people taking part and at regional level is also aligned to the West Midlands Combined
Authority (WMCA) ‘West Midlands on the Move’ Physical Activity Plan.
1.29 The details and challenges highlighted in the Strategy are set out in the next section.
1.30 In a Wolverhampton context Our Vision, Our City 2030 (2016) outlines the vision for the City
up to 2030, one of the key ambitions is for ‘a city which is serious about health and
wellbeing’.
Physical activity is shown to contribute directly to health, wellbeing,
community, and economic development and is crucial to improving the health and
wellbeing of the population.
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1.31 In turn Transforming our City (2016-19), the Council’s Corporate Plan sets out how the
CoWC will respond to the city vision. The Corporate Plan has 3 key themes; Place, People,
and Business. These themes have been adopted by Towards an Active City to provide the
framework for action.
Evolution from ‘facilities’ to ‘places’
1.32 Towards an Active City recognises that to achieve change, CoWC need to look further
than high quality sport and leisure facilities as this alone will not address sedentary
behaviour.
1.33 Traditional sports halls and swimming pools, whilst still an important part of the provision
jigsaw, are no longer the panacea. Although still the most popular participation sport and
great for all ages, swimming participation is declining nationally being replaced by more
class based activity, such as Zumba, circuits, and yoga etc., which require more flexible
less formal spaces. This provides both a challenge, in terms of addressing the current stock,
and an opportunity to think differently and look at more flexible forms of local provision to
meet new participation needs.
1.34 The provision of indoor space is also not the only solution to increase sports participation.
1.35 National research identifies that only 20% of physical activity takes place in traditional
leisure centre environments, and these facilities are often perceived as inaccessible for
much of the population, particularly those who are not regularly active.
1.36 Flexible outdoor spaces therefore also provide significant opportunities and it is important
that the role of outdoor and green spaces in increasing participation and encouraging
healthy lifestyles amongst residents are considered.
1.37 Physical activity can take place in a wide variety of both formal and informal
environments, including parks and open spaces, playing pitches, on canal tow paths and
roads as well as within buildings. The built facilities that can be used for physical activities
can take the form of local facilities such as community centres and schools, as well as
traditional leisure centres. This emphasises the importance of understanding where the
other 80% of physical activity takes place and how this infrastructure can be improved.
1.38 Sport England’s Active Design guide emphasises this and takes a fresh look at the
opportunities to encourage and promote sport and physical activity through the design
and layout of our built environment to support a step change towards healthier and more
active lifestyles.
1.39 As the nature of sports participation and demands on facilities are changing, so is the
nature of sports facility provision itself.
1.40 Therefore, the Built Facilities Plan for Wolverhampton must extend wider than traditional
leisure provision to ensure that the 80% of activity taking place in other environments is fully
considered, protected from loss, and catered for in future developments.
1.41 As illustrated in Figure 1.4 overleaf taking the national and local context together and
recognising the wider agenda set out above, provides a framework for linking the
strategies and a structure for presenting the Built Facilities Plan. At the heart are the
traditional facilities, which deliver part of the sport and physical activity jigsaw but it also
recognises the wider role of places.
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Figure 1.4: Built Facilities Plan structure linked to key strategic drivers and context
3 key themes for Wolverhampton
Place

People

Business

Places required to encourage ‘every resident to be active every day’

Indoor Facilities

Outdoor Facilities (formal)

Outdoor Facilities (informal)

Swimming Pools
Sports Halls
Community Halls / Centres
Dance Studios
Fitness Facilities
Indoor Tennis
Indoor Bowls
Gymnastics
Martial Arts
Boxing

Football
Cricket
Rugby Union
Rugby League
Hockey
Artificial Grass Pitches
Athletics Track
Velodrome

Parks
Natural Green Space
Provision for Children
Provision for Young People
Amenity Green Space
Allotments
Civic Spaces
MUGAs
Cycling
Jogging

1.42 The facility assessments set out in later sections will therefore be presented under the
categories outlined, using the Assessing Needs and Opportunities (ANOG) headings of
quantity, quality, accessibility, and availability:
•

Indoor Facilities

•

Outdoor Facilities (formal)

•

Outdoor Facilities (informal).

1.43 This will ensure the twin drivers of ANOG and Towards an Active City therefore provide the
drivers and framework for the Plan.
1.44 The Place theme of Towards an Active City highlights several priority outcomes and
actions to achieve the ambition including the need to develop and implement the Built
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Facilities Plan. The outcomes and actions set out recognise and relate to the wider
perspective adopted in the Plan.
Summary
1.45 The new Sport England strategy, which is looking to challenge more traditional ways of
thinking and working in order to create a step change in participation, is a key national
driver. This includes a much stronger focus on insight and behaviour change and a
recognition that built sports facilities are only one part of a much wider delivery solution.
1.46 In facility terms the nature of provision is changing, from traditional offers to more flexible
facilities, both indoor and outdoor, which match health and physical activity aspirations as
opposed to traditional sports needs. This provides a framework for the Built Facilities Plan.
1.47 At national level there is therefore a shifting emphasis to sport and physical activity and
the role of more informal opportunities. However, facility provision is still important and
swimming is still the number one participation sport. Councils still have a key role in
providing accessible opportunities.
1.48 The value of physical activity and sport to local government can be considerable and
cross-cutting against several priorities. However, there should be a clear ‘line of sight’ to
the outcomes that can be achieved through engagement in physical activity and sport
and the role of facility provision in facilitating this engagement.
1.49 As set out in Towards an Active City, the case for physical activity and sport is compelling
with the weight of evidence that now exists. The health, social and economic benefits of
sport are important drivers, and quality, affordable, sustainable facilities which facilitate
participation are integral to achieving increased participation levels in sport and physical
activity across Wolverhampton.
1.50 There is a need to ensure those who have a resilient sport or physical activity habit stay
that way, whilst encouraging the sector to work with them, do this more efficiently and at
lower public subsidy, hence the value of reviewing the quality, quantity, accessibility, and
affordability of Wolverhampton’s facilities to ensure a sustainable and fit-for-purpose stock
to help the city meet some of the national and local challenges.
1.51 At a national level and local level, there is also a recognition that the best value for public
investment lies in targeting under-represented groups and the least active, this should be
a key consideration when planning the future facility portfolio for the city.
1.52 In recognising this wider value, it is important to adopt a more integrated approach to
physical activity and sport, and with other services. This should also help to galvanise more
partners in support of the ambitions (i.e. internal within the Council, across the sporting
landscape and from other sectors, e.g. health, education, planning, transport, economic
development). In terms of delivery, partnership working, particularly with education
providers is a key national strategic theme.
1.53 The next section sets out the evidence for understanding these strategic themes in the
Wolverhampton context.
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Structure
1.54 The remainder of the Plan is set out as follows:
•

Section 2: Demographic and Participation Profile

•

Section 3: Swimming Pools

•

Section 4: Sports Halls

•

Section 5: Other Indoor Facilities

•

Section 6: Outdoor Facilities (Formal and Informal)

•

Section 7: Key Issues and Action Plans
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2: Demographic & Participation Profile
Introduction
2.1

The importance of the Built Facilities Plan is clearly therefore in its application in
improving opportunities for residents of Wolverhampton to increase their participation
and most importantly develop an active and healthy lifestyle.

2.2

A key focus of the Plan is to set out how sports facilities provision and access (in its
widest sense) can contribute to this more active lifestyle by residents. So a key feature
of the assessment work is to understand the scale of the challenge. What is the current
Wolverhampton profile of participation (and non-participation), the barriers and
motivations for increasing participation? To identify how this is changing in terms of the
total population, age, gender and by different groups of the Wolverhampton
population.

2.3

Development of the Built Facilities Plan is therefore guided by the city demographics
and informed by the profile of participation and non-participation in sport and physical
activity.
Demographics

2.4

In the 2011 census the population of Wolverhampton was 252,987 and is made up of
approximately 51% females and 49% males. 201,729 are over 16 and 42,373 are over
65. The average age of people in Wolverhampton is 39, while the median age is lower
at 37. 82.3% of people living in Wolverhampton were born in England. Other top
answers for country of birth were 6.0% India and 1.6% Jamaica.

2.5

Population estimates suggest that there will be 700 fewer early years’ residents and
4,200 more children and young people by 2030. Overall the population is estimated to
rise by 2%, which is lower than West Midland and England averages.
The Sport and Physical Activity Challenge

2.6

Towards an Active City sets out the extent of the challenge facing the city.

2.7

Public Health England estimates suggest that 35.2% currently do no activity at all and
the remaining 14.9% do not achieve the Chief Medical Officers 150 minutes of
moderate physical activity per week. Hence, the focus on the inactive at national
level.

2.8

This is equally important locally. The current data for Wolverhampton is outlined in the
table below, with comparisons to the regional and national average.
Table 2.1: Participation Comparators

Rate

Wolverhampton

West Midlands

England

% Active 16 plus (1 x 30 mins per week)

30.2%

34.7%

36.1%

% Active 14 plus (1 x 30 mins per week)

30.8%

35.2%

37%

% Active (3 x30 mins per week)

18%

22.6%

28.7%

% Active (5 x 30 mins per week)

49.9 %

55.1 %

57.0 %

% Inactive (0 x 30 mins per week)

35.2 %

36.2 %

28.7 %
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2.9

On all measures Wolverhampton lags. Female participation shows the biggest gaps.

2.10 This manifests itself in various health issues. 10% of City residents have long term health
problems or disabilities. 12.1% of reception aged children and 26.5% of Year 6 children are
classified as obese and 28.4% of adults are classified as obese.
2.11 As well as setting out the challenges Towards an Active City also sets a new aspiration for
the city, centred around core principles and values:
•

A commitment to continually creating, learning, and improving opportunities which
encourages everyone to be active every day and influences behaviour change
driven by insight, data, and intelligence

•

A commitment to establish an Active City Board with an independent chair to bring
together health, physical activity, and economic stakeholders to deliver and
implement the framework

•

Establishing physical activity as a solution to enable the city to achieve its ambitions

•

Built around People, Place and Business themes and priorities.

2.12 The framework aims to balance the necessity to take forward key short term actions whilst
acknowledging its aspiration for prevention in the long term. To enable this to be
achieved, it is essential that there is recognition of the incredible value that physical
activity plays in health, social and economic wellbeing.
2.13 Towards an Active City also adopts the Life Course approach to decreasing sedentary
behaviours and increasing participation across 4 key stages:
•
•
•
•

Early Years (0-5 years)
Children and Young People (5-19 years)
Adults (19-64 years)
Older Adults (65 years+)

2.14 Sport England Active People Survey estimates the top sports in Wolverhampton are
football at 9.6%, which is higher than regional and national averages. Swimming at 8.8%,
compared to 8.2% (West Midlands) and 9.5% (England) and gym at 6.1% against 10.4%
(WM) and 11.2% across England. Active People also suggests that 69.5% of people in
Wolverhampton want to do more sport. Despite the challenges there are therefore
positives to build on. To understand this further the council undertook a healthy lifestyle
survey.
Healthy Lifestyle Survey
2.15 In early 2016, the City of Wolverhampton Council undertook a healthy lifestyles survey with
9,048 doorstep interviews completed across a broadly representative sample of adult and
young people in Wolverhampton. The primary aim of the survey was to identify the scale
of unhealthy lifestyles and lifestyle risks to understand what would be helpful to support
lifestyle changes.
2.16 In terms of sport and physical activity (exercise) there were several headline findings:
•

46% of respondents do moderate physical activity every day; 5% do vigorous activity
daily;
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•

60% of respondents did no vigorous activity in past 4 weeks;

•

41% of respondents walk at least 10 minute per day;

•

78% of respondents said they were fairly or very physically active;

•

56% of respondents thought they did enough exercise for their age;

•

58% of respondents said that they would like to do more exercise; and

•

32% of respondents would like help to be more active and having more time or a
free gym were the most popular responses.

2.17 The survey also questioned people on what would help them to exercise more. The chart
below highlights the findings and clearly shows the key barriers as; time, cost, and access.

Market Segmentation profile for Wolverhampton
2.18 Sport England market segmentation tool enables an analysis of the Wolverhampton
population and the propensity to participate in sport. It also helps to understand how the
age groups set out in Towards an Active City play out across Wolverhampton.
2.19 The table set out overleaf details all 19 market segments as well as information on the
proportion of the authority’s population for each segment. Plus, details of the activities
that are most likely to appeal to each segment and information on barriers to increasing
participation and motivation factors affecting them.
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Map 2.1: Dominant market segments in Wolverhampton by location 2012
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2.20 Wolverhampton has five dominant market segments spatially across the middle super
output areas of the City. These are Elsie and Arnold (dark blue), Philip (beige); Kev (lime
green) Paula (dark green) and Jamie (pink).
2.21 Elsie and Arnold have the most number of output areas where they are dominant whilst
Kev has the largest area around 30% of the output areas of the City. The top six segments
in terms of population numbers are set out in the table below.
Table 2.1: Top six market segments in population numbers in Wolverhampton 2012
Name of Market
Segment

Age range of
segment

Total adult
population in
Wolverhampton

% of total adult (16+) population
in Wolverhampton

Elsie and Arnold

66+

21,400

11.6%

Kev

36 - 45

19,250

10.6%

Brenda

46-55

16,160

8.8%

Terry

56 - 65

13,600

7.4%

Paula

26 -45

13,200

7.2%

Jamie

18 - 25

12,100

6.6%

2.22 The population distribution across all 19 market segments is set out in the chart overleaf
and is consistent with the spatial distribution, insofar as Elsie and Arnold and Kev have the
highest population.
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Chart 2.1: Market Segments by population totals in Wolverhampton 2012
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2.23 In summary the findings from the map and charts are:
•

There are 3 male segments, 2 female segments and 1male/female segment in the
top six market segments and these make up 52% of the total adult market
segmentation population in Wolverhampton in 2012. Leanne the next largest
segment is below 5% of the total adult population at 8,600 people.

•

In terms of age bands, only one of the top six segments are below the age of 26,
which is Jamie. The five segments in the 16 – 25 age range have higher than the
national average rate of sports and physical activity participation. Also
sports/physical activity participation is an important lifestyle choice for the segments
in this younger age band. The five segments and their numbers are set out below.
The total population is 34,512 and this is only 18.9% of the total adult population at
an average of 6,900 per segment.

Table 2.2: Population profile for market segments 18 – 25 for Wolverhampton 2012
Name of Market Segment

Age range of
segment

Total population in
Wolverhampton

% of total adult (16+)
population in
Wolverhampton

Ben

18 - 25

4,828

2.6%

Jamie

18 - 25

12,100

6.6%

Chloe

18 - 25

3,835

2.1%

Leanne

18 – 25

8,600

4.8%

Helena

18 - 25

5,149

2.8%

2.24 As previously set out the four age-bands highlighted in Towards and Active City are:
•

Early Years (0-5 years)

•

Children and Young People (5-19 years)

•

Adults (19-64 years)

•

Older Adults (65 years+)

2.25 In terms of the market segmentation population in these four categories it is only possible
to get an approximate profile. This is because the market segmentation data is for people
aged 16 upwards and the first five segments are as set out above, for the 16 – 25 age
range. So they so straddle the two middle themes in Towards and Active City.
2.26 To provide some guidance the market segmentation data (2012) and the Wolverhampton
population in each age range theme is set out overleaf. This population data is based on
the 2011 ONS population projections for Wolverhampton, updated to 2014.
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Table 2.3: Towards an Active City themes market segmentation numbers 2012 and
Wolverhampton total population 2014

Towards an Active
City Ages

Early Years (0-4
years)
Children and
Young People (519 years)
Adults (20-49
years)
Older Adults (50
years+)

Number of segments in
this age range

Population in each
theme from market
segmentation (1)

2014 total Wolverhampton
population in this age
range

no data available

no data available

17,500 (2)

4 segments but it is for
16 – 25 age range

34,512

45,200

12 segments

125,900

147,000

9 segments

33,900

42,300 (3)

Notes (1) based on 2012 data (2) ONS data is for 0 – 5 years of age. (3) ONS data is 50 – 90+ age range

2.27 Not much can be drawn from this table. Not surprisingly the bulk of the market
segmentation population and the Wolverhampton total population is in the widest
Towards and Active City age range theme of 20 – 64 and which has 16 of the total 19
market segments.
2.28 Perhaps of note is the small difference in the total population numbers in the children and
young people (5 - 19) theme and the older adults theme. (50+). In effect almost the same
population and so in number terms the same potential to increase activity but with total
different types of interventions in terms of activity. To provide the rounded picture and
profile of all 19 market segments, their population numbers, details of the sports/activities
most likely to appeal to each segment as well as information on barriers and motivating
factors affecting them are set out in the table overleaf.
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Table 2.4: Market Segments and Facility Types

Segment

01

02

03

04

Towards
an
Active
City
Group
5-19
20-49

5-19
20-49

5-19
20-49

5-19
20-49

Total and (% of
adult
population in
Wolverhampton

Forename &
brief
description

Ben
4,828
2.6%

12,113
6.6%

3,835
2.1%

8.860
4.8%

Competitive
Male
Urbanites

Jamie
Sports Team
Drinkers

Chloe
Fitness Class
Friends

Leanne
Supportive
Singles

Gender/age/status

Male
18-25
Single
Graduate
professional

Male
18-25
Single
Vocational
Student

Female
18-25
Single
Graduate
Professional

Female
18-25
Single
Likely to have
children
Student / part time
vocational
education

Sports Most
Interested in
Rugby,
Squash,
Windsurfing,
Tennis,
Cricket,
Climbing,
Gym,
Football
Basketball,
Football,
Weight
Training,
Badminton,
Boxing,
Martial Arts
Body
combat,
Netball,
Pilates,
Running,
Aqua
Aerobics,
Tennis, Gym,
Swimming
Swimming,
Gym,
Aerobics,
Dance,
Exercise,
Utility
Walking

Motivations

•
•
•
•
•

Improving
performance
Training for
competition
Social
Enjoyment
Keep fit

How to
Increase
Participation

Barriers

•
•
•

Time
Interest

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Social
Performance
Competition

Weight
Fitness

Losing
weight
Activities for
children
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•

Time

•

•
•
•

Time

•
•
•

•
•

•
Health isn’t
good
enough
Time

•
•

Participation
Profile

Facility
types most
important
Sports halls

Better
facilities
People to
go with
Improved
transport

Most active
in
population
Approx. 20%
zero days

Better
facilities
People to
go with
Longer
opening
hours

Second
highest
participation
of all types
Approx. 30%
zero days

Cost
Opening
Hours
Facilities
People to
go with

Active type
30-35% zero
days

Help with
child care
Longer
opening
hours
Cost

Least active
of A but
does
participate
40-45% zero
days

Very much
sports halls

Gyms and
studios

Swimming
pools and
studios
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Segment

05

06

07

08

Towards
an
Active
City
Group
20-49

20-49

20-49

20-49

20-49
09

Total and (% of
adult
population in
Wolverhampton

Forename &
brief
description
Helena

5,149
2.8%

7.318
4%

2,718
1.5%

Career
Focused
Females
Tim
Settling
Down Males
Alison
Stay at
Home Mums
Jackie

7,862
4.2%

19,250
10.8%

Middle
England
Mums

Kev
Pub League
Team Mates

Gender/age/status

Female
26-35
Single
Full time
professional
Male
26-45
Single / married
May have children
Professional

Sports Most
Interested in
Gym, Road
Running,
Dance,
Exercise,
Horse
Riding, Body
Pump, Yoga
Canoeing,
Cricket,
Cycling,
Squash,
Skiing, Golf,
Football

Female
36-45
Married
Housewife
Children

Swimming,
Badminton,
Aerobics,
Pilates,
Exercise Bike

Female
36-45
Married
Part time skilled
worker, housewife
Children

Swimming,
Dance,
Exercise,
Body Pump,
Walking,
Aqua
Aerobics

Male
36-45
Single / married
May have children
Vocational

Football,
Darts,
Snooker,
Fishing,
Pool, Ten Pin
Bowling,
Cricket

Motivations

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Barriers

Losing
weight
Keeping fit
Improving
performance

•
•

Improve
performance
Keep fit
Social

Competition
Social
Enjoyment
(ltd)
Perform
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Time
People to go
with

•
•

•
•

Taking
children
Losing
weight
Keeping fit
Taking
children
Losing
weight

How to
Increase
Participation

Time

•

•
•

Time

•

•
•
•
•

Time
Cost
Lack of interest

•

•
•
•

Time
Slight cost factor

•
•

Participation
Profile

Longer
opening
hours
People to
go with

Very active
type
30-35% zero
days

More free
time
Help with
childcare

Very active
type
25-30% zero
days

Help with
childcare
Better
facilities

Fairly active
type
30-35% zero
days

Help with
childcare
Cheaper
admission
s

More free
time
Cost
Facilities

Average
45-50% zero
days

Less active
within group
B
Approx. 50%
zero days

Facility
types most
important
Gym and
studios

Very much
outdoor
facilities

Swimming
pool

Swimming
pool and
studios

More
commercial
indoor
provision of
snooker
and ten pin
bowling and
outdoor
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Segment

Towards
an
Active
City
Group

Total and (% of
adult
population in
Wolverhampton

Forename &
brief
description

Gender/age/status

Sports Most
Interested in

Motivations

How to
Increase
Participation

Barriers

•
20-49
10

13,195
7..2%

20-49
50+

13

Elaine
7,828
4.3%

50+

Comfortable
Mid-Life
Males

Female
26-35
Single
Job seeker or part
time low skilled

Male
46-55
Married
Professional
Older children

Swimming,
Utility
walking,
Aerobics,
Ice Skating

Sailing,
Badminton,
Cycling,
Gym,
Jogging,
Golf,

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

20-49
50+
12

Stretched
Single Mums

Philip
11,699
6.5%

11

Paula

8.095
4.4%

Empty Nest
Career
Ladies

Roger and
Joy
Early
Retirement
Couples

Female
46-55
Married
Professional
Children left home

Swimming,
Walking,
Step
Machine,
Yoga, Gym

Male / female
56-65
Retired or parttime

Swimming,
Walking,
Bowls, Golf,
Fishing,
badminton

•

•
•
•
•

Lose weight
Take children

•
•
•
•

Social
Taking
children
Improving
performance
Enjoyment

Keeping fit
Losing
weight
Help with
injury

Keeping fit
To help with
injury
Enjoyment
Taking
grandchildre
n
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Cost
Lack of childcare
Poor transport
Lack of interest

•
•

Time
Lack of
childcare

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Time
Lack of interest

•
•
•

Poor health
Lack of
interest
Transport

•

•
•

Participation
Profile

Improved
transport
Cheaper
admission
Help with
childcare
Better
facilities

Least active
type within
Group B
Approx. 60%
zero days

More free
time
Help with
childcare

Most active
within Group
C
Approx. 40%
zero days

Longer
opening
hours
More
people to
go with

Better
facilities
Improved
transport

Facility
types most
important
Swimming
pools and
studios

Outdoor
and gym

Swimming
pools and
gym
Reasonably
active type
40-45% zero
days

Participate
once or
twice a
week

Swimming
pools and
outdoor
facilities

50-55% zero
days
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Segment

Towards
an
Active
City
Group

Total and (% of
adult
population in
Wolverhampton

Forename &
brief
description

Gender/age/status

Sports Most
Interested in

Motivations

How to
Increase
Participation

Barriers

•
20-49
50+
14

15

16

17

18

50+

50+

50+

50+

Brenda
16,160
8.8%

13,673
7.4%

7,301
4%

3,579
1.9%

8.963
4.9%

Older
Working
Women

Terry
Local ‘Old
Boys’
Norma
Later Life
Ladies
Ralph and
Phyllis
Comfortable
Retired
Couples
Frank
Twilight Year
Gents

Female
46-55
Single / married
May have children
Low skilled worker

Swimming,
Utility
Walking,
Dance,
Exercise,
Step
Machine,

Male age
56-65
Single / married
Low skilled worker
Job seeker

Fishing,
Shooting,
Pool, Darts,
Snooker,
cycling

Female
56-65
Single / married
Low skilled worker
Retired

Walking,
Keep fit,
Swimming,
Aqua
Aerobics

Male / female
65+
Married
Retired

Bowls, Golf,
Snooker,
Walking,
Swimming

Male 66+
Married / single
Retired

Bowls, Darts,
Pool,
Walking,
Fishing

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

Weight
Bring
grandchildre
n
Help with
injury

Help with
injury
Social

Help with
injury or
disability
Social
Improve
performance
and keep fit
Enjoyment

Social
Enjoyment
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•
•
•

Lack of interest
Time

•
•

Poor health
Lack of people to
go with
Cost

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Poor health
Cost

•
•

Transport
Lack of
people to go
with

•

•
•

•
•

Poor health

•

More free
time
Longer
hours
Cheaper
admission
s
Help with
childcare
(for
grandchil
dren)
Subsidized
admission
s
People to
go with
Cheaper
admission
s
People to
go with
Improved
transport
More
people to
go with
Improved
transport
Cheaper
admission

Participation
Profile

Facility
types most
important
Swimming
and studios

Sometimes
participates
60-65% zero
days

Some low
intensity
participation
65-70% zero
days
Lowest
participation
of Group C
75-80% zero
days
Highest
participation
of Group D
Approx. 70%
zero days
Medium
participation
for group D

Outdoor
facilities

Swimming
pools

More
outdoor and
swimming
pools
More
outdoor

75-80% zero
days
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Segment

19

Towards
an
Active
City
Group
50+

Total and (% of
adult
population in
Wolverhampton

21,436
11.6%

Forename &
brief
description
Elsie and
Arnold
Retirement
Home
Singles

Gender/age/status

Sports Most
Interested in

Male / female
66+
Widowed
Retired

Walking,
Dancing,
Bowls, Lowimpact
exercise

Motivations

•
•

Social
Help with
injury
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How to
Increase
Participation

Barriers

•

Health
problems
and disability

•
•

Improved
transport
People to
go with

Participation
Profile
Lowest
participation
of Group D

Facility
types most
important
Studios but
more
outdoors

Approx. 85%
zero days
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2.29 The final column sets out which facility types are most important for their participation.
Some key findings are:
•

swimming pools are the most important facility type and relate to participation by
around ten of the 19 segments, mainly the female segments;

•

studios and gyms are the second most important facility type and again with much
more appeal for females;

•

outdoor informal facilities and walking and cycling are much more important for
older age groups (45+) than indoor facilities; and

•

sports halls are most important for 2 segments and who are aged between 16 – 25.
Sports halls do appeal to older groups for recreational badminton and indoor
football and for exercise classes if these do not take place in studios.

2.30 Other key findings from the table are:
•

motivations to do more activity for females are much more about physical activity
for a health benefit rather than playing sport. Also very much individual based in
gyms or as a person in exercise classes.

•

improving performance is only important for the younger up to 35 aged market
segments. Recreational play becomes increasingly important as people age.

•

as set out in the Wolverhampton Lifestyle Survey, the main barrier to increased
participation is lack of time. This could be because of other choices for time but also
the time and organisation involved to play and organise an activity. Hence more
appeal for individual based activity of turn up, do, and go.

•

again cost is a barrier but more so with the costs of creating time to be able to
participate (child care).

•

not included in the market segment analysis family or friends based activity is a key
motivator in terms of the younger age groups. So increasing programme time for
facilities for more family based actives, as is being promoted by Sport England
appears as if it will require some promotion and encouragement rather than
responding to what families and friends appear to choose to do now.

Summary
2.31 This section has enabled us to understand the ideal characteristics for Places in
Wolverhampton, to impact most on sport and physical activity. The market segmentation
analysis along with the demographic and participation profile therefore allows us to begin
to match facilities to activities and people, and in-turn the Towards an Active City themes.
2.32 The table overleaf highlights what is important and why in Wolverhampton in terms of
facility provision, linking facility requirements to people and activity and identifying barriers
to participation.
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Table 2.5: Key Characteristics and Focus
Characteristic

Why is this important in Wolverhampton?

Accessibility

•

Strong local identity is inherent within communities emphasising the
need for local services.

•

Some 32% of the Wolverhampton population do not have access to a
car. This is 8% higher than the 24% for both West Midlands Region and
England wide

•

Therefore, a high number of households are without vehicular access
and a need for provision and opportunities close to people’s homes.

•

Availability of local sports facilities by home identified as a key barrier in
Healthy Lifestyle Survey.

•

JSA claimants’ rates are relatively high, large % of the population living
in very deprived wards.

•
•
•

Low levels of household income.

Affordability

Price a key barrier identified in the Healthy Lifestyle Survey.
Affordability is therefore as important as the actual provision to
encourage and increase activity.

•

WV Active are competitive in terms of pricing and do offer affordable
activity, as the Leisure Services Review continues it will be important that
membership remains affordable and is not a barrier, whilst also allowing
WV Active to be competitive and generate income.

Quality

•

Sports facility stock is ageing and future funding for investment and
maintenance is unknown

Quantity

•

The aspiration is to have sufficient facilities to meet both the current and
future demand.

Continued
importance of
Swimming

•

Still a very popular activity providing cradle to grave opportunities across
all ages and particularly females.

Recognition
of Age and
Gender
differences

•

Female participation is lagging in Wolverhampton

•

Motivations to do more activity for females are much more about
physical activity for a health benefit rather than playing sport.

•

Also very much individual based in gyms or as a person in exercise classes

•

Different age groups have different activity and facility needs.

•

Children and older age groups to increase. 65+ age group is projected to
have one of the largest percentage increases in population in
Wolverhampton

•

E.g. Outdoor informal facilities and walking and cycling are much more
important for older age groups (45+) than indoor facilities.

•

As set out in the Wolverhampton Lifestyle Survey, the main barrier to
increased participation is lack of time.

•

Hence more appeal for individual based activity of turn up, do, and go.

Understandin
g the
influencers on
inactivity

2.33 The next sections set out the facility assessments building on the context and key
characteristics of Wolverhampton.
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3: Swimming Pools
Swimming Pools Introduction
3.1

In 2015 Sport England completed a facility planning model (fpm) assessment for
swimming pools on behalf of the City Council.

3.2

The fpm study had two parts (or runs):
•

Run 1 the strategic assessment of the current supply and demand for pools in
2015, to provide a baseline assessment of what things look like now

•

Run 2 projected the changes to 2027 based on the impact of population growth
and new housing development across Wolverhampton. In effect, a forward
assessment of the impact of these changes on the demand, supply and access
when compared with the baseline run 1.

3.3

This section of the report sets out the findings under each of the ANOG headings in a
summary table. This is followed by more explanatory text and more detailed findings
under each of the ANOG headings. Plus, an assessment of how the facility findings
relate to Towards an Active City and the key drivers.

3.4

The final part is a summary of overall key findings, recommendations, and actions in
relation to context and what is important in Wolverhampton.
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Table 3.1: Findings under each ANOG heading for swimming pools
Quantity
In 2015 there are 13 swimming pools on 7
sites in Wolverhampton. So an average
of almost 2 pools per site.
There are 3 school swimming pool sites
and 2 sites operated by CoWC, and 1
site operated by Places for People.
WVActive Central (1990) is a large 425 sq
metres of water main pool and
WVActive Bilston - Bert Williams (2011),
has a main pool also of 425 sq metres of
water and large teaching/learner pool
of 150 sq metres of water.
The three school swimming pool sites all
opened in 1990 and are, Aldersley High
School and Colton Hills Community
School both 250 sq m of water and 25m
x 4 lane pools and Royal School,
Wolverhampton 200 sqm of water and a
20m x 4 lane pool.
The Wolverhampton Swimming and
Fitness Centre built in 2006 is the largest
pool site and has a main pool plus a
leisure
pool
and
a
substantial
teaching/learner pool of 133 sq metres
of water.
When
simply
comparing
the
Wolverhampton city total supply for
pools with demand, the total supply of
pools available for public use is 1,702 sq
metres of water and this is assumed to
be unchanged to 2027. Demand is for
2,693 sq metres of water in 2015 and
increasing to 2,773 sq metres of water in
2027. So demand exceeds supply by 991
sq metres of water in 2016 and by 1,072
sq metres of water in 2027.

Quality
The average age of the 7 pool sites
is 20 years so quite a young
average age of pools. However,
this is a bit misleading as 3 pool sites
were opened post 2006, the most
recent being the WVActive Bilston Bert Williams in 2011.

Accessibility
Nearly 90% of total demand for swimming by
Wolverhampton residents is met in 2015. The impact of the
population growth to 2027 is to reduce the met demand
by just 1%. So the impact of population growth is not
significant in reducing access to pools. A very high level of
the total Wolverhampton demand for swimming can be
met in both years.

Availability
As a city wide average the level of overall
pool capacity used at peak times is 94% in
2015 and increasing slightly to 96% in 2027.
The Sport England pools full comfort level is
set at 70% of pool capacity used at peak
times. So the Wolverhampton pools as a
city average are very full.

The oldest pools were both opened
in 1979, Aldersley High School and
Colton Hills Community School, the
latter being modernised in 2014.

In terms of the relationship between the location and
catchment area of the Wolverhampton pools and the
location of the Wolverhampton demand, some 69% of the
Wolverhampton demand is being met at pools located in
the city. This is based on residents travelling to the nearest
pool to where they live.

The city average does vary at individual
pool sites and the pools most full at 100%
of capacity used are: WVActive Bilston Bert Williams; Colton Hills Community
School; The Royal School, Wolverhampton
; WVActive Central; and Wolverhampton
Swimming and Fitness Centre with
Aldersley High School at 91% of capacity
used at peak times.

One pool was opened in the
1990’s, WVActive Central and this
was modernised in 2015. So two of
the three pre 2000 pool sites have
been modernised.
In terms of the quality of the
swimming
pool
offer
in
Wolverhampton it is very extensive,
as mentioned, there are nearly two
individual pools per site. Three of
the sites have both a main pool
and an extensive teaching/learner
pool. All the teaching/learner pools
are over 100 sq metres of water. So
at these sites there is scope to
provide an inclusive swimming pool
activity programme, catering for all
disciplines across different pools.
At the Wolverhampton Swimming
and Fitness Centre there are four
individual pools with an extensive
leisure
water
area
and
a
baby/toddler pool, in addition to
the main pool and separate
teaching learner pool.

This means that for nearly seven out of ten visits to a pool
by a Wolverhampton resident it is to a pool located in the
city – a high level of local access to a Wolverhampton pool
by Wolverhampton residents
Of the city’s demand for swimming which is exported, most
goes to South Staffordshire and Dudley.
The access to school pool sites for community use is quite
good, with; Aldersley High School providing 22 hours per
week, Colton Hills Community School 18 hours and Royal
School, Wolverhampton 39 hours per week.
Unmet demand is 10.3% of the City’s total demand in 2015,
equating to 277 sq metres of water and this increase very
slightly by 35 sq metres of water by 2027.
This is based on the catchment area of pools across local
authority boundaries. Very significantly lower than the
rounded 1,000 sq metres of water when comparing the
Wolverhampton supply with the Wolverhampton demand.
Some 75% of the unmet demand (213 sq metres of water)
in 2015 is locational, being located outside the walk to
catchment area of a pool and mainly by people who do
not have access to a car. This decreases to 69% of total
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The reasons for the very high used
capacities are: the most modern pools will
have a draw factor and attract more
usage to them; the amount of demand in
the particular catchment area of any one
pool; most importantly the actual hours
available for community use (whilst access
to the school pool is good overall for club
use, the hours are less than for the public
pools)
Wolverhampton is importing 27% of
demand which is being met at pools in the
City. This is unchanged in 2027 and the
majority of the imported demand comes
again from South Staffordshire and Dudley.
This is also accounting in part for the high
level
of
used
capacity
of
the
Wolverhampton pools.
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Quantity
These findings are however based on
the
comparing
simply
the
Wolverhampton total supply with the
total demand. When reviewing supply
and demand based on catchments and
across boundaries the overall picture is
very different (set out under access and
availability).

Quality

Accessibility
unmet demand by 2027.

Availability

There will always be locational unmet demand outside the
walk to catchment area of a pool because the small 20
minutes/1mile catchment area means it is not possible to
get compete geographic coverage.
Some 25% in 2015 (69 sq metres of water) and 31% of total
unmet demand (85 sq metres of water) is due to lack of
pool capacity at weekly peak times.
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3.5

Details of the swimming pools included in the fpm assessment are set out below in
Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Supply of swimming pools included in the fpm assessment

Name of facility
WOLVERHAMPTON
ALDERSLEY HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS
CENTRE*
WVACTIVE BILSTON - BERT WILLIAMS
WVACTIVE BILSTON - BERT WILLIAMS
COLTON HILLS COMMUNITY
SCHOOL SPORTS COMPLEX
THE ROYAL SCHOOL,
WOLVERHAMPTON
THE ROYAL SCHOOL,
WOLVERHAMPTON
WVACTIVE CENTRAL
NUFFIELD HEALTH
WOLVERHAMPTON
NUFFIELD HEALTH
WOLVERHAMPTON
WOLVERHAMPTON SWIMMING
AND FITNESS CENTRE
WOLVERHAMPTON SWIMMING
AND FITNESS CENTRE
WOLVERHAMPTON SWIMMING
AND FITNESS CENTRE
WOLVERHAMPTON SWIMMING
AND FITNESS CENTRE

Type

AREA

SITE
YEAR
BUILT

SITE
YEAR
REFURB

PUBLIC/COMMERCIAL

72%

Public
trans
%
travel
14%

Car
%
travel

15%

Main/General

250

1979

P

68%

8%

24%

Main/General
Learner/Teaching/Training

438
149

2011

P

72%

14%

14%

Main/General

240

1979

P

66%

10%

24%

Main/General

200

2006

P

65%

11%

25%

Learner/Teaching/Training
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Main/General

425

1990

P

67%

13%

21%

Main/General

160

2001

C

90%

5%

5%

Learner/Teaching/Training

16

Main/General

338

2006

P

76%

17%

8%

Leisure Pool

233

Learner/Teaching/Training

133

Learner/Teaching/Training

18

2004

2015

*Aldersley HS Pool has now closed for refurbishment

Key topics identified by the fpm assessment for swimming pools for the
Wolverhampton Facilities Plan and Towards an Active City
3.6

Walk
%
travel

There are three key issues identified by the fpm assessment for swimming pools in
relation to the built facilities strategy and application of Towards an Active City and
which need more detailed analysis. The issues are:
•

Quantity - are there enough swimming pools to meet demand now and up to
2027?

•

Accessibilty - the fpm identifies the travel patterns to swimming pools and the
high levels of access by walkers and public transport, at nearly one in three
visits. So are there areas of the city where access to pools is limited (for
walkers in particular) and how much demand is inaccessible?

•

Availabilty – most of the city’s pools are estimated to be very full and
operating at 100% of pool capacity used in the weekly peak period. There
appears very limited scope to re-distribute demand between pools to even
things out and create a more balanced programme of use across venues.

3.7

Topics 1 and 2 can be dealt with together. They are about the quantity of swimming
pools to meet demand in 2015 and up to 2027. Plus how accessible pools are for
people who do not have access to a car, especially by walkers.

3.8

In 2015 the demand for swimming pools based on pool locations both inside and
outside the city and Wolverhampton residents travelling to the nearest pool to where
CoWC Built Facilities Plan
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they live exceeds supply by 277 sq metres of water (Note: a 25m x 4 lane pool is 212 sq
metres of water).
3.9

The impact of population growth to 2027 and of more importance, the ageing of the
core resident population, means this imbalance increases by only 35 sq metres of
water to a total 312 sq metres of water. The reason for the small increase is because of
the ageing of the resident population by 12 years (and presuming a lower rate of
swimming participation as more people move into older age groups) is offsetting the
increase in demand for swimming from the growth in total population.

3.10 The combined impact is to only increase the imbalance by 35 sq metres of water. So
population growth is not a driver of increasing demand for swimming.
3.11 In looking at the source of the imbalance in supply and demand, the finding is that
some 75% of the unmet demand (213 sq metres of water) in 2015 is locational, and is
demand located outside the walk to catchment area of a pool. It is mainly by people
who do not have access to a car. This decreases to 69% of total unmet demand by
2027.
3.12 The key point is that there will always be locational unmet demand outside the walk to
catchment area of a pool because the small 20 minutes/1mile catchment area means
it is not possible to get complete geographic coverage. So the vast majority of the
unmet demand is not about pool quantity it is about location and walkers access.
3.13 Map 3.1 overleaf shows the walk to catchment area for pools and it is quite extensive.
The cluster of pools in the centre and east of the city leads means around 30% of the
land area of the city is inside the walk to catchment area of a pool (Areas shaded light
brown. In the darker brown areas residents are inside the walk to catchment area of 2
pools).
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Map 3.1: Walk to catchment area of swimming pools Wolverhampton 2015
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3.14 The key point is then to understand the relationship of the areas of the city outside the
walking catchment and the distribution of unmet demand created by this lack of
access. The location and scale of unmet demand for swimming in 2015 is set is set out
overleaf in Map 3.2. The scale of unmet demand in each 1 kilometre square is colour
coded. The indigo squares represent 0 – 1 sq metre of water, mid-blue is 1 – 2, light
blue 2 -3, green 3 – 4, light brown 5 – 7.5 and darker brown of which there is only one
square) 10 25 sqm of water.
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Map 3.2: Scale and location of unmet demand for swimming pools Wolverhampton 2015
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3.15 Overall unmet demand is distributed in quite low values across the city. The highest
cluster of unmet demand is located north of the WVActive Central and in this area
there is a total of between 60 – 70 sq metres of water. After that there is cluster of
unmet demand in the NE of the city but this only amounts to around 30 sq metres of
water. The remainder of the unmet demand is distributed across the city in small
amounts of water space. So there is no one area of the city that has a high level of
unmet demand from walkers who live outside the walking catchment area of a pool.
3.16 The question is should this unmet demand by lack of access to pools by walkers be met
by additional water space? In terms of locations the answer is no because there is no
one area of the city that has sufficient levels of unmet demand to justify provision and
would provide this access for walkers. At best a new pool would reduce unmet
demand by around 60 – 70 sq metres of water. The action is to try and increase access
to pools by residents who do not have access to a car not an increased supply of
pools.
3.17 Topic 3 is about availabilty – with most of the city’s pools estimated to be very full and
operating at 100% of pool capacity used in the weekly peak period. There appears
very limited scope to re-distribute demand between pools to even things out and
create a more balanced programme of use across venues. Does this justify more
swimming pool provision, so as to reduce the used capacity of the pools?
3.18 The findings on the used capacity of the Wolverhampton pools is set out in Table 3.3
below. As it shows there is virtually no scope to redistribute the existing demand
between pool sites as all are very full. As Aldersley High School is now closed for
refurbishment this situation would be exacerbated.
Table 3.3: Used capacity of the Wolverhampton pools 2015

Name of facility
WOLVERHAMPTON
ALDERSLEY HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS
CENTRE
WVACTIVE BILSTON - BERT WILLIAMS
WVACTIVE BILSTON - BERT WILLIAMS
COLTON HILLS COMMUNITY SCHOOL
SPORTS COMPLEX
THE ROYAL SCHOOL,
WOLVERHAMPTON
THE ROYAL SCHOOL,
WOLVERHAMPTON
WVACTIVE CENTRAL
NUFFIELD HEALTH WOLVERHAMPTON
NUFFIELD HEALTH WOLVERHAMPTON
WOLVERHAMPTON SWIMMING AND
FITNESS CENTRE
WOLVERHAMPTON SWIMMING AND
FITNESS CENTRE
WOLVERHAMPTON SWIMMING AND
FITNESS CENTRE
WOLVERHAMPTON SWIMMING AND
FITNESS CENTRE

Type

AREA

SITE
YEAR
BUILT

SITE
YEAR
REFURB

% of Capacity
used

% of capacity not
used

94%

6%

Main/General

250

1979

91%

9%

Main/General
Learner/Teaching /
Training

438

2011

100%

0%

Main/General

240

1979

100%

0%

Main/General

200

2006

100%

0%

100%
72%

0%
38%

100%

0%

149

Learner/Teaching /
Training
Main/General
Main/General
Learner/Teaching /
Training

425
160

Main/General

338

Leisure Pool

233

Learner/Teaching /
Training
Learner/Teaching /
Training

2004

32
1990
2001

2015

16
2006

133
18
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3.19 The first option before that is to consider the scope to increase the availability of
swimming pools which do not have community access. The pools excluded from the
fpm assessment this basis are set out below in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4: Swimming Pools excluded from the fpm assessment Wolverhampton 2015
SITE NAME

Type of pool

Length

Width

Area

Lanes

Max
depth

YR
BUILT

YR
REFB

COPPICE PERFORMING ARTS SCHOOL

Main/General

17

9

153

3

3

1965

2012

THE KING'S C.E. SCHOOL

Main/General

17

8

136

4

1.8

1952

2012

SMESTOW SCHOOL

Main/General

18

7

126

4

2.1

1965

2005

TETTENHALL COLLEGE

Learner/Teaching/Training

13.2

7.9

104.28

4

2

1870

2006

3.20 These pools were excluded based on size and being below 160 sq metres of water.
The pools, whilst old, have been modernised and could accommodate learn to
swim/swimming competence and some club use but limited if access agreements for
these swimming pools could be agreed and funded then this does increase the supply
by 4 sites and add a further 519 sq metres of water to the supply base, 415 sq metres of
water, if the Tettenhall College pool which is the oldest and smallest site is excluded.
3.21 In addition to the above pools at Westcroft School and Greenpark School were
excluded because they are largely for private use.
3.22 This increase in supply is more than the imbalance of supply and demand of 300 sq
metres of water (rounded). In effect it would eliminate the unmet demand and if use
from some of the other pool sites could be transferred then it would reduce the used
capacity of these pools. Increasing availability of other pools is the better and cheaper
approach than increasing swimming pool provision.
3.23 Coppice Performing Arts pool is now closed, which limits the scope of this option.
Participation in swimming pools and future demand.
3.24 Another way of assessing if further swimming pool provision is required is to review past
trends in swimming participation, as an indicator of future demand. This is set out in
Chart 3.1 overleaf. The participation for swimming in Wolverhampton is only available
for years 2006 – 2009, it being 5.2% of adults swimming at least once a week in 2006
and 6.1% in 2009. It is assumed (but not measured) to be unchanged up to 2013, so the
data is not that helpful.
3.25 At the Black Country level swimming participation has fluctuated, it being 6.5% of
adults swimming once a week in 2006, increasing to 7.3% in 2009 and decreasing to
4.4% in 2015. Overall the data suggests that past swimming participation levels are not
increasing. Helpful in terms of pools being able to meet demand but not that helpful in
meeting the Council’s objectives in increasing physical activity and where swimming is
a major facility type for that objective.
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Chart 3.1: Adult swimming participation for Wolverhampton and the Black Country 2006 - 2015
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Swimming and market segmentation
3.26 As set out swimming pools are important in delivering the Towards an Active City
Strategy. The significance of swimming/pools being a cradle to grave facility type is
clearly illustrated by the participation data above. It is the most popular sport and
activity and an activity where female participation is higher than males. It is also an
activity that is more family or at least parent and small child based. For all these
reasons swimming pools are important.
3.27 This is all borne out by the market segmentation findings where swimming is the most
popular facility type for 9 of the 19 segments and of which 7 are female. The findings
are set out in Table 3.5 overleaf.
3.28 In terms of Towards an Active City 5 of the segments are in the 20 - 49 adults age
theme and 3 are in the older adults 50+ and one straddles the two. So swimming has
wide appeal across the Towards an Active City age themes as well.
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Table 3.5: Market segmentation findings for swimming Wolverhampton 2012

Segment

04

07

08

10

12

Towards
an
Active
City
Group

5-19
20-49

20-49

20-49

20-49

20-49
50+

Total and (% of
adult population
in
Wolverhampton

8.860
4.8%

2,718
1.5%

7,862
4.2%

13,195
7..2%

7,828
4.3%

Forename &
brief
description

Leanne
Supportive
Singles

Alison
Stay at Home
Mums

Jackie
Middle England
Mums

Paula
Stretched
Single Mums

Elaine
Empty Nest
Career Ladies

Gender/age/status

Sports Most
Interested
in

Female
18-25
Single
Likely to have
children
Student / part time
vocational
education

Swimming,
Gym,
Aerobics,
Dance,
Exercise,
Utility
Walking

Female
36-45
Married
Housewife
Children
Female
36-45
Married
Part time skilled
worker, housewife
Children

Swimming,
Badminton,
Aerobics,
Pilates,
Exercise
Bike
Swimming,
Dance,
Exercise,
Body
Pump,
Walking,
Aqua
Aerobics

Female
26-35
Single
Job seeker or part
time low skilled

Swimming,
Utility
walking,
Aerobics,
Ice Skating

Female
46-55
Married
Professional
Children left home

Swimming,
Walking,
Step
Machine,
Yoga, Gym
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Motivations

Barriers

•
•
•

Losing weight
Activities for
children
•

•
•
•

Taking children
Losing weight
Keeping fit

•
•

Taking children
Losing weight

•
•

Lose weight
Take children

Keeping fit
Losing weight
Help with injury

Health isn’t
good
enough

•

Time

•

•

•
•

Time

•
•
•

Time
Cost
Lack of
interest

•
•

Cost
Lack of
childcare
Poor
transport
Lack of
interest

•
•

•
•
•

How to Increase
Participation

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Time
Lack of
interest

•

Facility
types
most
important

Help with
child care
Longer
opening
hours
Cost

Swimming
pools and
studios

Help with
childcare
Better
facilities

Swimming
pool

Help with
childcare
Cheaper
admissions

Improved
transport
Cheaper
admission
Help with
childcare
Better
facilities
Longer
opening
hours
More
people to
go with

Swimming
pools and
studios

Swimming
pools and
studios

Swimming
pools and
gym
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Segment

Towards
an
Active
City
Group

Total and (% of
adult population
in
Wolverhampton

Forename &
brief
description
Roger and Joy

13

50+

8.095
4.4%

Early
Retirement
Couples

Gender/age/status

Sports Most
Interested
in

Male / female
56-65
Retired or part-time

Swimming,
Walking,
Bowls, Golf,
Fishing,
badminton

Motivations
•
•
•
•

Keeping fit
To help with
injury
Enjoyment
Taking
grandchildren

Barriers

•
•
•

Poor health
Lack of
interest
Transport

How to Increase
Participation
•
•

•

14

16

17

20-49
50+

16,160
8.8%

50+

7,301
4%

50+

3,579
1.9%

Brenda
Older Working
Women

Norma
Later Life Ladies
Ralph and
Phyllis
Comfortable
Retired Couples

Female
46-55
Single / married
May have children
Low skilled worker

Swimming,
Utility
Walking,
Dance
Exercise,
Step
Machine,

Female
56-65
Single / married
Low skilled worker
Retired

Walking,
Keep fit,
Swimming,
Aqua
Aerobics

Male / female
65+
Married
Retired

Bowls, Golf,
Snooker,
Walking,
Swimming
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•
•
•
•

Weight
Bring
grandchildren
Help with injury

•

Help with injury
or disability

•
•

Social
Improve
performance
and keep fit
Enjoyment

•

•

Lack of
interest
Time

•
•

Poor health
Cost

•
•

Transport
Lack of
people to
go with

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Better
facilities
Improved
transport

Facility
types
most
important
Swimming
pools and
outdoor
facilities

More free
time
Longer
hours
Cheaper
admissions
Help with
childcare
(for
grandchildr
en)

Swimming
pools and
studios

Cheaper
admissions
People to
go with

Swimming
pools

Improved
transport
More
people to
go with

More
outdoor
and
swimming
pools
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Summary of findings on swimming pools provision
3.29 In terms of the facility provision the key findings are:
•

Nearly 90% of total demand for swimming in Wolverhampton in 2015 is met.

•

The level of satisfied demand only decreases by 1% to 2027. So the impact of the
increasing population of 4.4% is having a very marginal impact in reducing the
satisfied demand. The reason being the increase in total population is offset by
the ageing of the core resident population 2016 – 2027.

•

Of this total satisfied demand some 69% of the Wolverhampton demand is being
met at pools located in the city – based on pools catchment and residents
travelling to the nearest pool to where they live. Most of the city’s demand that is
exported goes to South Staffordshire and Dudley.

•

Unmet demand is 10.3% of the City’s total demand in 2015, equates to 277 sq
metres of water and this increase very slightly by 35 sq metres of water by 2027.
Unmet demand overall is distributed in quite low values across the city.

•

The highest cluster of unmet demand is located north of WVActive Central and is
a total of between 60 – 70 sq metres of water. After that there is cluster of unmet
demand in the NE of the city but this only amounts to around 30 sq metres of
water. The remainder of the unmet demand is distributed across the city in small
amounts of water space. So there is no one area of the city that has a high level
of unmet demand.

•

Most importantly some 75% of the unmet demand 207 sq m) in 2016 is locational,
and is demand from walkers without access to a car who live outside the walk to
catchment area of a pool. This decreases to 69% 215 sq m) of total unmet
demand by 2027. So unmet demand from lack of access by walkers is small
scale and in low values across the city. There is no one hot spot of unmet
demand to justify further pool provision.

•

Some 25% in 2015 (70 sq metres of water) and 31% of total unmet demand (96 sq
metres of water) is due to lack of pool capacity at weekly peak times.

•

So whilst unmet demand is low a key finding is that as a city wide average the
level of overall pool capacity used at peak times is 94% in 2015 and increasing
slightly to 96% in 2027. The Sport England pools full comfort level is set at 70% of
pool capacity used at peak times. So the Wolverhampton pools as a city
average are very full.

•

The city average does vary across sites and the pools most full at 100% of
capacity used are: WVActive Bilston - Bert Williams, Colton Hills Community
School, Royal School, Wolverhampton; WVActive Central and Wolverhampton
Swimming and Fitness Centre with Aldersley High School at 91% of capacity used
at peak times. As Aldersley High School is now closed for refurbishment, this
situation is exacerbated.

Summary of findings on swimming pools provision and implications for Towards an
Active City
3.30 Swimming pools are important in delivering Towards an Active City. Swimming pools
are genuinely a cradle to grave facility type. Also, swimming is the most popular sport
and activity. It is an activity where female participation is higher than male and it is an
activity that is more family, or, at least parent and small child based. Swimming has
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wide appeal across the Towards an Active City age themes. For all these reasons
swimming pools are important in terms of Towards an Active City.
3.31 The implications for the facility findings for swimming and Towards an Active City are
challenging. Swimming participation, for which there is limited data at the
Wolverhampton level from Active People does not suggest there is increased
swimming participation. Also the projected demand for swimming up to 2027 from
population growth is offset by the ageing of the resident population. So demand is not
projected to increase.
3.32 These findings do not appear to be creating pressures on the swimming pool supply.
That said, the pools are estimated to be very full with most sites operating at capacity
in the weekly peak period. There is a need to increase supply by looking at the scope
to access small pools currently not in use. This would reduce the used capacity of the
current pools and increase availability for club and learn to swim use (only type of use
suitable for the smaller pools) and increase access geographically.
3.33 The key pool sites are Kings CE School and Smestow School. This addresses the supply,
demand, and access issue. However, it very unlikely to be economically cost effective.
3.34 If this were to happen, then this would add a further 262 sq metres of water to the
supply base for community use. This increase in supply would broadly address the
imbalance of supply and demand of 300 sq metres of water (rounded for both 2015
and 2027). In effect it would eliminate the unmet demand and if use from some of the
other pool sites could be transferred, then it would reduce the used capacity of the
current pool stock.
3.35 The challenges for Towards an Active City in doing all this, is that it is based on the
current pattern of swimming programmes of learn to swim, recreational swimming,
lane/fitness swimming and swimming development through clubs being the main types
of use.
3.36 If there is to be pool time programmed in line with Towards an Active City by
broadening the base of activity and getting people currently inactive to be active
(and swimming pools are a very important indoor facility type to achieve this), then
accommodating this new demand/participation, is challenging. If it could be
accommodated at off peak times, then this makes it more achievable. If it is to be at
peak times then this challenges the other types of use, especially if it involves
dedicated time.
3.37 There is also the challenge of pools being operated to maximise income, both the WV
Active Pools and the school pools are used for clubs use. Can a Towards an Active City
programme of activity be accommodated within the current pools programme?
Achieving Towards an Active City may have a cost to the current pool operation of
maximising income and meeting financial targets. As set out cost is a key barrier.
3.38 The one way to meet all these challenges is to increase actual swimming pool provision
in the city. It overcomes the need to juggle and pay for increased access to smaller
pools and would also create scope to met Towards an Active City type programmes or
just more casual swimming participation.
3.39 In short, it provides swimming pool supply headroom and which could reduce the used
capacity of the current stock of pools, whilst allowing a broader programme of use
across sites.
3.40 In summary, it is a balance between the facility findings of making more use of the total
supply to balance supply, demand and reduce the used capacity of the pools. This
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contrasting with the Towards an Active City (or more general increases in swimming
participation) putting pressure on the existing very busy supply to the extent of the
need to provide a further pool.
3.41 The scale of a new swimming pool project based on all the assessment findings is for a
25m x 6 lane pool and a separate teaching learner pool of 12m x 8m.
3.42 As set out the highest cluster of unmet demand is located north of WVActive Central
and is a total of between 60 – 70 sq metres of water. After that there is cluster of unmet
demand in the NE of the city around the Bushbury area but this only amounts to
around 30 sq metres of water. The remainder of the unmet demand is distributed
across the city in small amounts of water space. So there is no one area of the city that
has a high level of unmet demand.
3.43 Given this finding, plus the 20 minute drive time catchment area of pools providing very
good access to pools, located inside and outside the city for car travellers (which is
72% of all visits), it means there is no one hot spot location for provision of further
swimming pools. The criteria for site selection should be based on; Council objectives;
land availability; potential co-location of facilities and services.
3.44 In terms of pool types, the city’s total stock of pool sites, of which most have public
access is; 3 main pool sites; 4 main pool and teaching/learner pools; and 1 site which
also has a leisure pool (Wolverhampton Swimming and Fitness Centre). So the city
already has a stock of pools that can provide for all swimming activities and there are
no evident gaps in types of pool provision. The fpm assessment identifies the scale of
any future provision and this configures into a 25m x 6 lane main pool and a 12 x 8
(suggested) teaching/learner pool.
3.45 The key factor in determining any future pool type is in providing a pool(s) which
supports the Active City objectives of increasing physical activity through swimming. In
this sense a leisure pool is a family based activity pool and allows for easier
development of swimming confidence and provides the fun environment. In short, it
has broader based appeal and does not require the ability to swim to be active. Sport
England research has not identified a different catchment area for leisure pools as
distinct from traditional pools. It is the type of use which differs, with more family based
swimming activity and a longer weekend peak period and higher usage at weekends.
3.46 Provision of a teacher/learner pool is important in developing swimming confidence
and learning to swim. If the Active City focuses on increasing physical activity through
swimming, then developing the swimming skills is essential as is the need for
teaching/learner pools.
3.47 Main pools provide for all the other activities of recreational swimming, lane and fitness
swimming and club development. As reported the public swimming pools are
estimated to be very full at peak times. Provision of a further 25m x 6 lane man pool is
much more about reducing the very high used capacity at the public pools,
redistributing demand and providing some spare headroom of capacity at the existing
pools. It is more focused on increasing participation by people who swim already.
3.48 In short, the type of any future swimming pool provision should be determined by the
objectives of the Towards an Active City and the role swimming pools play in
increasing activity
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Swimming Pool Site Visits and Consultation
Swimming Pool Site Visits
3.49 Key issues arising include:
•

Council facilities with swimming pools now operate under the WV Active brand
with the flexibility to be commercial.

•

Targets are very focussed on income and bringing down the deficit.

•

New membership systems are emerging but at present there is no monitoring of
usage in respect of Towards an Active City objectives or little connection other
than one-off initiatives.

•

Opportunity exists with the new Towards an Active City strategy to link activity at
the centres to Towards an Active City objectives.

•

WVActive Bilston - Bert Williams is a good quality, well presented centre that has
an individual development project plan, which must prove a business case and
be commercially viable.

•

This includes; car parking improvements at and use of the old crèche area.
WVActive Central is the facility most in need of investment. Threatened with
closure the decision has been taken to keep the site open and invest (2014). The
site is the main competition pool but has no learner pool. Proposals include the
potential development of a learner pool.

•

Wolverhampton Swimming and Fitness Centre, as a PFI operates in isolation from
the WVActive delivery plans and performance has fluctuated since the opening
of WVActive Bilston - Bert Williams.

•

The health and fitness market is also very competitive and price sensitive with a
plethora of budget gyms.

•

The targets set in 2006 when the centre opened (old target groups) are still used
for monitoring. They do link with the Council in relation to Free Swimming and GP
Referral but again on a project basis as opposed to an integrated basis.

•

Same opportunity exists to work with all the centres to align activity (as
appropriate) to the Towards an Active City vision and monitor against a set of
new and clear objectives.

•

This will clearly need to be balanced with the financial drivers but at present the
role of the centres in the city health and active lifestyle agenda is not clear. The
Built Facilities Plan and the Towards an Active City should bring this clarity, which
the centres are seeking.

Swimming Pools Consultation
3.50 Key issues arising include:
•

There is an improvement action plan being driven centrally for WVActive and the
Built Facilities Plan should seek to integrate with this going forward

•

Monitoring and links to Towards an Active City are a key element of this as are
potential developments
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•

There is however an emphasis on commercial development and a debate about
how this links into final Towards an Active City aspirations, the clear cost barrier
and facility needs that emerge from this key driver

•

Whilst the WV facilities are not the panacea for Towards an Active City as
illustrated swimming is a key activity for the city

•

As illustrated in the supply and demand analysis thus far for swimming pools and
sports halls school provision is critical in terms of the supply

•

Building Schools for the Future (BSF) has ensured a stock of good quality facilities
however there were no community use agreements put in place to ensure
delivery of usage

•

There is now no central co-ordination of community use activity from the Council
whose role is minimal and diminishing as the roll out of Academies continues

•

Lettings are down solely to schools and it largely comes down to finances and
the influence of the Heads

•

The school improvement agenda is seen as key to unlocking usage on school
sites

•

The closure of school pools (Aldersley High School (for refurbishment) and
Coppice Performing Arts School) is impacting on school swimming and will
impact on capacity across the swimming pool network

•

The Council’s UDP is the policy document for determination of planning policy
and applications and the Core Strategy for the overarching planning policy.
Bilston Corridor, Stafford Road Corridor, and the City Centre are key regeneration
areas

•

Any proposals for investment must be realistic and achievable with funding
sources identified. From a planning perspective there is scope to explore the
potential for Sec 106 contributions from large housing developments but this must
be site specific.

•

The Council has not yet decided if it wishes to develop the Community InfraStructure Levy (CIL) and even if it did, the scope for CIL funding is a long way off.

Swimming Pools Overall Summary
3.51 Swimming pools are important in delivering the Towards an Active City, as set out it is
the activity which impacts most across the life courses identified in Towards an Active
City and swimming is the activity that has the widest age range of participants from
‘cradle to grave’ and where participation is higher amongst females than males. The
council remains the key provider of community swimming opportunities across
Wolverhampton. Swimming facilities are therefore important and should be invested in.
The location and catchment area of the city’s swimming pools appear reasonably well
located in relation to the demand for swimming with seven out of ten visits to a pool by
a Wolverhampton resident being to a pool in the city. The present stock should
therefore be retained and protected.
3.52 Unmet demand is 10.3% of the City’s total demand in 2015, equates to 277 sq metres of
water and this increase very slightly by 35 sq metres of water by 2027. The impact of
growth is therefore not significant. Unmet demand overall is distributed in quite low
values across the city.
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3.53 The highest cluster of unmet demand is located north of WVActive Central and is a
total of between 60 – 70 sq metres of water. After that there is cluster of unmet
demand in the NE of the city but this only amounts to around 30 sq metres of water.
The remainder of the unmet demand is distributed across the city in small amounts of
water space. So there is no one area of the city that has a high level of unmet
demand. Investment to increase capacity at WVActive Central would therefore
appear to be sensible in location terms.
3.54 Most importantly some 75% of the unmet demand 207 sq m in 2016 is locational, and is
demand from walkers without access to a car who live outside the walk to catchment
area of a pool. This decreases to 69% 215 sq m of total unmet demand by 2027. So
unmet demand from lack of access by walkers is small scale and in low values across
the city. There is no one hot spot of unmet demand to justify further pool provision.
3.55 Some 25% in 2015 (70 sq metres of water) and 31% of total unmet demand (96 sq
metres of water) is due to lack of pool capacity at weekly peak times. The single
biggest issue is therefore the estimate that the city’s public pools are very full and
operating at 100% of pool capacity used in the weekly peak period.
3.56 There needs to be more capacity in the system, the closure of school pools at Coppice
Performing Arts School and Aldersley High School (for refurbishment) is putting
increased pressure on an already full stock of pools.
Swimming Pool Recommendations
3.57 In considering the recommendations swimming pool times during the weekly peak
period of weekdays up to 7.5 hours and weekend days of 7 hours per day have been
reviewed to establish if these are the hours available for the full range of swimming
activities of; learn to swim; casual recreational swimming; lane and fitness swimming;
and club development at the Council’s pools. This has been confirmed by a review of
the pool programmes and so the fpm estimates of supply and hours available do
reflect the programming of the pools. So the issue of capacity is real and the pools are
very busy. The existing stock across the city needs to be protected.
3.58 There are several options going forward:
•

Option One is to consider programming the pools to increase the hours of use for
the most popular activities and effectively increase the pool capacity for these
activities, for example more pool time for casual recreational swimming, if that is
the most popular activity to meet physical activity needs, to provide more
capacity.

•

Option Two, a more fundamental option is to review pool programming across all
the Council sites. In effect reviewing all the different types of use to ensure each
pool is providing pool time to meet all the demand for swimming in the pool
catchment area. Whether these programming options will deliver significant
benefits is questionable however it is an exercise which should be undertaken in
the context of Towards an Active City regardless to help to link the centres
activity to the city physical activity objectives.

•

The pools are however likely to remain very busy in terms of their programme
capacity. 1 The pool programing seeks to accommodate the different types of

The fpm calculates the capacity of a swimming pool based on the hours of programmed time for
different types of activity. It is a theoretical capacity based on supply and demand factors. This is
based on the hours of use in the weekly peak period (weekday evenings and weekend days) for learn
to swim, public swimming, fitness lane swimming and swimming development through clubs. The fpm
1
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swimming activity and accommodate any specific initiative to increase
participation and getting more people active. This is because there is little spare
capacity in the pool programming and operation at present. So it is trying to
achieve more activity within the same number of hours that pools are available.
That is the issue and so this suggests new pool capacity and or opening up
access to smaller pools will be required. Furthermore, if the impact of Towards an
Active City, or some other broader participation programme increases demand
further then the pools will struggle to accommodate it.
•

Option Three is to review if some of the swimming pools excluded in the fpm
assessment could be included, in effect increasing swimming pool capacity. The
pools excluded in the fpm assessment were; King’s C.E. School: A Specialist Visual
Arts & Sports College with Science; and Smestow School. On a review of the pool
sizes at these locations this looks to be a limited option as the pool sizes average
around 135 sqm of water space. So, they could provide for developing some
level of swimming competence and learn to swim but that is the effective use of
pools of this size.

•

This will provide local solutions, important to residents in Wolverhampton however
how practical this is and how much capacity they can meet is again
questionable.

•

Option Four is to invest in sites to increase the capacity. The lack of a teaching /
learner pool currently limits WV Active Central. The current project is therefore
well founded in terms of needs and evidence. The centre is well located to meet
demand and the investment will help with flexibility and increasing capacity. It
could also provide a swimming lesson venue to help alleviate the impacts of
school pool closures. WV Active Bilston - Bert Williams also requires investment in
the ancillary facilities such as car parking, to support increased usage.

•

Option Five is to review with neighbouring authorities the scope to develop new
(or replacement swimming pool provision as a joint venture. Based on the
distribution of demand across boundaries with import and export of demand
then Dudley is the authority where there is the most interaction. Dudley is also
looking to modernise its swimming pool stock.

3.59 In conclusion CoWC should consider programming at the current sites to see if the
existing stock can manage any increase in usage. If demand does increase and pools
become under increasing pressure, then consideration should be given to opening up
smaller pools and investing in council sites to increase capacity. If all that still means
there is pressure on pools and they are still too busy then long-term consideration
should be given to new pool provision in partnership.

calculates the capacity of the pool based on how many visits the pool can accommodate for these
different types of activities for the hours of community use. This then becomes the swimming pool
supply capacity
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4: Sports Halls
Sports Halls Introduction
4.1

In 2015 Sport England completed a facility planning model (fpm) assessment for sports
halls on behalf of the Council.

4.2

The fpm study had two parts (or runs):
•

Run 1 set out the strategic assessment of the current supply and demand for
each facility type in 2015, it provided a baseline assessment of what things look
like now.

•

Run 2 projected the changes to 2027 based on the impact of population growth
and new housing development across Wolverhampton. In effect, a forward
assessment of the impact of these changes on the demand, supply, and access
to each facility type, when compared with the baseline run 1. Where there were
known committed changes in the supply of facilities in neighbouring authorities to
Wolverhampton these were included.

4.3

This section of the report sets out the findings under each of the ANOG headings in a
summary table. This is followed by more explanatory text and more detailed findings
under each of the ANOG headings. Plus, an assessment of how the facility findings
relate to Towards an Active City.

4.4

The final part of the section sets out a summary of overall key findings,
recommendations, and actions.
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Table 4.1: Findings under each ANOG heading for Sports Halls
Quantity

There are 22 sports halls of 3
badminton court size or larger on 16
sites in the city in 2015. This supply is
assumed to be unchanged in 2027.
Wolverhampton’s supply of sports halls
in 2015 equates to just under 68
badminton courts which are available
for community use at the 16 sports halls
sites.
Total demand for sports halls across
Wolverhampton equates to just over
79 badminton courts, so there is a
negative supply and demand balance
of just over 11 badminton courts.
As a result of the 4% increase in
population to 2027 and assumed no
change in supply, the negative supply
and demand balance increases to just
under 13 courts.
There is however the equivalent of a
further 30 badminton courts in 2015
which are part of the supply but are
not available for community use. These
are located on education sites. There is
therefore scope to address the
negative balance in both years by
increasing access to existing sports hall
sites before considering the need to
supply more sports halls
These
findings
are
based
on
comparing simply the Wolverhampton
total supply with the total demand.

Quality

Accessibility

Availability

Thirteen of the 16 sports hall
sites are on school or
college sites (plus the
University
of
Wolverhampton sports hall
site). The stock is quite
modern with 7 of the 16 sites
being constructed since
2000 and only 5 sports halls
pre date 1980.

Just under 90% of the total Wolverhampton
demand for sports hall is met in both 2015 and 2027.
Of this total around 75% of satisfied demand is
retained in Wolverhampton in 2015 and 77% in 2027.

Availability measures how full the sports halls are. The
estimated used capacity of the Wolverhampton sports
halls as a city wide average is 85% of capacity used in 2015
and 90% in 2027, in the weekly peak period.

So the location and catchment area of the sports
halls across the city is reasonably good. The
measure being - that of the 90% of visits to a sports
hall by a Wolverhampton resident that is met, some
75% of this total is by a resident using a sports hall
located in the city.

In effect, this means the sports halls as a city average are
estimated to be over the Sport England “halls full” comfort
level of 80% of capacity used by 5% in 2015 and then 10%
in 2027.

The balance of the Wolverhampton satisfied
demand is met in neighbouring authorities,
exported demand goes mainly to Dudley and
Sandwell.
Unmet demand remains constant in both 2015 and
2027 at around 10% of total demand and equates
to 8 badminton courts. Around 85% of the total
unmet demand in both years is locational and is
demand located outside the walking catchment
area of a sports hall and by residents who do not
have access to a car. Given the low levels of unmet
demand there is no cluster location of unmet
demand. The report sets out the key sites/schools for
reducing unmet demand.
The variable hours for community use at education
venues is impacting on re-distributing demand. If
there is demand in an area but the education
venues do not provide for community use, then this
demand will get re-distributed to other venues in
the same catchment area notably the public sports
hall sites, leading them to become fuller.
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There is a decreased supply of sports halls in Sandwell and
Birmingham South by 2027 and this will re-distribute
demand and have an impact on increasing the used
capacity of the Wolverhampton sports halls.
The city wide average for used capacity does vary at
individual sites and ranges from 42% of capacity used at
the Aldersley High School Sports Centre, to several sites with
used capacity at 100%.
There are eight venues where the estimated used capacity
in both years is at 100% in the weekly peak period. (table
in more detailed findings below)
Population growth does not appear to be a driver of
increasing the used capacity of the venues, it is the level of
demand which already exists in 2015 which means the
centres are estimated to be 85% full and the population
growth is adding just a further 5% to used capacity.
Some 25% of the used capacity of sports halls is imported
into the city in 2015 and 27% in 2027. This is based on the
nearest sports hall for some residents in neighbouring
authorities is a sports hall in Wolverhampton and residents
travelling to the nearest sports hall to where they live. This
then becomes part of the used capacity of the

47

Quantity

Quality

Accessibility

Availability

In terms of travel patterns to sports halls, some 68%
of visits to sports halls are by car, 18% on foot and
14% by public transport. These percentages are not
estimated to change much by 2027.

Wolverhampton sports halls and represents 25% of the used
capacity of the City’s sports halls in 2015 and 27% in 2027.

Some 32% of the Wolverhampton population do not
have access to a car. This is 8% higher than the 24%
for both West Midlands Region and England wide.
This means the location and access to sports halls
by walkers and people who use public transport is
important. One in three visits to sports halls are by
people who walk or use public transport.
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4.5

The list of sports halls included in the fpm assessment are set out below in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Supply of sports halls included in the fpm assessment
Name of facility

Type

SITE YEAR
BUILT

SITE YEAR
REFURB

WOLVERHAMPTON

Car %
Demand

Public trans
% demand

Walk %
Demand

69%

13%

18%

ALDERSLEY HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS
CENTRE

Main

1979

59%

8%

33%

WVACTIVE ALDERSLEY

Main

1999

78%

13%

9%

WVACTIVE BILSTON - BERT
WILLIAMS

Main

2011

71%

15%

15%

CITY OF WOLVERHAMPTON
COLLEGE (WELLINGTON ROAD
CAMPUS)

Main

2009

65%

15%

21%

COLTON HILLS COMMUNITY
SCHOOL SPORTS COMPLEX

Main

1979

45%

8%

47%

COPPICE PERFORMING ARTS
SCHOOL

Main

2012

72%

13%

15%

1942

59%

14%

27%

2006

76%

12%

12%

COPPICE PERFORMING ARTS
SCHOOL
COPPICE PERFORMING ARTS
SCHOOL

Activity Hall
Activity Hall

ST MATTHIAS SCHOOL

Main

ST MATTHIAS SCHOOL

Activity Hall

NORTH EAST WOLVERHAMPTON
ACADEMY
NORTH EAST WOLVERHAMPTON
ACADEMY
OUR LADY AND ST CHAD
CATHOLIC ACADEMY
OUR LADY AND ST CHAD
CATHOLIC ACADEMY

2004

Main
Activity Hall
Main

1950

2002

50%

11%

39%

1965

2005

75%

13%

12%

2005

76%

11%

13%

79%

8%

14%

61%

12%

27%

Activity Hall

ST PETERS COLLEGIATE SCHOOL

Main

ST PETERS COLLEGIATE SCHOOL

Main

TETTENHALL COLLEGE

Main

1994

THE KING'S C.E. SCHOOL

Main

2004

THE WOLVERHAMPTON
GRAMMAR SCHOOL

Main

1986

UNIVERSITY OF
WOLVERHAMPTON SPORT
CENTRE (CITY SITE)

Main

1980

53%

13%

34%

WEDNESFIELD HIGH ACADEMY

Main

2011

72%

14%

14%

WOLVERHAMPTON GIRLS HIGH
SCHOOL

Main

2003

69%

13%

17%

2009
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4.6

Several school sites are excluded from the above analysis as they are either too small,
have closed or have indicated they just allow private use. The potential of those larger
halls, who currently just allow limited private use are set out later.
Key issues identified by the fpm assessment for the Wolverhampton facilities
strategy and Towards an Active City.

4.7

4.8

There are four key issues identified by the fpm assessment for sports halls in relation to
the built facilities strategy and application of Towards an Active City and which need
more detailed analysis. The issues are:
•

Quantity and access – sports hall venues which have more limited access for
community use. Which are they and what would be the impact of increasing
supply and access in meeting the demand for sports halls?

•

Quality – what is the age of the sports halls and is there a need for
modernisation of venues over the strategy period? If so which venues are the
oldest and have high levels of use?

•

Accessibility - the fpm identifies the travel patterns to sports halls and the high
levels of access by walkers and public transport, at one in three visits. So are
there areas of the city where access to sports halls is lower than other areas,
given we know the importance of local provision, how much demand is
inaccessible?

•

Availability – if the sports halls are 85% full in 2015 and 90% full in 2027 but this
varies at individual venues, then which venues are most and least used?
What is the scope to re-distribute demand between venues to even things
out and create a more balanced programme of use across venues.

Issues 1 and 4 are about quantity and availability and can be answered by reference
to one table, which shows the hours of community use for each sports hall venue in
Wolverhampton and the estimated used capacity for each venue.
Table 4.3: Sports hall Supply and Capacity Table Wolverhampton 2015

Name of facility

Type

SITE YEAR
BUILT

SITE YEAR
REFURB

Number
of
courts

HRS in PP

TOTAL
HRS
AVAIL

% of
Capacity
used

% of
capacity
not used

85%

15%

WOLVERHAMPTON
ALDERSLEY HIGH
SCHOOL SPORTS
CENTRE

Main

1979

3

22.5

22.5

42%

58%

WVACTIVE
ALDERSLEY

Main

1999

12

42

81

100%

0%

Main

2011

4

45.5

87

100%

0%

Main

2009

4

43

61

100%

0%

Main

1979

3

18.25

18.25

100%

0%

WVACTIVE BILSTON
- BERT WILLIAMS
CITY OF
WOLVERHAMPTON
COLLEGE
(WELLINGTON
ROAD CAMPUS)
COLTON HILLS
COMMUNITY
SCHOOL SPORTS
COMPLEX

2004
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Name of facility
COPPICE
PERFORMING ARTS
SCHOOL
COPPICE
PERFORMING ARTS
SCHOOL
COPPICE
PERFORMING ARTS
SCHOOL
ST MATTHIAS
SCHOOL
ST MATTHIAS
SCHOOL
NORTH EAST
WOLVERHAMPTON
ACADEMY
NORTH EAST
WOLVERHAMPTON
ACADEMY
OUR LADY AND ST
CHAD CATHOLIC
ACADEMY
OUR LADY AND ST
CHAD CATHOLIC
ACADEMY
ST PETERS
COLLEGIATE
SCHOOL
ST PETERS
COLLEGIATE
SCHOOL
TETTENHALL
COLLEGE
THE KING'S C.E.
SCHOOL
THE
WOLVERHAMPTON
GRAMMAR
SCHOOL
UNIVERSITY OF
WOLVERHAMPTON
SPORT CENTRE (CITY
SITE)
WEDNESFIELD HIGH
ACADEMY
WOLVERHAMPTON
GIRLS HIGH
SCHOOL

4.9

HRS in PP

TOTAL
HRS
AVAIL

% of
Capacity
used

% of
capacity
not used

30.75

33.75

71%

29%

Activity Hall

30.75

33.75

Activity Hall

30.75

33.75

34.5

36.5

70%

30%

34.5

36.5

38

41

78%

22%

38

41

34.5

36

63%

37%

34.5

36

28

31

59%

41%

38

38

4

38

38

71%

29%

4

40.5

43.5

67%

33%

5

30.5

33.5

65%

35%

Type

SITE YEAR
BUILT

Main

2012

Main

SITE YEAR
REFURB

1942

Number
of
courts

4

4

Activity Hall
Main

2006

4

Activity Hall
Main

1950

4

Activity Hall
Main

1965

2005

4

Main
Main

1994

2005

Main

2004

Main

1986

Main

1980

4

30.5

76

64%

36%

Main

2011

4

20

20

73%

27%

Main

2003

4

18

18

70%

30%

2009

The sports hall sites in red are a combination of(1) where there is a lower level of hours
for community use, so reduced access, and (2) the estimated used capacity of the
venues for these community hours is below the Sport England halls full comfort level of
80% of capacity used in the weekly peak period. So scope to increase hours of use and
increase access, thereby re-distribute demand from the venues which are above this
80% level.

4.10 In effect, this approach addresses the fpm finding that there is the equivalent of 30
badminton courts which are part of the supply base but are not available for
community use.
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4.11 There is a high level of facility provision on education sites. Active Places suggests 81.3%
of sports halls are located on school sites. So understanding the scale of facility need
across Wolverhampton and the scope and opportunities to increase accessibility to
facilities on education sites is critical.
4.12 The key sports hall sites where there is this combination of lower hours availble for
community use and lower levels of used capacity of the sports hall are:
•

Aldersley High School – has a three badminton court sports hall, having
opened in 1979. It is estimated to have 22 hours of community use a week,
which is quite high but the used capacity of the venue is only 42% in the peak
period. Possibly this is because of the size of the venue and the limitation on
the full range of indoor hall sports that can be played. It is however close to
WVActive Aldersley which has the largest sports hall in the city at 12
badminton courts and which is estimated to have 100% of capacity used at
peak times. The High School is also quite near to the North East
Wolverhampton Academy sports hall site, which is a four badminton court size
sports hall and is estmated to have 81% of its sports hall capacity used at
peak community times. So possibly some scope to re-distribute demand
between this venue and the High School.

•

Coppice Performing Arts School – has a 4 badminton court size sports hall
which opened in 2012. There are 32 hours of community use in the weekly
peak period and the estimated used capacity of the venue is 71%. So there is
limited scope to increase usage here, before it reaches the benchmark 80%
of capacity used at peak times. It is also located in the north east of the city
and there is only the Wednesfield High Academy which is located in the same
area of the city. This venue is estimated to have 100% of its capacity used at
peak times but there are only 20 hours of community use available in the
weekly peak period. So some combination of increased hours at both sites
and development of a joint programme would provide more balance with
an increase in supply and access for residents in this part of the city. Possibly
this is more important in this part of the city, given there are only two sports
hall venues in this area. For residents who do have access to a car (32%
across the city) there will be increased travel time to other venues, if they
cannot access these sports halls.

•

Our Lady and St Chad Catholic Academy - the data on this site does not tell
the full story. The school since its inception as a sports college in 2005 has had
extensive community use for the full peak period of weekday evenings and
weekend days. There is a specialism in judo with the Takayuki Judo Club
based at the school and it is developing judo, with four members reaching
county standard competition level in the past 18 months. There is also a
women’s football academy based at the school for the school pupils, as part
of educational studies and development of their football skills. There is
extensive community use of the school’s 3G artificial grass pitch and smaller
grass pitches. In effect, the school is operating as a sports college and
developing community use.
The sports hall is a four badminton court sports hall which was opened in 1950
and modernised in 2002. As the photograph shows, it has been well
maintained, the courts resurfaced and lighting upgraded. The school is
located in the north of the city and equal distance from Coppice Performing
Arts School to the east and North East Wolverhampton Academy to the west
but they are over five miles apart. In short, the data says there is scope to
make more use of the hours available for community use at this school.
However the practice is that the school has very well established and wide
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ranging community use across several sports. In effect, there is little further
enhancement for community use of this site.
Our Lady and St Chad Catholic Academy Sports Hall

•

Tettenhall College - an independent school which has a four badminton
court size sports hall, opened in 1994 and was modernised in 2005. It is
located in the west of the city where there is a cluster of sports halls:
WVActive Aldersley; the King’s C.E. School; and St Peters Collegiate School.
There appears to be limited scope to increase access to the school for
community use, as it is estimated to have 71% of its capacity for community
use in the peak period already used, so only 9% of unused capacity before it
too reaches the 80% halls full comfort level.

4.13 So in answering the questions: (1) which sports hall venues have more limited access for
community use and (2) what is the the scope to re-distribute demand between
venues and create a more balanced programme of use across venues, the answer
appears to be limited. The overall finding is that for a varierty of reasons there is limited
scope to increase the hours for community use at the venues where there appears to
be currently lower hours of access and/or lower levels of used capacity. The
combination of reasons being: the schools do appear to already have extensive
community use; there are limitations created by the size of the venue (3 badminton
court size); schools in some of the same areas are a combination of state and
independent schools and the independent schools appear to focus on extra curricular
activities for the school itself.
4.14 There are however a number of schools not included in the assessment as they
recorded having limited/ private usage. These would increase the potential supply of
30-courts and include:
•

Smestow School - the school has a 4 badminton court main hall, a 1 court
activity hall (18m x 10m) and two smaller activity halls. The school is located
east of the city centre between Finchfield and Castlecroft. In this area there
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are four other sports halls. These being University of Wolverhampton (city-site),
Wolverhampton Grammar School, Wolverhampton Girls High School and St
Peters Collegiate School. It is the area of the city which has the highest
concentration of sports halls. These other sites do provide for community use
and the hours of use are variable. It is not the area of the city with the highest
level of unmet demand for sports halls. However as it is a new facility and a
specialist sports college, it could provide more a better quality offer in terms
of size of venue and with smaller additional halls and has an interest in
developing sports wider than the college – could be a designated club
venue for the sports the school is developing.
•

Highfields Science Specialist School - has a 4 badminton court sports hall
(2012) but it is private use. School web site has no references to community
use. School is located SW of the city centre in the Penn area of the city. This is
close to the location/schools/sports hall referenced for Smestow. This area of
the city has the highest access to sports sites and unmet demand is not high.
However it is a modern 2012 sports hall and so good quality.

•

Moseley Park and Technology Centre – hall is too small at 544 sq m and below
the cut off for a 4 court hall and so it was excluded. However the school is
located in Bilston and the only other sports halls in that area are City of
Wolverhampton College and WVActive Bilston – Bert Williams. The school web
site makes a big play of extra-curricular sport and success of the school but
has no reference to indoor community use. The website refers to outdoor
sport and wider community use. If it could be accessed it would make a small
difference in an area where there is some unmet demand.

•

Moreton Community School – old 4 badminton court hall, which opened in
1979. The school did not benefit from BSF and the hall is in need of upgrade.
School is located NE of the city centre and in an area where only one other
sports hall Our Lady and St Chad Catholic Academy. Would make a
difference if community use could be enhanced and improve access in an
area of the city where there is limited supply.

4.15 These centres therefore provide opportunity to increase sports hall capacity.
Sports halls with 100% of capacity used at peak times
4.16 In addition to the review of sports halls with potential to absorb more demand there
are four venues where the estimated used capacity of the sports hall at peak times is
100%. These are shown in blue in Table 4.3 above.
4.17 Two of the centres are public leisure centres, WVActive Aldersley and the WV Active
Bilston - Bert Williams. They provide for the full range of of indoor halls sports for
recreational and club use. Also they are open for the full peak and off peak period.
Also the WV Active Aldersley is a 12 badminton court sports hall and so has extensive
scope for flexible and multi activity use of the venue. WV Active Bilston – Bert Williams is
a 4 badminton court main hall and it is a modern sports hall having opened in 2011. It is
also located in the SE of the city and there are no other centres in this part of the SE of
the city. So it wil draw demand based on it being a modern centre and the lack of
alternative provision.
4.18 Tellingly, the two nearest centres to the WV Active Bilston - Bert Williams are the City of
Wolverhampton College Sports Hall, a 4 court hall opened in 2009 and which also has
100% of its capacity used at peak times and with extensive hours for community use at
43 in total per week. The next nearest sports hall to WVActive Bilston - Bert Williams is the
Colton Hills Community School sports hall is also estimated to have 100% of its capacity
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used at peak times. It is a 3 badminton court sports hall, opened in 1979 and
modernised in 2004 and has 18 hours of community use in the weekly peak period.
4.19 These other centres are not in the SE of the city but are the nearest centres to the WV
Active Bilston - Bert Williams Centre. So a consistent finding across these three venues
is that there is a very high level of demand for sports halls in this part of the city. These
three venues are estimated to be at 100% of their capacity for community use at peak
times. There are very good levels of community use at the venues. Collectively this
would appear to be the reasons for the high levels of used capacity at the venues.
4.20 Given there are no other venues in this part of the city to provide for community use,
there is limited scope to re-distribute demand between venues to provide a lower level
of used capacity across the venues.
4.21 In summary, and reviewing the fpm finding for topic 1 and across eight sports hall
venues where there is a combination of (1) low levels of access or (2) high levels of
access but very high used capacity as well there appears limited scope for (1) to
increase the hours of access at these venues. Whilst for (2) the SE of the city appears to
be an area of high demand for sports halls and there is no alternative provision of
sports hall venues to be able to re-distribute demand to and provide a lower level of
used capacity overall.
4.22 The second issue from the the fpm assessment is about the quality of venues, their age
and if there is a need for modernisation of venues over the strategy period?
4.23 The age of the venues and dates of any modernisation by decade are set out in Table
4.4 below. The table is quite informative, as the image is that Wolverhampton has a
modern supply of sports halls. through BSF. To an extent this is true and 8 of the total 16
sites, have been opened since 2000, some preceding BSF.
4.24 As the table shows however, there is quite an even spread of sports hall openings in
earlier decades, with 3 opening pre 1970 and then 2 in each of the next three
decades. So 50% of the Wolverhampton sports hall stock pre dates 2000. Five of the 8
venues opened pre 2000 have been modernised.
Table 4.4: Wolverhampton Sports Halls decade of opening and modernisation
Decade
pre 1970
1970’s
1980’s
1990’s
2000
2010 onwards
Total

Opening of sports halls
2
2
2
2
4
4
16

Modernisation
2
1
1
1
0
0
4

4.25 Given that only 2 of the sports halls sites are owned by the CoWC there is very limited
information on the costs of modernising the stock – it is down to the individual
education owners for the vast majority of sites. Furthermore, the WVActive Bilston - Bert
Williams only opened in 2011 and so there is no condition survey information for that
centre. For the WVActive Aldersley site, the condition survey information supplied by
CoWC was for the whole site and it would require detailed analysis to extract the sports
halls component.
4.26 The overall finding is that of the 8 sports halls built before 2000, five have been
modernised and there are three which have not. These are: Aldersley High School
(three badminton court sports hall 1979); WVActive Aldersley (twelve badminton court
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sports hall 1999); and University of Wolverhampton (four badminton court sports hall
1980).
4.27 By 2026 there will be 4 sports halls which opened in the 2000 decade and have not
been modernised, all of which are on education sites.
4.28 Issue 3 from the fpm assesment is about accessibility and travel patterns to sports halls.
32% of the Wolverhampton population do not have access to a car and one in three
visits to a sports hall are either by walking or public transport. So understanding how
accessible sports halls are by different travel patterns and where residents live and
relating this to the sports hall locations is important. Are there areas of the city where
access to sports halls is lower than other areas and how much demand is there in these
areas and which cannot access a sports hall? Access is a key barrier in
Wolverhampton.
4.29 The fpm findings are that in 2015 some 68% of all viists to sports halls are by car, 18% by
walkers and 14% by public transport . For context the West Midlands regional figures
are 76% by car, 14% by walkers and 9% by public transport.
Location and access to sports halls based on 20 minutes drive time catchment area
4.30 Map 4.1 overleaf illustrates the number of sports halls that can be accessed by
residents based on the 20 minute drive time catchment area of the sports hall
locations. The number of sports halls that can be accessed is colour coded. In the
areas shaded light green, residents in these areas on the west side of the city can
access between 10 - 20 sports halls, including halls in neighbouring authorities.
Residents in the darker green areas can access between 20 – 30 sports halls; in the light
blue areas residents can access between 30 – 40 sports halls and in the darker blue
areas residents can access between 40 – 50 sports halls.
4.31 So overall there are very high levels of accessibility to sports halls by car. Ironically
access is lowest but still at between 20 – 30 sports halls, on the west side of the city
where the sports hall provision is highest. It is higher in the east and centre of the city
where there is lower provision. The reason being the lower number of sports halls in
authorities to the west of the city and far more to the east side. So access by
Wolverhampton residents is influenced by this pattern of provision in these
neighbouring authorities.
4.32 In terms of how much of the Wolverhampton demand for sports halls is met at sports
halls in the city (based on residents travellling ot the nearest venue to where they live),
it is very high. Some 75% of the total Wolverhampton demand for sports halls which is
met, is at a sports hall in the city. So the relationship between the catchment
area/access to the city’s sports halls and where residents live, means three out of four
visits by a Wolverhampton resident is to a sports hall located in the city.
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Map 4.1: Location and access to sports halls based on 20 minutes drive time catchment area Wolverhampton 2015
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Location and access to sports halls based on 20 minutes/1 mile walk to catchment
area
4.33 The same information can be presented for the 20 minute/ 1mile walk to catchment
area and this is set out in Map 4.2 overleaf. Given the small area of the walk to
catchment area access is very good, with around 65% of the total area of the city
inside the walk to catchment area of at least one sports hall. This is illustrated by the
areas shaded light brown.
4.34 Again access is hghest in the cluster of sports halls to the west side of the city. Smaller
areas in this cluster in the darker colours have higher levels of access, to between 2 – 4
sports halls.
4.35 The North and North East of the city where there is the lowest provision of sports halls do
however cover a large area for a walking catchment.
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Map 4.2: Location and access to sports halls based on 20 minutes/1 mile walk to catchment area Wolverhampton 2015
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4.36 It is possible to identify how much demand is located outside the walking catchment
area of a sports hall in Wolverhampton and if the scale is significant or not, this is
classified as unmet demand. There is a total demand of 1,518 visits that are located
outside the walk to catchment area of a sports hall and this equates to just fewer than
9 badminton courts. In 2015 Wolverhampton has 68 badminton courts available for
communuity use at peak times. So it is not a significant level of unmet demand. (note:
there is also unmet demand for sports halls created by lack of capacity but this only
equates to 1 badminton court).
4.37 The scale and location of this unmet demand is set out in Map 4.3 overleaf. Given it
totals fewer than 9 courts there is no one area of the city which could be regarded as
a hot spot of unmet demand. The scale of unmet demand is represented in number of
badminton courts, and is colour coded. Indigo is 0. – 0.1 of one badminton courts and
is the highest number of squares. Blue is 0.1 – 0.2 of one badminton court. lighter blue is
0.2 – 0.3 of one badminton court and green is 0.3 – 0.4 of one badminton court.
4.38 The clusters of unmet demand outside the walking catchment area of a sports hall is
highest to the North and West of Colton Hills Community School sports hall and equates
to 1.4 badminton courts. Then to the south of Our Lady and St Chad Catholic
Academy but only equivalent to 0.6 of one badminton court. Then to the east of the
WVActive Bilston - Bert Williams but only equates to 0.4 of one badminton court.
4.39 So overall it is very low levels of unmet demand outside the walking catchment area of
a sports hall. In the three areas where it is highest, it only totals 2.4 badminton courts
and there is a total supply of 68 badminton courts for community use at peak times
across the city.
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Map 4.3: Unmet demand for sports halls Wolverhampton 2015
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Participation in hall sports and future demand.
4.40 Participation in hall sports is not measured by Active People. It is however measured as
part of a combined study of participation in both hall sports and swimming. This is set
out in Chart 4.1 overleaf. By extracting the swimming data from this combined
assessment it is possible to identify a proxy rate of participation in indoor hall sports.
4.41 The swimming data is only available for 2006 -2013 and in 2006 the rate of participation
for the combined activities of once a-week participation was 18.4% of which swimming
was 5.2% and so hall sports would be 13.2%. In 2013 the combined rate was 21.7% of
which swimming was 6.1% and so halls sports would be 15.6%.
4.42 So on this proxy measure the once a week participation rate for indoor hall sports by
adults has increased by 2.4% from 13.2% of adults participating in 2006 to 15.6% in 2013.
As mentioned, there is no data for swimming beyond 2013 and so it is not possible to do
as more up to date participation assessment.
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Chart 4.1: Once a week participation in swimming and hall sports Wolverhampton 2006 – 2013
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4.43 The fpm assessment of the total demand for sports halls from Wolverhampton residents
in 2015 is 17,262 visits. This is projected to increase to 17,668 visits by 2027. So a very small
increase of 406 visits or 2.3% in 12 years from 2015 to 2027.
4.44 By both these measures of past trends in hall sports participation from the Active
People survey findings for Wolverhampton 2006 – 2013 and the fpm assessment of
future demand for sports halls 2015 – 2027, the rate of participation/increases in
demand are not significant.
4.45 This does suggest the existing provision of sports halls should be able to accommodate
the levels of participation/demand. The issue is much more about access to sports
halls, and the distribution of demand across venues and increasing participation to
meet the Towards an Active City objectives. This could be achieved by programming
changes at venues to accommodate Towards an Active City specific programmes,
preferably at off peak times.
Sports halls and Towards an Active City
4.46 Participation in hall sports is very much contained within the 16 – 44 age groups and is
very much male dominated in terms of hall tine for the playing of hall sports such as
five-a-side football, basketball, martial arts, and circuits, if the latter two use the main
hall. Participation is more balanced across the genders for badminton and exercise
and fitness classes. So in terms of Towards an Active City it is very much a facility type in
the adult’s 20 – 49 age groups.
4.47 This is almost exclusively in this age range, however recent trends have identified an
increased demand for low impact exercise classes and recreational badminton from
people in the 55 – 64 age group during the day. This demand is expressed more at
public leisure centres because of the inability to access education venues.
4.48 The 20 - 49 age range is also an age range which contains 12 of the total 19 Sport
England market segments but where playing indoor hall is important for only 2 the 12
segments in this age range. Both of these are male, Ben and Jamie and aged 18 – 25
and so slightly wider than the 20 - 49 age theme. These two segments contain 16,941 of
the market segmentation population in 2012 and which is 11.5% of the adult 20 – 49
age group.
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Table 4.5: Market segmentation numbers 2012 and Wolverhampton total population

Segment

01

02

03

04

Towards an
Active City
Group

5-19
20-49

5-19
20-49

5-19
20-49

5-19
20-49

Total and (% of
adult population
in
Wolverhampton

4,828
2.6%

12,113
6.6%

3,835
2.1%

8.860
4.8%

Forename &
brief
description
Ben
Competitive
Male Urbanites

Jamie
Sports Team
Drinkers

Chloe
Fitness Class
Friends

Leanne
Supportive
Singles

Helena
05

20-49

5,149
2.8%

Career
Focused
Females

Gender/age/status

Sports Most
Interested in

Male
18-25
Single
Graduate
professional

Rugby, Squash,
Windsurfing,
Tennis, Cricket,
Climbing, Gym,
Football

Male
18-25
Single
Vocational Student
Female
18-25
Single
Graduate
Professional
Female
18-25
Single
Likely to have
children
Student / part time
vocational
education
Female
26-35
Single
Full time professional

Basketball,
Football,
Weight
Training,
Badminton,
Boxing, Martial
Arts
Body combat,
Netball, Pilates,
Running, Aqua
Aerobics,
Tennis, Gym,
Swimming
Swimming,
Gym, Aerobics,
Dance
Exercise, Utility
Walking
Gym, Road
Running,
Dance
Exercise, Horse
Riding, Body
Pump, Yoga
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Motivations
•
•
•
•
•

Improving
performance
Training for
competition
Social
Enjoyment
Keep fit

•
•
•

Social
Performance
Competition

•
•

Weight
Fitness

•
•

•
•
•

Barriers

Facility types
most
important
Sports halls

•
•

•

Time
Interest

Time

•

Time

•

Health
isn’t
good
enough

•

Time

•
•

Time
People
to go
with

Losing weight
Activities for
children

Losing weight
Keeping fit
Improving
performance

Participation
Profile

Most active in
population
Approx. 20% zero
days

Second highest
participation of
all types
Approx. 30% zero
days

Active type
30-35% zero days

Least active of A
but does
participate
40-45% zero days

Very active type
30-35% zero days

Very much
sports halls

Gyms and
studios

Swimming
pools and
studios

Gym and
studios
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Segment

06

07

08

Towards an
Active City
Group

20-49

20-49

20-49

20-49
09

20-49
10

11

20-49
50+

Total and (% of
adult population
in
Wolverhampton
7.318
4%

2,718
1.5%

7,862
4.2%

19,250
10.8%

13,195
7..2%

11,699
6.5%

Forename &
brief
description
Tim
Settling Down
Males
Alison
Stay at Home
Mums
Jackie
Middle
England Mums

Kev
Pub League
Team Mates

Paula
Stretched
Single Mums

Philip
Comfortable
Mid-Life Males

Gender/age/status
Male
26-45
Single / married
May have children
Professional
Female
36-45
Married
Housewife
Children
Female
36-45
Married
Part time skilled
worker, housewife
Children
Male
36-45
Single / married
May have children
Vocational

Sports Most
Interested in
Canoeing,
Cricket,
Cycling,
Squash, Skiing,
Golf, Football
Swimming,
Badminton,
Aerobics,
Pilates, Exercise
Bike
Swimming,
Dance
Exercise, Body
Pump, Walking,
Aqua Aerobics
Football, Darts,
Snooker,
Fishing, Pool,
Ten Pin
Bowling,
Cricket

Female
26-35
Single
Job seeker or part
time low skilled

Swimming,
Utility walking,
Aerobics, Ice
Skating

Male
46-55
Married
Professional
Older children

Sailing,
Badminton,
Cycling, Gym,
Jogging, Golf,
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Motivations
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Improve
performance
Keep fit
Social
Taking
children
Losing weight
Keeping fit
Taking
children
Losing weight

Competition
Social
Enjoyment
(ltd)
Perform

Lose weight
Take children

Barriers

•

•

Time

•
•
•

Time
Cost
Lack of
interest

•
•

Social
Taking
children
Improving
performance
Enjoyment

Very active type
25-30% zero days

Fairly active type
30-35% zero days

Average
45-50% zero days

•
•

Time
Slight
cost
factor

Less active within
group B
Approx. 50% zero
days

•
•

Cost
Lack of
childcar
e
Poor
transport
Lack of
interest

Least active type
within Group B
Approx. 60% zero
days

Time
Lack of
childcar
e

Most active
within Group C
Approx. 40% zero
days

•
•

•
•

Time

Participation
Profile

•
•

Facility types
most
important
Very much
outdoor
facilities
Swimming
pool

Swimming
pool and
studios

More
commercial
indoor
provision of
snooker and
ten pin
bowling and
outdoor
Swimming
pools and
studios

Outdoor and
gym
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Segment

12

Towards an
Active City
Group

20-49
50+

Total and (% of
adult population
in
Wolverhampton
7,828
4.3%

Forename &
brief
description
Elaine
Empty Nest
Career Ladies
Roger and Joy

13

14

15

16

17

18

50+

20-49
50+

50+

50+

50+

50+

8.095
4.4%

16,160
8.8%

13,673
7.4%

7,301
4%

3,579
1.9%

8.963
4.9%

Early
Retirement
Couples
Brenda
Older Working
Women
Terry
Local ‘Old
Boys’
Norma
Later Life
Ladies
Ralph and
Phyllis
Comfortable
Retired
Couples
Frank
Twilight Year
Gents

Gender/age/status

Sports Most
Interested in

Female
46-55
Married
Professional
Children left home

Swimming,
Walking, Step
Machine,
Yoga, Gym

Male / female
56-65
Retired or part-time

Swimming,
Walking, Bowls,
Golf, Fishing,
badminton

Female
46-55
Single / married
May have children
Low skilled worker

Swimming,
Utility Walking,
Dance
Exercise, Step
Machine,

•
•

Male age
56-65
Single / married
Low skilled worker
Job seeker

Fishing,
Shooting, Pool,
Darts, Snooker,
cycling

•

Female
56-65
Single / married
Low skilled worker
Retired

Walking, Keep
fit, Swimming,
Aqua Aerobics

Male / female
65+
Married
Retired

Bowls, Golf,
Snooker,
Walking,
Swimming

Male 66+
Married / single
Retired

Bowls, Darts,
Pool, Walking,
Fishing

Motivations
•
•
•

Keeping fit
Losing weight
Help with
injury

•
•

Keeping fit
To help with
injury
Enjoyment
Taking
grandchildren
Weight
Bring
grandchildren
Help with
injury

•
•

•

Barriers

•
•

Time
Lack of
interest

•

Poor
health
Lack of
interest
Transport

•
•
•
•
•

•

Help with
injury
Social

•

•
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Help with
injury or
disability

•

•
•

•

Social
Improve
performance
and keep fit
Enjoyment

•
•

Social
Enjoyment

•

•

•
•

•

Lack of
interest
Time
Poor
health
Lack of
people
to go
with
Cost
Poor
health
Cost
Transport
Lack of
people
to go
with
Poor
health

Participation
Profile
Reasonably
active type
40-45% zero days
Participate once
or twice a week
50-55% zero days
Sometimes
participates

Facility types
most
important
Swimming
pools and
gym
Swimming
pools and
outdoor
facilities
Swimming
and studios

60-65% zero days
Some low
intensity
participation

Outdoor
facilities

65-70% zero days
Lowest
participation of
Group C
75-80% zero days
Highest
participation of
Group D
Approx. 70% zero
days
Medium
participation for
group D

Swimming
pools

More outdoor
and
swimming
pools
More outdoor

75-80% zero days

67

Segment

19

Towards an
Active City
Group

50+

Total and (% of
adult population
in
Wolverhampton
21,436
11.6%

Forename &
brief
description
Elsie and
Arnold
Retirement
Home Singles

Gender/age/status

Sports Most
Interested in

Male / female
66+
Widowed
Retired

Walking,
Dancing,
Bowls, Lowimpact
exercise
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Motivations

•
•

Social
Help with
injury

Barriers

•

Health
problem
s and
disability

Participation
Profile

Facility types
most
important

Lowest
participation of
Group D

Studios but
more
outdoors

Approx. 85% zero
days
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Table 4.6: population breakdown in relation to Towards and Active City and Market
Segmentation
Towards an
Active City
Themes

number of segments in
this age range

population in each
theme from market
segmentation (1)

2014 total Wolverhampton
population in this age
range

Early Years (0-4
years)

no data available

no data available

17,500 (2)

Children and
Young People
(5-19 years)

4 segments but it is for
16 – 25 age range

34,512

45,200

Adults (20-49
years)

12 segments

125,900

147,000

Older Adults
(50 years+)

9 segments

33,900

42,300 (3)

Notes (1) based on 2012 data (2) ONS data is for 0 – 5 years of age. (3) ONS data is 50 – 90+ age range

Sports Hall Summary
4.49 Demand for sports halls from Wolverhampton residents based on the fpm findings,
does exceed supply in both 2015 and 2027 but there is enough total supply to met the
demand in both years and further provision is not required
4.50 The findings on sports halls are set out under five main findings. Firstly, age of the sports
halls. The Building Schools for the Future Programme has provided modern sports halls
on education sites, with 8 of the total 16 sports hall sites on education sites and which
have been opened since 2000. However 3 of these preceded the start of the BSF
programme and opened prior to 2005.
4.51 In fact, the date of sports halls opening is quite evenly spread over the decades. Two
venues opened pre 1970 and then 2 in each of the next three decades. So 50% of the
Wolverhampton sports hall stock pre dates 2000. Five of the 8 venues opened pre 2000
have been modernised. So there will be a need to modernise sports halls, with the pre
2000 unmodernised venues, plus the post 2000 sports halls age. It is perhaps not the
impression of the need for a rolling programe of modernisation of sports halls.
4.52 The second key finding is that 14 of the total 16 sports hall venues are owned/managed
by education institutions, of which 3 are colleges, 1 is higher education and 10 are
secondary schools. There are 2 sites which are public leisure centres sports halls,
WVActive Bilston – Bert Williams and WVActive Aldersley. This makes development of
sports hall provsion, management and increasing access to sports halls for community
use much more complex. In effect, there are 14 education providers/operators and
one public leisure centre operator with 2 venues.
4.53 Each owner/operator is deciding and most likely independently of each other ,their
policy and level of access to the venues for community use. In effect theCoWC
through WVActive can only influence access to 2 of the 16 sports hall sites to directly
deliver Towards an Active City.
4.54 The third finding is that there is an impression of a lot of spare or unused capacity at the
education venues which could be developed to increase community access and
further develop Towards an Active City objectives. The data does support this
impression. There is a total of 98 badminton courts across the total supply in
Wolverhampton in 2016. Of which 68 courts are available for community use in the
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weekly peak period. The difference of 30 courts being created by the variable amount
of access at the education venues. So a potential supply of 30 courts which could be
accessed. There are also four further education sites totalling 16 courts.
4.55 Demand for sports halls is estimated to be for 79 courts in 2015 and only increasing very
slightly by 2 courts to 81 by 2027. So the projected demand can be met within the total
current supply and there is no need to increase the supply further, just keep it
modernised, well maintained and with increased access.
4.56 The fourth key finding is about the average level of used capacity of the sports halls. It
is 85% of capacity used at peak times in 2015 and increasing to 90% in 2027. So whilst
there is enough capcity to met demand in both years, with increased access, the
sports halls on average are pretty full. They are estimated to be 5% above the Sport
England halls full comfort level in 2015 and 10% in 2027.
4.57 This does vary at individual venues depending on the demand in the catchment area
of each venue and the amount of access for community use.
4.58 In posing the questions (1) which sports hall venues have more limited access for
community use and (2) what is the the scope to re-distribute demand between
venues and create a more balanced programme of use across venues, the answers
appear to be limited.
4.59 This is for a combination of reasons (which are different between individual schools);
•

the school focuses on extra curricular use of the facilities by school clubs
outside of school hours;

•

the school is already a sports college and is focusing/developing particular
sports and so there is limted scope to offer more time for other community
use;

•

size of the venue which at 3 badminton court size limits the activities that can
take place;

•

there are very few other schools close by and so to re-distiribute demand
from schools with very high levels of use to others with more capacity is limited
by geography.

4.60 These findings apply most to: Aldersley High School; Coppice Performing Arts School;
Our Lady and St Chad Catholic Academy; and Tettenhall College. Scope may exist at
additional school sites; Smestow, Highfields, Moseley, and Moreton.
4.61 The fifth key finding relates to sports halls with very high levels of used capacity (at
100% used at peak times) and if there is scope, to redistribute demand from these
venues to achieve a more balanced and lower level of use. This applies to the
WVActive Bilston - Bert Willliams, the City of Wolverhampton College Sports Hall and
Colton Hills Community School sports hall, all estimated to have 100% of capacity used
at peak times.
4.62 The WVActive Bilston - Bert Williams is in the SE of the city and there are no other sports
halls in this part of the SE. The nearest venues are City of Wolverhampton College to
the north and Colton Hills Community School sports hall to the west. Across this area of
the city demand for sports halls appears to be high and there is limited, if any,
opportunity to re-distribute demand between them because each is full and the
distances between each location. WVActive Aldersley in the west of the city is also
estimted to have 100% of capacity used at peak times.
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4.63 So there are some challenges in the findings: whist demand for sports halls from
Wolverhampton residents based on the fpm findings, does exceed supply in both 2015
and 2027 there is enough total supply to met the demand in both years and further
provision is not required.
4.64 However the supply of badminton courts on education sites currently not available is
key to this. However, it is not simply a case of identifying venues which have no/limited
access and increasing their supply. It appears more subtle and the unavailable supply
is in very small pockets at individual venues and or located in areas/venues where
increasing access is limited because of (1) the policy of the school or (2) the schools
are not located in areas where demand is highest. Priority should therefore be given to
schools who are committed to and see the value of community use and are located in
the areas of greatest need; north and north-east of the city.
4.65 In terms of hall sports participation and based on the Active People once a week
participation measure, it has increased by 2.4% from 13.2% of adults participating in
2006 to 15.6% in 2013. Quite a modest increase in participation.
4.66 The projected increase in demand based on the fpm assessment is for total demand
for sports halls from Wolverhampton residents to increase. This is from the 2015 total
demand of 17,262 visits in the weekly peak period, to 17,668 visits by 2027. So a very
small increase of 406 visits or 2.3% in 12 years from 2015 to 2027.
4.67 So based on past participation trends and projected future increases in demand then
combined the increases in demand are modest.
4.68 Towards an Active City is concerned with broadening activity and getting people who
do nothing to do something. There is scope to accommodate this in the current supply
but it is much more about the programming and accessibility in the widest sense.
Sports halls are a facility type which appeals most to people aged within the 16 – 44
age group.
Other Indoor Space
4.69 Outside traditional sports halls and other indoor sports spaces across the city provide
vital sport and phyiscal activity opportunities for different demographics.
4.70 The Wolverhampton Youth Zone opened in 2016 and provides young people from 8-19
or up to 25 with a disability over 20 activities every night. The Youth Zone provides a
range of outdoor and indoor facilities including a climbing wall and represents what
can be achieved through local action and development.
4.71 The network of community centres whilst not exclusively provide local opportunities for
older people. Providing classes and physical activity opportunities at a local level.
Community Centres
4.72 The list of the Council’s community centres along with the type of provision is set out in
Table 4.7 overleaf.
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Table 4.7: City of Wolverhampton Council Community Centres 2016
Centre
All Saints Community Centre

Facilities and equipment
Hall

The Hub at Ashmore Park

Sports hall
Easyline gym
Small hall
Easyline gym equipment
Table tennis
Spin
Sports hall
Easyline gym
Gym
Toning tables
MUGA
Easyline gym equipment

Bilston Community Centre
Bob Jones Community Hub

Bradmore Community Centre
Dunstall Community Centre

Medium sized sports hall
Easyline gym equipment

Eastfield Community Centre

Medium sized hall
MUGA
Small hall

Long Knowle Community Hub
Lower Bradley Community Centre

Medium sized hall
Easyline gym equipment
Medium sized hall
Easyline gym equipment

Low Hill Community Centre
Lunt Community Centre

MUGA

Portobello Community Centre

Easyline gym equipment

Pendeford Community Hub

Easyline gym equipment

St Chad’s Youth & Community Centre
Tettenhall Wood Institute

Easyline gym equipment
Medium hall (accessibility issues)
Hall

Wednesfield Community Hub

Table tennis

4.73 The location of the CoWC community centres which are most suited for indoor sports
and physical activity are set out in the map overleaf.
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Map 4.4: Location of the City Council Community Centres 2016
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4.74 The community centres are not an alternative type of provision for sports halls. This is
because of their size, most are around one badminton court size and that they are
multi-purpose venues for a wide range of community based activities, not just physical
activity.
4.75 For reference however, it is worthwhile comparing the site locations of the community
centres with the sports halls locations and the one mile walk to catchment area. So as
to identify if there are issues of lack of access to both types of provision for people who
do want to do both sport and physical activity. The map for sports halls with the one
mile walk to catchment area is set out overleaf.
4.76 Overall, there is a close correlation between the site locations for both types of
facilities. All of the community centre sites are within the one mile walk to catchment
area of a sports hall site.
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Map 4.5: Sports hall sites and one mile walk to catchment area
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Community Centres and Towards an Active City
4.77 There is a strong local identity within Wolverhampton communities emphasising the
need for local services. Some 32% of the Wolverhampton population do not have
access to a car. This is 8% higher than the 24% for both West Midlands Region and
England wide. A high number of households are without vehicular access and need
provision and opportunities close to their homes. Availability of local sports facilities
close to home is also identified as a key barrier in Healthy Lifestyle Survey. Price is also a
key barrier identified in the Healthy Lifestyle Survey, Community Centres have a vital
role to play.
4.78 Female participation is lagging in Wolverhampton. Motivations to do more activity for
females are much more about physical activity for a health benefit rather than playing
sport. 65+ age group is projected to have one of the largest percentage increases in
population in Wolverhampton
4.79 In terms of community centres and Towards an Active City they are therefore very
much the facility type that are also suitable for older adults.
4.80 Adults 50+ is the smallest age group in terms of numbers of people within the city’s
population. It is however an age group where the Towards an Active City is focusing
attention in trying to increase physical activity levels and in the older age groups is
projected to increase.
4.81 The Sport England Active People survey has identified a trend of participation and
increasing demand for exercise classes and dance for people recently retired in the
50’s. Also an increasing demand for low impact exercise classes for people aged 60+.
For both types of activity, the demand is for day time classes when school venues and
also public sports centres may have limited availability.
4.82 This type of activity along with other types of exercise classes such as yoga and keep fit
are the appropriate type of activities for the Council’s community centres, delivered at
times and at prices, which meet needs.
4.83 The Council still have a key role and influence in the community centre network but it is
struggling financially and recognition needs to be given to the role the network can
play in delivering Towards an Active City priorities.
Table 4.8: Towards an Active City themes market segmentation numbers 2012 and
Wolverhampton total population 2016
Towards an Active City
Themes
Early Years (0-5 years)
Children and Young
People (6-18 years)
Adults (19-49 years) and
Older Adults (50 years+) (3)
& (4)

number of
segments in this
age range

population in each theme
from market segmentation (1)

2016 total Wolverhampton
population in this age range

no data available

no data available

19,800 (2)

34,512

45,200

125,900

147,000

33,900

42,300

4 segments but it
is for 16 – 25 age
range
12 segments
9 segments

Notes (1) based on 2012 data (2) ONS data is for 0 – 5 years of age. (3) ONS data is 50 – 90+ age range (4) In
October 2016 WCC consolidated the former 4 Towards an Active City age themes into three age groups. In
effect the former adults and older adults now becomes one age group
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Sports Halls Site Visits and Consultation
Sports Halls Site Visits
4.84 Key issues arising include:
•

The Council facilities that operate under the WV Active brand have the flexibility
to be commercial

•

Targets for WVActive are very focussed on income and bringing down the deficit

•

New membership systems are emerging but at present there is no monitoring of
usage in respect of Towards an Active City objectives or little connection other
than one-off initiatives

•

Opportunity exists with the new Towards an Active City strategy to link activity at
the centres to Towards an Active City objectives

•

Both WVActive Bilston - Bert Williams and WVActive Aldersley are good quality
well presented centres. WVActive Aldersley plays a sub-regional role for athletics,
cycling and arena sports and is a key NGB facility

•

Individual WVActive Centres have individual development projects, which must
prove a business case and be commercially viable

•

These include; car parking improvements at WVActive Bilston - Bert Williams and
use of the old crèche area. Developments of the site at WVActive Aldersley e.g.
golf driving range.

•

WVActive Central is the facility most in need of investment. Same opportunity
exists to work with all the centres to align activity (as appropriate) to the Towards
an Active City vision and monitor against a set of new and clear objectives

•

This will clearly need to be balanced with the financial drivers but at present the
role of the centres in the city health and active lifestyle agenda is not clear. The
Built Facilities Plan and the Towards an Active City should bring this clarity, which
the centres are seeking

•

The availability of local sports facilities close to home is identified as a key barrier,
price is also a key barrier identified in the Healthy Lifestyle Survey, Community
Centres have a vital role to play in both areas

•

The community hub sites are excellent local facilities providing activities and
physical activity programmes aimed but not exclusively at the 50+ age range

•

The community centres operate under different management models and are
largely reactive to the market providing physical activity and class based
opportunities

•

Again those managed by the council re under increasing financial pressures and
opening hours are being effected e.g. Bob Jones.
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Sports Halls Consultation
4.85 Key issues arising include:
•

There is an improvement action plan being driven centrally for WV Active and
the Built Facilities Plan should seek to integrate with this going forward

•

Monitoring and links to Towards an Active City are a key element of this as are
potential developments

•

There is however an emphasis on commercial development and a debate about
how this links into final Towards an Active City aspirations, the clear cost barrier
and facility needs that emerge from this key driver

•

As illustrated in the supply and demand analysis thus far, sports halls school
provision is critical in terms of the supply

•

BSF has ensured a stock of good quality facilities however there were no
community use agreements put in place to ensure delivery of usage

•

There is now no central co-ordination of community use activity on school sites
from the Council whose role is minimal and diminishing as the roll out of
Academies continues

•

Lettings are down solely to schools and it largely comes down to finances and
the influence of the Heads

•

The school improvement agenda is seen as key to unlocking usage on school
sites

•

The Council’s UDP is the policy document for determination of planning policy
and applications and the Core Strategy for the overarching planning policy.
Bilston is a key area

•

Any proposals for investment must be realistic and achievable with funding
sources identified. From a planning perspective there is scope for Sec 106
contributions but this should be site specific. The Council has not yet decided if it
wishes to develop the Community Infra-Structure Levy (CIL) and even if it did, the
scope for CIL funding is a long way off.

Sports Halls Recommendations
4.86 Towards an Active City is concerned with broadening activity and getting people who
do nothing to do something. There is scope to accommodate this in the current supply
but it is much more about the programming and accessibility in the widest sense.
Sports halls are a facility type which appeals most to people aged within the 16 – 44
age group.
4.87 Sports halls provide a good flexible facility with sport and physical activity benefits. They
provide for the biggest Towards an Active City age group theme (adults) but it is
mainly male sports activity.
4.88 Demand for sports halls from Wolverhampton residents based on the fpm findings, does
exceed supply in both 2015 and 2027 although when looking at all stock there is
enough total supply to met the demand in both years and further provision is not
required. Protection and modernisation of the existing stock is therefore important.
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4.89 There are several options going forward:
4.90 Option One is to support the opening up of school sports halls. Intervention and
incentive will be required and CoWC should lead and work in partnership with the
school sport partnership to get all providers together. Scope out with each provider
what they do at present and willingness to provide for more community use.
4.91 Consider the development of a package with the education venues. CoWC should
seek to support and help modernise older venues; floors, lighting, changing etc in order
to enhance community use. Priority should be given to work with schools who
demonstrate a commitment to community use and those in key geographical areas of
the city where there is greatest need; North and North East.
4.92 Option Two. Both the council centres are estimated to be full at peak times WV Active
Aldersley and WV Active Bilston - Bert Williams should consider off-peak programmes
focussed on Towards an Active City priorities. This should be linked into new KPIs and
monitoring.
4.93 Option Three. Community centres should be recognised as providing critical local
flexible indoor opportunities for physical activity programmes and classes, particularly
for the older age-group. The current network should be supported and invested in.
4.94 The options for sports halls are not mutually exclusive and together form an approach
to future sports hall provision and management in-line with needs assessment and
Towards an Active City.
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5: Other Indoor Facilities
Other Indoor Facilities Introduction
5.1

This section of the Plan sets out the assessment for other indoor facility types included in
the scope of the study.

5.2

This section sets out the findings for each sports facility type/activity;

5.3

•

under the four ANOG headings of quantity, quality, access, and availability;

•

profile of participation and demand;

•

a summary of the key findings for each facility type. The relationship of the facility
assessment to Towards an Active City, how the findings relate to the particular
age groups, thus linking facility needs and priorities to physical activity priorities;
and

•

recommendations and actions.

The facility types included are: indoor bowling, indoor tennis, health and fitness,
gymnastics, studios, martial arts, and boxing.
Indoor Bowling

5.4

There are no purpose built indoor bowls centres in Wolverhampton, or in the Black
Country Sports Partnership area and authorities.

5.5

A table of all the indoor bowling centres in West Midlands Region, taken from the Sport
England Active Places Power database for 2016 is set out as an appendix. This shows
there are 13 centres in the West Midlands Region, of which there are 2 centres in each
of Birmingham and Stratford upon Avon and then one centre in 9 other authorities.

5.6

Six of the centres are owned and operated either directly or through Trusts by local
authorities. Four are owned and operated by sports clubs, with 2 commercially owned
and operated centres and one owned and operated by a community organisation,
which is the Erdington Courts Sports Club in Birmingham and one of the nearest centres
to Wolverhampton.

5.7

There is a total of 88 rinks across the 13 centres, and 6 rink centres is the most popular
with 9 of the centres of this size. There are 2 centres of 8 rinks at Solihull Indoor Bowls
Club and Rugby Thornfield Indoor Bowling Club and there is one 4 rink centre at
Erdington and a 2 rink centre at Cannock Chase.

5.8

A map of the centres is set out overleaf. The numbers in the pin head refer to the
number of centres in that location.

5.9

The nearest centres for Wolverhampton appear to be in Cannock Chase at the Chase
Leisure Centre but this is only a 2 rink centre, opened in 1991. Then the 2 centres in
Birmingham at Erdington Court Sports Club (4 rinks and opened in 1976) and Stirchley
Indoor Bowls Centre (6 rinks and opened in 1985).
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Map 5.1: Location of Indoor Bowling Centres West Midlands Region 2016
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5.10 Given the lack of provision it is not possible to undertake the ANOG assessment of
supply, demand, quality, access, and availability of provision for indoor bowling. It is
however possible to develop a profile of potential demand for indoor bowling and
then assess how this relate to the Towards an Active City age themes and identify if
indoor bowling is an important facility type to deliver Towards an Active City.
5.11 Active People data on indoor bowling participation for once a week is only available
at the England wide level and for years 2011 – 2016. It shows that in 2011 participation
was 0.70% of the adult population bowling at least once a week. This increased to
0.82% of the England adult population in 2013 but has decreased to 0.53% of the adult
population in 2016. The findings are set out in Chart 5.1 overleaf.
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Chart 5.1: Indoor Bowling Participation for England 2011 – 2016

5.12 In terms of participation in both outdoor and indoor bowling participation this data is available for all the Active People survey years at the
England wide level, again based on the once a week measure. Given the data is for 10 years it is useful context. It shows low levels of
participation and in gradual decline. It being 0.80% of the adult population participating at least once a week in Active People 1 for 2005
- 06 and 0.57% of the adult population participating at least once a week in Active People 9 for 2014 – 15.
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Chart 5.2: Indoor and Outdoor Bowling Participation for England 2006 – 2015

Sport England Indoor Bowling Study 2013
5.13 In 2013 Sport England undertook a national indoor bowling facility assessment and this study sets out participation rates for indoor bowling
for a range of age bands and for both genders. This provides more detailed information on the profile of participation than the Active
People survey. However, the two sources have a different basis and so cannot be compared.
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5.14 The findings based on Sport England research is set out in Table 5.1 below. The highest
rates of participation for both genders are in the 65+ age ranges. Perhaps surprising is
that participation is highest in the 75+ age group. Up until age 64 participation is below
1% of the adult population for females and is 1% for males.
Table 5.1: Participation rates in indoor bowling by age and gender. Sport England study
2013
Age range

0 – 15 (%)

16-49 (%)

50-59(%)

60-64(%)

65-74(%)

75-79(%)

Males

0.00

0.09

0.49

1.03

2.84

4.01

Females

0.00

0.06

0.27

0.93

2.11

2.61

5.15 By applying these rates of participation in both 2016 and for 2026, (as the end of the
strategy period) it is possible to identify the potential participation rates for indoor
bowling for both genders from the Sport England study to the Wolverhampton
population. This is set out in Table’s 5.2 and 5.3 below.
5.16 2026 is taken as the forward year because Sport England recommend that facility
assessments based on population and participation are best assessed on a ten-year
timeframe.
Table 5.2: Male population potential participation in indoor bowling by age bands for
2016 and 2026 for Wolverhampton (1)
0 – 15 (%)

Age range

16-49 (%)

50-59(%)

60-64(%)

65-74(%)

75-79(%)

Males
participation

0.00

0.09

0.49

1.03

2.84

4.01

0

54

73

61

312

160

0

53

78

72

312

160

rate
2016 Population
participating in
indoor bowls
2026 Population
participating in
indoor bowls

(1) Population projections for Wolverhampton City based on 2014 ONS projections updated from 2011
Census
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Table 5.3: Female population potential participation in indoor bowling by age bands for
2016 and 2026 for Wolverhampton (1)
Age range
Female
rate

participation

2016
Population
participating in indoor
bowls
2026
Population
participating in indoor
bowls

0 – 15 (%)

16-49 (%)

50-59(%)

60-64(%)

65-74(%)

75-79(%)

0.00

0.06

0.27

0.93

2.11

2.61

0

36

43

55

231

130

0

37

45

74

273

130

Table 5.4: Total population potentially participating in indoor bowling by age bands in
Wolverhampton 2016 and 2026
Age range

0 – 15

16-49

50-59

60-64

65-74

75-79

0

90

116

116

543

290

0

90

121

146

585

290

2016
total population participating in indoor
bowls
2026 total population
indoor bowls

participating

TOTAL

1,155
1,232

(1) Population projections for Wolverhampton City based on 2014 ONS projections updated from 2011
Census

5.17 The advantage of this assessment is that it allows Sport England participation rates for
indoor bowling to be applied to the Wolverhampton population in 2016 and the city’s
projected population in 2026, for both males and females in the 6 age bands. It
provides a more informed view of the potential future demand for indoor bowling
based on participation rates now.
5.18 The key findings from the tables are:
•

The overall total potential population participating in indoor bowling is low at
1,155 people in 2016 and increasing by a very small amount to 1,232 people in
2026

•

At an assumed per rink capacity of 100 bowlers per rink, this equates to 11 rinks in
2016 and increasing by only 1-2 rinks by 2026

•

So the increasing and ageing Wolverhampton population between 2016 and
2026 only adds a requirement for an additional 1-2 rinks, assuming the
participation rates remain unchanged between the two years. This is a
questionable assumption because as the Active People survey shows, based on
once a week adult participation for indoor bowling has declined nationally from
0.7% of the adult population participating at least once a week in Active People
5 for 2010 – 2011, to 0.53% participating in Active People 9 for 2015 – 16

•

The changes in the Wolverhampton total population of 256,000 people in 2015
and 270,000 people in 2026 population between 2016 and 2026 does not impact
with big changes in the population who potentially could play indoor bowls,
there is an increase of 77 bowlers between the two years
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•

The age band with the highest participation is the 75- 79 age band for both
females (at 2.6% of this age band participating nationally) and males (4%
participating nationally

•

Between the ages 15 – 59 only 0.58% of the male population plays indoor bowls
and only 0.33% of the female population plays bowls.

5.19 The footnote to these findings is that this is applying the England wide participation
rates for indoor bowls identified by Sport England to Wolverhampton. The absence of
any centre in both Wolverhampton and the Black Country does mean there is no local
participation data.
Market Segmentation data on Bowling participation in Wolverhampton
5.20 To try and get a more local Wolverhampton perspective on the latent demand for
bowling it is possible to review the market segmentation data. Three footnotes to this
analysis are the data is for indoor and outdoor bowling as there is not separate data for
indoor alone. Secondly the market segmentation data is based on once a-month
participation and thirdly it is for 2012 – 13.
5.21 The content is:
•

a market segmentation map illustrating the rate of participation for people who
do plays and those who would like to play bowls across Wolverhampton;

•

a chart with the total population for each market segment that play/would like
to play bowls; and

•

a potted profile of the main segments which play bowls.

5.22 A summary of findings follows the data.
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Map 5.2: Market segmentation map with rate of participation in bowling across Wolverhampton 2012 -13

5.23 In the lighter purple areas on the periphery of the city the rate of participation in bowls is 1% – 2% of the adult population. In the darker
purple areas, the rate of participation in bowls is between 0.1% - 1% of adults playing bowls, at least once a month.
5.24 The same catchment map for people who would like to play bowls and thereby indicating the latent demand is set out as Map 5.3
overleaf. This shows a universal coverage of 0.1% - 1% of the adult population who would like to play bowls.
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Map 5.3: Market segmentation map who would like to play bowls within Wolverhampton 2012 - 13

5.25 The participation profile and population numbers in the catchment area who play bowls and would like to play bowls across all 19 market
segments is set out in Chart 5.3 overleaf.
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Chart 5.3: Market segments who play bowls Wolverhampton 2012 - 13
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Chart 5.4: Market segments who would like to play bowls Wolverhampton 2012 - 13
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5.26 The key finding from the charts are that bowls participation is dominated by two
segments, these being Elsie and Arnold (dark blue column, aged 66+) and Frank (mid
blue column also 66+) whilst Terry (red column 56 - 65) and Roger and Joy (brown
column 56 – 65) have lower levels of participation.
5.27 A plotted profile for each of the four segments which also contains their bowling
population numbers in Wolverhampton in 2012 – 13 is set out in Table 5.5 below.
Table 5.5: Profile of the main market segments who play bowls or would like to play
bowls Wolverhampton 2012 – 13

Segment
Number

Total
Bowls
pop’on
in
W’ton

Forename
& brief
description

Roger and
Joy

Gender /
age /
status

Male
/
female

183
13

56-65
Early
Retirement
Couples
20B

15

Terry
Local ‘Old
Boys’

Frank
18

19

Retired or
part-time

Male age
56-65
Single /
married

Twilight
Year Gents

Retired

Elsie
and
Arnold

Male
/
female
66+

752
Retirement
Home
Singles

Swimming,
Walking,
Bowls,
Golf,

Fishing,
Pool,
Darts,
Bowls,
Cycling

Motivations

•

Keeping fit

•

To help
injury

How to Increase
Participation

Barriers

with

•

Enjoyment

•

Taking
grandchildren

•
•

Help with injury
Social

•

Poor health

•

Lack
interest

•

Transport

•
•

Poor health
Lack
of
people to go
with
Cost

•

of

Male 66+
Married /
single

589

Sports
Most
Interested
in

Widowed

Bowls,
Darts,
Walking,

Walking,
Dancing,
Bowls,
Lowimpact
exercise

•

Social

•

Enjoyment

•

•

Social

•

Help with injury

•

•

Better facilities

•

Improved
transport

Participa
once
twice
week

50-55%
days

•
•

Subsidized
admissions
People to go
with

•

Improved
transport

•

Cheaper
admission

Some
intensity
participa

65-70%
days
Medium
participa
for group

Poor health

Health
problems and
disability

•

Improved
transport

•

People to go
with

Retired

5.28 The total adult bowling population for these four segments in Wolverhampton in 2012 13 for playing and would like to play bowls is 1,726 people. The total bowling
population for all 19 segments is 2,402 people. So the four dominate segments make up
71.8% of the total bowling population for playing and would like to play.
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75-80%
days

Lowest
participa
of Group

Approx.
zero day

Indoor Bowls Summary
•

The findings for indoor bowling are complicated by the fact there is no indoor
bowling centre in Wolverhampton, or, across the Black Country. This in itself says
something about demand. So it is not possible to develop the ANOG table on
provision in terms of quantity, quality, access, and availability. In short there is no
supply and so any issues of access or availability do not apply

•

The nearest centres for Wolverhampton appear to be in Cannock Chase at the
Chase Leisure Centre but this is only a 2 rink centre, opened in 1991. Then the 2
centres in Birmingham at Erdington Court Sports Club (4 rinks and opened in
1976) and Stirchley Indoor Bowls Centre (6 rinks and opened in 1985)

•

There does not appear to be any indoor bowling centre that is within a 20 minute
drive time of Wolverhampton. Possibly the Cannock Chase centre but it is only a
2 rink centre

•

The Active People survey shows, based on once a week adult participation for
indoor bowling has declined nationally from 0.7% of the adult population
participating at least once a week in Active People 5 for 2010 – 2011, to 0.53%
participating in Active People 9 for 2015 – 16. This is however national data and
not Wolverhampton specific

•

The market segmentation data is specific to Wolverhampton, however there are
limitations to using this data. Firstly, the data is for indoor and outdoor bowling as
there is not separate data for indoor bowling alone. Secondly the market
segmentation data is based on once a month participation (and the Active
People benchmark measure is once a week) and thirdly the Market
Segmentation data is from 2012 – 13. That said the market segmentation data
and findings are set out above but more for information than application in an
assessment of need

•

Bowls participation is dominated by two segments, these being Elsie and Arnold
66+and Frank also 66+, whilst Terry 56 - 65) and Roger and Joy have lower levels
of participation

•

The total adult bowling population for these four segments in Wolverhampton in
2012 -13 for playing and would like to play bowls is 1,726 people. The total
bowling population for all 19 segments is 2,402 people. So the four dominate
segments make up 71.8% of the total bowling population for playing and would
like to play

•

Indoor bowling is important however in terms of Towards an Active City. It is one
of the few indoor sports and activities (after swimming) that appeals to an older
age group of 60+ and almost exclusively draws upon the 60+ population for its
participation. Also the Wolverhampton population in the 60+ age group is
increasing as a total proportion of the Wolverhampton population.
Consequently, this makes indoor bowling an important potential facility type in
delivering Towards an Active City

•

In 2013 Sport England undertook a national indoor bowling facility assessment
and this study includes participation rates for indoor bowling across a range of
age bands and for both genders. This provides more detailed information on the
profile of participation than the Active People survey

•

By applying the rates of participation from the Sport England national survey to
the Wolverhampton population in both 2016 and for 2026, (as the end of the
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strategy period), it is possible to identify the potential demand for indoor bowling
and for both genders
•

In 2016 the overall total population in Wolverhampton that could potentially
participate in indoor bowling is low at 1,155 people and this increases by a very
small amount to 1,232 people in 2026

•

At an assumed per rink capacity of 100 bowlers per rink, this equates to a supply
required of 11 rinks in 2016 and increasing by only 1-2 rinks to a total of 12 – 13
rinks by 2026. So the increasing and ageing Wolverhampton population between
2016 and 2026 only adds a requirement for an additional 1-2 rinks, assuming the
participation rates remain unchanged between the two years

•

The age band with the highest participation in indoor bowling is the 75- 79 age
band for both females (at 2.6% of this age band participating nationally) and
males (4% participating nationally)

•

Between the ages 15 – 59 only 0.58% of the male population plays indoor bowls
and only 0.33% of the female population plays bowls.

Indoor Bowls Recommendations
5.29 Indoor bowling is an important facility type in terms of the Wolverhampton
demographics now and increasingly in the future. It is virtually the only indoor facility
type where participation is highest in the 65+ age group and this age group is
projected to have one of the largest percentage increases in population in
Wolverhampton.
5.30 Furthermore, indoor bowling is increasingly seen as an activity for health intervention
programmes, particularly for weight management. Centres welcome this initiative as a
way of introducing the sport to a wider audience and potentially new membership.
5.31 In short, indoor bowling does help us achieve the Towards an Active City priorities
possibly more so than any other indoor facility type.
5.32 However, the paradox is that as the demographics support the potential for increased
demand for indoor bowling, actual participation is falling and represents well below 1%
of the adult population. Participation is highest in the 75 – 79 age group, in itself a
strong indication of a sport that cannot attract a younger age range of participant.
5.33 The fact that there is no indoor bowling centre in the Black Country, plus there has not
been a new free standing indoor bowling centre constructed in England since 2008 are
indicative of decreasing demand for indoor bowling.
5.34 Overall, if the City Council does wish to consider provision of an indoor bowling centre
either as a City Council initiative to provide a centre for an increasing part of the
population, or, as part of a joint venture then this should be subject to a detailed
feasibility study.
5.35 The benefits are evident, as are the risks and realism of establishing a dedicated
centre. Whilst there is indoor bowling activity at WVActive Aldersley and The Hub at
Ashmore Park there is no track record of dedicated indoor bowling participation or
management of a centre. There is at best static or a slight decline in participation in
the sport. This suggests very strongly that creating a viable centre for the long term will
be very challenging.
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5.36 A more sustainable approach may be to work with providers, community centres and
leisure centres to provide short mat / long-mat bowling opportunities programmed into
general centre programmes to attract key older markets.
Indoor Tennis
5.37 Indoor tennis centres are defined as traditional - permanent structure and usually take
the form of steel or timber portal frame spanning, t h e full length of the court (including
run backs) clad in a material to suit local conditions e.g. metal cladding, brickwork, or
timber boarding.
5.38 Non- traditional is a permanent or non-permanent structure and three types of
structure fall into this category: air supported structures (air halls); framed fabric
structures; tensile structures.
Table 5.6: Indoor Tennis Centres in the Black Country Sports Partnership

DAVID
LLOYD
CLUB (DUDLEY)

Facility
Type
Indoor
Tennis
Centre

Surface
type

Facility Status

8

Textile

Operational

TIPTON
SPORTS
ACADEMY

Indoor
Tennis
Centre

6

Acrylic

Operational

Pay and
Play

Local Authority

1998

2002

WOLVERHAMPTO
N LAWN TENNIS
AND
SQUASH
CLUB

Indoor
Tennis
Centre

3

Acrylic

Operational

Members

Sports Club

2000

n/a

Courts

Access
Type

Ownership
Type

Year Built

Year
Refurbished

Members

Commercial

2001

n/a

Indoor courts at Wolverhampton Lawn Tennis and Squash Club
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Table 5.7: Findings under each ANOG heading for Indoor Tennis
Quantity
There is one permanent
indoor tennis centre of
three courts located at
the Wolverhampton Lawn
Tennis and Squash Club
The centre has 3 indoor
acrylic courts and 12
outdoor courts which are
a combination of acrylic
and grass court surfaces
The indoor courts were
opened in 2000.
Across the Black County
CSP area there are a
further 2 indoor tennis
centres. These are: The
David Lloyd Club in
Brierley Hill Dudley which is
an 8 court centre with
acrylic courts, opened in
2001. Also the Tipton
Sports Academy a 6 court
centre with acrylic
surface courts, opened in
1998
The LTA assessment is that
one indoor court
accommodates 200
players. There is only a
participation rate for
indoor tennis at the
England wide level and
this is to 2011 – 2014 and it
averages 0.22% of the
adult population playing
at least once a week.

Quality
The three indoor courts at
the Wolverhampton
Centre are 3 Synpave
spring cushioned acrylic
courts.
The indoor courts were
opened in 2000 and there
has not been the need for
major renewal or
modernisation of the
centre
As the club is a major
multi-sport club there is
extensive changing
accommodation and
social facilities on site.
.

Accessibility
The accepted travel
catchment area for
indoor tennis centres is 20
minutes’ drive time and
around 80% of users travel
by car (Sport England
and LTA research).
The location of the
Wolverhampton Club is in
the NW of the authority. It
does have a city wide
catchment for club
members. The city is also
served by the David Lloyd
centre which whilst
located in Dudley City is
very close to the southern
boundary of the city. It is
the centre closest to the
eastern side of the city.
All areas of the city are
inside the 20 minute drive
time catchment area of
at least one of these
centres.
However, access for both
these centres is
membership based.
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Availability
The Wolverhampton Lawn
Tennis and Squash Club is
a membership club. It
does provide for very
limited pay and play as a
way of encouraging
membership. The David
Lloyd centre is also a
membership club. Whilst
the Tipton Sports
Academy is a local
authority owned centre
and operates as pay and
play.
The Wolverhampton Club
does provide for
coaching of players and
this is a major feature of
the club. It hosts outdoor
championships at
Staffordshire County level.
There are no details of
membership levels for
playing of indoor tennis or
outdoor tennis at the
centre.
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Map 5.4: Location of indoor tennis centres in the Black County Sports Partnership
Area

Participation in Indoor Tennis
5.39 Participation in indoor tennis as measured by the Active People survey and the
benchmark measure of at least once a week participation is only available at the
England wide level and for years 2012 – 2016. The rate of adult once a week
participation at the national level has declined from 0.27% in 2012 to 0.22% in 2016.
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Chart 5.5: Once a week participation in indoor tennis England level 2012 - 2016
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5.40 Market segmentation data for tennis is available for outdoor and indoor tennis
combined. Given outdoor tennis represents the majority of court provision and
participation it is not possible to extract valid findings for indoor tennis from the
combined findings.
5.41 There is very little data on the age profile of indoor tennis players. The only source is
from a study in 2011 by the Economic Policy Centre and this is at England wide level.
The findings are set out in Table 5.8 below and it shows how the percentage of players
across 8 age bands.
5.42 The 16 – 42 age band contains 87% of the total participation.
Table 5.8: Age Profile for Indoor Tennis Participation England 2011

(Source: Rethinking Tennis for the Big Society Economic Policy Centre 2011)

Indoor Tennis and Towards an Active City
5.43 Indoor tennis participation is very much contained in the adult’s age group of Towards
an Active City (20 – 49) and which has the highest population total of the 4 Towards an
Active City age bands at 147,000 of the total Wolverhampton population in 2014 of
252,000 people, as set out in Table 5.9 overleaf.
5.44 The 20 - 49 age range is also an age range which contains 12 of the total 19 Sport
England market segments and where playing tennis (outdoor and indoor) is important
for 4 of the 12 segments in this age range. So, in effect tennis, is an important facility
type for the largest age group in Towards an Active City and is a sport which 4 of the
12 market segments play or would like to play.
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Table 5.9: Towards an Active City themes market segmentation numbers 2012 and
Wolverhampton total population 2014
Towards an
Active City
Themes

number of
segments in this
age range

population in each theme
from market segmentation (1)

2014 total Wolverhampton
population in this age range

Early Years (0-4
years)

no data available

no data available

17,500 (2)

4 segments but it
is for 16 – 25 age
range

34,512

45,200

Adults (20-49
years)

12 segments

125,900

147,000

Older Adults (50
years+)

9 segments

33,900

42,300 (3)

Children and
Young People
(5-19 years)

Notes (1) based on 2012 data (2) ONS data is for 0 – 5 years of age. (3) ONS data is 50 – 90+ age range

Indoor Tennis Summary
•

Wolverhampton has one indoor tennis centre of 3 courts, located at
Wolverhampton Lawn Tennis and Squash Club. Data on membership of the
club or numbers of indoor tennis players is not available

•

There is a major centre of 8 indoor courts at the David Lloyd Centre, located
in Brierley Hill to the southern boundary of the city in Dudley. This is the nearest
centre for residents in the eastern half of Wolverhampton

•

Both these centres are membership centres and the only pay and play centre
in the Black Country is the 3 court centre at the Tipton Sports Academy in
Sandwell. Accessing courts to try indoor tennis and play on a casual basis is
therefore very limited

•

The national rate of indoor tennis participation at the England wide level is
0.22% of adults playing at least once a week in 2016. This is a slight decline
from 0.27% in 2012, data is not available before this year and the data is only
available at the England wide level

•

Data on the age range for people who play indoor tennis is very limited but a
study by the Economic Policy Centre in 2011 identified that 87% of
participation at the England wide level is in the age range 16-42

•

Applying that rate to the Wolverhampton adult population aged 16 – 44 of
102,000 in 2016 generates a participation rate of 224 people to play indoor
tennis at least once a week

•

Based on the LTA capacity figure of 200 players to generate enough demand
for one court, then the supply of three courts at the Wolverhampton centre
would appear sufficient to cater for indoor tennis players in this 16 – 42 age
range and the 13% of participation that is in other age bands. This is however
based on a paucity of data about indoor tennis participation and no data at
the Wolverhampton level

•

In terms of Towards an Active City age theme groups, indoor tennis
participation is very much contained in the adult’s age group of Towards an
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Active City (20 – 49) and which has the highest population total of the four
Towards an Active City age themes at 147,000 of the total Wolverhampton
population in 2014 of 252,000 people
•

The 20 - 49 age range is also an age range which contains 12 of the total 19
Sport England market segments and where playing tennis is important for 4 of
the 12 segments in this age range. So, in effect indoor tennis, is an important
facility type for the largest age group in Towards an Active City and is a sport
which 4 of the 12 market segments play or would like to play. Combined this
makes it an important facility type in terms of delivering Towards an Active
City.

Indoor Tennis Recommendations
5.45 Overall indoor tennis is an important facility type in terms of it being a sport and facility
type which is in the largest Towards an Active City theme age range of adults (20 – 49).
It has appeal or actual participation for four of the twelve Sport England market
segments in this age range. So it is an important sport and facility type in terms of
delivering Towards an Active City.
5.46 Indoor tennis is well established at the multi-sport Wolverhampton Lawn Tennis and
Squash Club and which has three indoor courts and twelve outdoor courts. It serves a
city wide catchment area. It is however a membership club and therefore
encouraging further participation by casual participants, or, those who would like to try
the sport is very limited. The only pay and play venue in the Black County is located at
the Tipton Sports Academy in Sandwell which has six indoor courts.
5.47 Indoor tennis in terms of the Towards an Active City adult theme of 20 - 49 age range is
more likely to appeal to lapsed tennis participants, rather than those wanting to
develop an initial interest in the sport. This is because of the time and ability to develop
a basic skill level.
5.48 Indoor tennis will also require to develop a participation programme in partnership with
the club with dedicated time, resources and possibly coaching. Also providing court
time for this participation initiative before people become members of the club. More
reasons for it to have a more limited range and much more about encouraging
participation rather than developing initial participation.
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Health and Fitness (Gyms)
5.49 Table 5.10 below sets out the health and fitness provision in Wolverhampton.
Table 5.10: Health and Fitness Centres Wolverhampton 2016
Site Name
ALDERSLEY HIGH
SCHOOL SPORTS
CENTRE

Facility Type

Stations

Access Type

Ownership
Type

Health and
Fitness Suite

24

Private Use

Academies

Management
Type
School/Colleg
e/University (in
house)

Year
Built

Year
Refurb

Ward
Name

2000

n/a

Oxley

WVACTIVE
ALDERSLEY

Health and
Fitness Suite

75

Pay and Play

Local
Authority

Local Authority
(in house)

1999

2014

Tettenhall
Regis

WVACTIVE BILSTON BERT WILLIAMS

Health and
Fitness Suite

100

Pay and Play

Local
Authority

Local Authority
(in house)

2011

n/a

Bilston East

BOB JONES
COMMUNITY HUB

Health and
Fitness Suite

24

Pay and Play

Local
Authority

Local Authority
(in house)

2010

n/a

Blakenhall

CITY OF
WOLVERHAMPTON
COLLEGE
(WELLINGTON ROAD
CAMPUS)

Health and
Fitness Suite

21

Pay and Play

Further
Education

School/Colleg
e/University (in
house)

2009

n/a

Bilston
North

COMPLEXIONS GYM
(LADIES ONLY)

Health and
Fitness Suite

40

Registered
Membership
use

Commercial

Commercial
Management

2015

n/a

Ettingshall

ST MATTHIAS
SCHOOL

Health and
Fitness Suite

9

Private Use

Community
school

School/Colleg
e/University (in
house)

n/a

n/a

East Park

FIREWALKER FITNESS
AND MARTIAL ARTS

Health and
Fitness Suite

40

Registered
Membership
use

Commercial

Commercial
Management

2004

n/a

Graiseley

HIGHFIELDS SCIENCE
SPECIALIST SCHOOL

Health and
Fitness Suite

9

Private Use

Community
school

School/Colleg
e/University (in
house)

2012

n/a

Merry Hill

L M'S GYM

Health and
Fitness Suite

44

Pay and Play

Commercial

Commercial
Management

1985

2010

Blakenhall

MUSCLE MASTERS

Health and
Fitness Suite

1995

2003

Bushbury
South and
Low Hill

Nuffield Health
(WOLVERHAMPTON)

Health and
Fitness Suite

2001

2012

Bushbury
North

OUR LADY AND ST
CHAD CATHOLIC
ACADEMY

33

Pay and Play

Commercial

Commercial
Management

100

Registered
Membership
use

Other

Other

Health and
Fitness Suite

13

Sports Club /
Community
Association

Voluntary
Aided School

School/Colleg
e/University (in
house)

2006

n/a

Bushbury
South and
Low Hill

PARK HALL HEALTH
CLUB AND SPA

Health and
Fitness Suite

21

Pay and Play

Commercial

Commercial
Management

2006

2013

Blakenhall

PURE GYM
(WOLVERHAMPTON
BENTLEY BRIDGE)

Health and
Fitness Suite

220

Pay and Play

Commercial

Commercial
Management

2010

2011

Wednesfiel
d South

PURE GYM
(WOLVERHAMPTON
SOUTH)

Health and
Fitness Suite

220

Pay and Play

Commercial

Commercial
Management

2012

n/a

Blakenhall
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Site Name

Facility Type

Stations

ST. PETER'S
COLLEGIATE
SCHOOL

Health and
Fitness Suite

7

SIR JACK HAYWARD
TRAINING GROUND

Health and
Fitness Suite

100

SMESTOW SCHOOL

Health and
Fitness Suite

ST. EDMUND'S
CATHOLIC
ACADEMY

Health and
Fitness Suite

10

Ownership
Type

Management
Type

Year
Built

Year
Refurb

Ward
Name

Private Use

Academies

School/Colleg
e/University (in
house)

1995

2009

Park

Private Use

Commercial

Commercial
Management

2014

n/a

Park

Private Use

Community
school

School/Colleg
e/University (in
house)

2005

n/a

Tettenhall
Wightwick

2013

n/a

Park

Access Type

10

Private Use

Academies

School/Colleg
e/University (in
house)

TETTENHALL COLLEGE

Health and
Fitness Suite

5

Sports Club /
Community
Association

Other
Independent
School

School/Colleg
e/University (in
house)

1994

2011

Tettenhall
Wightwick

THE GYM
(WOLVERHAMPTON)

Health and
Fitness Suite

110

Pay and Play

Commercial

Commercial
Management

2014

n/a

Graiseley

THE WAY YOUTH
ZONE

Health and
Fitness Suite

20

Pay and Play

Community
Organisation

Community
Organisation

2013

n/a

St Peter's

THE
WOLVERHAMPTON
GRAMMAR SCHOOL

Health and
Fitness Suite

9

Private Use

Other
Independent
School

School/Colleg
e/University (in
house)

2001

2016

Park

ULTIMATE FITNESS

Health and
Fitness Suite

50

Pay and Play

Commercial

Commercial
Management

2009

n/a

Bilston East

UNIVERSITY OF
WOLVERHAMPTON
SPORT CENTRE (CITY
SITE)

Health and
Fitness Suite

30

Pay and Play

Higher
Education
Institutions

School/Colleg
e/University (in
house)

1980

2015

St Peter's

WV ACTIVE

Health and
Fitness Suite

22

Pay and Play

Local
Authority

Local Authority
(in house)

1992

2007

Park

WEDNESFIELD HIGH
ACADEMY

Health and
Fitness Suite

10

Private Use

Academies

Local Authority
(in house)

2011

n/a

Wednesfiel
d South

WOLVERHAMPTON
LAWN TENNIS AND
SQUASH CLUB

Health and
Fitness Suite

35

Pay and Play

Sports Club

Sport Club

1999

2014

Park

WOLVERHAMPTON
SWIMMING AND
FITNESS CENTRE

Health and
Fitness Suite

144

Pay and Play

Local
Authority

Trust

2006

2013

Heath Town

Location and access to health and fitness venues
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5.50 The location of the health and fitness centres in Wolverhampton is set out in Map 5.5
overleaf. There is a good geographical distribution of centres across most of the city.
The clustered provision is in the city centre itself, with the two city centre pin heads
representing 5 centres in the city centre and 4 to the south of the city centre.
5.51 There are a further 5 centres to the west clustered in the Newbridge and Smestow
Brook area. There are three centres in and around the Bentley Bridge Leisure Park
area. After that there is one centre located around most of the city.
5.52 The areas of the city with the least provision and access to health and fitness centres
are the SW of the city in the Bradmore, Merry Hill, Oxbarn, Penn Fields and Penn areas.
Also the North of the city either side of the A449 and in the Oxley, Pendeford, Bushbury
and Fordhouses areas of the city. Then the east of the city in the Stowlawn, Portobello,
and Bunkers Hill areas and finally in the SE of the city in the Bradley, Lower Bradley, and
Batmans Hill areas.
5.53 These areas do not have any actual provision and their choice of nearest venues is
limited to 1-2 centres mainly located on the periphery of the city. There is no
catchment area mapping of health and fitness centres but the areas mentioned
would appear to be outside a 10-15 minute drive time of a health and fitness centre.
5.54 The Highfields Science and Specialist School located in Merry Hill does have private use
of its very small 9 station gym.
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Map 5.5: Location of Health and Fitness Centres Wolverhampton 2016

Demand and participation in Health and Fitness.
5.55 There are various methodologies for assessing the demand for indoor and health and
fitness centres. Given the commercial and competitive nature of gym provision
between different providers then the demand assessment is usually developed as part
of the feasibility study for a new centre, or, reviewing provision against the existing
supply overall.
5.56 The Fitness Industry Association (FIA) has developed a generic methodology based on
the population of an area, the percentage of the population who participate in health
and fitness, a visit rate and duration and peak times. The findings applying the FIA
methodology for Wolverhampton is set out overleaf. This identifies a demand for 1,171
stations in Wolverhampton in 2016.
5.57 In terms of the number of stations in the Active places data, available for pay and play
use it is 1,169 stations, some 60% of the total supply of stations across Wolverhampton.
So based on the FIA assessment when compared with the supply of stations for public
use there is almost supply and demand balance.
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Table 5.11: Fitness Industry Association Methodology for Number of Stations Calculation
for Wolverhampton 2016
Methodology
Wolverhampton adult population
(15 - 64 in 2016)
% of population participating in health and fitness
in Wolverhampton (from Active People 2013 – 14
most recent data)
Average number of visits per week
No. of visits in peak time
No. of visits in one hour of peak time
TOTAL NO. OF STATIONS REQUIRED (PEAK TIME)

Value

Total

163,000

12.9%

21,027

2.4
65%
28

50,464
32,802
1,171
1,171

5.58 The Wolverhampton rate of once a week participation in 2013 – 14 (most recent year
for data) at 12.9% of adults participating at least once a week, is higher than for the
West Midlands Region (9.2%) and for England wide (9.7%). This is set out in chart 5.6
overleaf. As it shows the rate for England wide and the Region has over the years a
more consistent pattern of participation than for the city (maroon line).
5.59 The city rate has fluctuated and gone from 7.9% of all adults’ doing gym at least once
week in 2012 to 12.9% in 2014.
5.60 Given these participation variations over a short period of time, plus the sensitive nature
of gym membership levels responding to changes in personal disposable income, then
assessing the long term demand for gyms and the number of centres required is more
problematic than for most other facility types.
5.61 Should the Wolverhampton rate of participation move to being in line with national
and regional averages at around 10% adults participating at least once a week,
then based on the FIA methodology the number of stations required for community
use would become 908, in comparison to the current 1,171 stations.
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Chart 5.6: Rate of Once a Week Participation in Health and Fitness England, West Midlands Region and Wolverhampton 2006 - 2014
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Health and Fitness, Towards an Active City and Market Segmentation
5.62 In terms of looking at participation in health and fitness and the market segments
where gym is an important choice of facility then gym appeals to 8 of the total 19
market segments. This makes gym the most important/popular facility type in terms of
increasing participation. The total market segmentation population for these 8
segments is 66,700 some 26.4% of the total Wolverhampton population in 2016. The
profile for each segment is set out in Table 5.12 overleaf. Note these segments as
shown in the table also participate in other sports and activities. The thing that unites
them is that health and fitness/gyms is important to all of them.
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Table 5.12: Profile of Market Segments where Health and Fitness is Important Facility
Total and (% of
adult population
in
Wolverhampton

12,113
6.6%

3,835
2.1%

8.860
4.8%

Forename &
brief
description

Jamie
Sports Team
Drinkers

Chloe
Fitness Class
Friends

Leanne
Supportive
Singles

Helena
5,149
2.8%

13,195
7..2%

Career
Focused
Females

Paula
Stretched
Single Mums

Philip
11,699
6.5%

Comfortable
Mid-Life
Males
Elaine

7,828
4.3%

Empty Nest
Career
Ladies

Gender/age/status

Sports
Most
Interested
in

Male
18-25
Single
Vocational
Student

Basketball,
Football,
Weight
Training,
Gym,
Martial
Arts

Female
18-25
Single
Graduate
Professional
Female
18-25
Single
Likely to have
children
Student / part time
vocational
education

Body
combat,
Netball,
Running,
Aqua
Aerobics,
Gym,
Swimming
Swimming,
Gym,
Aerobics,
Dance,
Exercise,

Female
26-35
Single
Full time
professional

Gym,
Road
Running,
Dance,
Exercise,
Body
Pump,

Female
26-35
Single
Job seeker or part
time low skilled

Swimming,
Utility
walking,
Aerobics,
Ice
Skating

Male
46-55
Married
Professional
Older children

Sailing,
Cycling,
Gym,
Jogging,
Golf,

Female
46-55
Married
Professional
Children left home

Swimming,
Walking,
Step
Machine,
Yoga,
Gym

Motivations

How to
Increase
Participation

Barriers

•
•
•
•

•
•

Social
Performance
Competition

Weight
Fitness

•

Time

•
•

•
•
•

Time

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Losing weight
Activities for
children

Losing weight
Keeping fit
Improving
performance

Lose weight
Take children

•
•

•
•

Time
People to
go with

•
•

Cost
Lack of
childcare
Poor
transport
Lack of
interest

•
•

•

Social
Taking children
Improving
performance
Enjoyment

•
•
•

Keeping fit
Losing weight
Help with injury

•
•
•

Health isn’t
good
enough
Time

•
•

Time
Lack of
childcare

•
•

Time
Lack of
interest

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

Brenda
16,160
8.8%

Older
Working
Women

Female
46-55
Single / married
May have children
Low skilled worker

Swimming,
Dance,
Exercise,
Gym,
Step
Machine,

•
•
•
•

Weight
Bring
grandchildren
Help with injury
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•
•

Lack of
interest
Time

•
•

Better
facilities
People to
go with
Longer
opening
hours
Cost
Opening
Hours
Facilities
People to
go with
Help with
child care
Longer
opening
hours
Cost
Longer
opening
hours
People to
go with
Improved
transport
Cheaper
admission
Help with
childcare
Better
facilities
More free
time
Help with
childcare
Longer
opening
hours
More
people to
go with
More free
time
Longer
hours
Cheaper
admission
s
Help with
childcare
(for
grandchil
dren)
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Participa
Profile
•

•

Seco
high
parti
n of
type
App
30%
days

•
•

Activ
30-35
days

•

Leas
activ
but d
parti
40-45
days

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

Very
type
30-35
days

Leas
activ
withi
Grou
App
60%
days

Most
withi
Grou
App
40%
days

Reas
activ
40-45
days

•

Som
parti
s

•

60-65
days

5.63 In terms of relationship of the market segments to the Towards an Active City age
themes and gender, 2 are male segments and 6 are female. Three segments Jamie,
Chloe, and Leanne straddle (just) the Children and Young People Towards an Active
City age theme (5 – 19) but all six are in the Adults 20 – 49 Towards an Active City age
theme. Health and fitness participation is very much contained in the adult’s age
group of Towards an Active City (20 – 49) and which has the highest population total of
the 4 Towards an Active City age bands at 147,000 of the total Wolverhampton
population in 2014 of 252,000 people, as set out in Table 5.13 below.
Table 5.13: Towards an Active City themes market segmentation numbers 2012 and
Wolverhampton total population
Towards an
Active City
Themes

number of
segments in this
age range

population in each theme
from market segmentation (1)

2014 total Wolverhampton
population in this age range

Early Years (0-4
years)

no data available

no data available

17,500 (2)

4 segments but it
is for 16 – 25 age
range

34,512

45,200

Adults (20-49
years)

12 segments

125,900

147,000

Older Adults (50
years+)

9 segments

33,900

42,300 (3)

Children and
Young People
(5-19 years)

Notes (1) based on 2012 data (2) ONS data is for 0 – 5 years of age. (3) ONS data is 50 – 90+ age range

5.64 In terms of the percentage of the population for these 8 segments and where they live
this is set out in Map 5.6 overleaf. It shows that between 40% - 80% of the market
segment population is located in the centre of the city (area shaded orange) and this
largely corresponds with the locations of the health and fitness venues. Map 5.6 below
the market segmentation map.
5.65 These eight segments make up between 20% - 40% of the market segments in the
peripheral areas of the city, especially in the South West and South East of the city. This
corresponds to two areas where there is least provision and access to health and
fitness venues.
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Map 5.6: Location of the Market Segmentation Population for Health and Fitness Wolverhampton 2012
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Map 5.7: Location of Health and Fitness Centres Wolverhampton 2016

Health and Fitness Summary
•

There are 31 health and fitness venues in Wolverhampton. There are a total 1,955
stations, so an average of 63 stations per venue. The two largest gyms are Pure
Gym centres with 220 stations at Bentley Bridge (opened in 2010) and
Wolverhampton South (opened in 2012). There are five venues with 100+ stations,
the largest being the Wolverhampton Swimming & Fitness Centre with 144
stations.

•

Surprisingly there is only one venue in the 50 – 75 station range, the typical size for
a lot of centres. The centre is located at WVActive Aldersley and has 75 stations.

•

There are four venues in the 25 – 50 stations range. Finally, there are 15 venues
with below 25 stations.

•

Only 5 venues are owned/operated by the local authority and this is the smallest
ownership category.

•

Eleven venues are on commercial sites and these contain the largest scale
provision.
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•

Venues are modern, with 11 of the 31 sites opening post 2010. A further 10 centres
opened in the 2000 decade. So 67% of the stock has opened since 2000.

•

Based on the Fitness Industry Association (FIA) method of calculating demand for
gyms and applying this to the venues available for public use, the FIA
methodology identifies a demand for 1,171 stations. This compares with a publicly
available supply of 1,169 stations. So there is a very near balance in the current
available supply for public use and the demand based on participation.

•

The Wolverhampton rate of once a week participation in 2013 – 14 (most recent
year for data) is 12.9% of adults participating in gyms at least once a week. This is
higher than for the West Midlands Region (9.2%) and for England wide (9.7%).

•

The rate for England wide and the Region participation has over the years shown
a more consistent pattern than for the city. The city rate has fluctuated from 7.9%
of all adults’ doing gym at least once week in 2012 to 12.9% in 2014.

•

There is a good geographical distribution of centres across most of the city. In the
city centre there are 5 centres and 4 to the south of the city centre. There are a
further 5 centres to the west clustered in the Newbridge and Smestow Brook
area.

•

The areas of the city with the least provision and access to health and fitness
centres are the SW of the city in the Bradmore, Merry Hill, Oxbarn, Penn Fields and
Penn areas. Also the North of the city, either side of the A449 and in the Oxley,
Pendeford, Bushbury and Fordhouses areas of the city. Then the East of the city in
the Stow Lawn, Portobello, and Bunkers Hill areas and finally in the South East of
the city in the Bradley, Lower Bradley, and Batmans Hill areas. These areas do not
have any actual provision and their choice of nearest venues is limited to 1-2
centres, mainly located on the periphery of the city.

•

In terms of looking at participation in health and fitness and the Sport England
market segments where gym is an important choice of facility, then gym is an
important activity for 8 of the total 19 market segments. This makes gym an
important/popular facility type in terms of appeal as either an activity that
people do currently or would like to do.

•

The total market segmentation population for these 8 segments is 66,700 some
26.4% of the total Wolverhampton population in 2016.

•

In terms of relationship of the market segments to the Towards an Active City age
themes and gender, 2 are male segments and 6 are female. Three segments
Jamie, Chloe, and Leanne straddle (just) the Children and Young People
Towards an Active City age theme (5 – 19) but all six are in the Adults 20 – 49
Towards an Active City age theme.

•

The vast majority of health and fitness participation is contained in the Towards
an Active City adult’s age group theme (20 – 49) and which has the highest
population total of the 4 Towards an Active City age bands at 147,000, out of the
total Wolverhampton population of 252,000 people.

•

In terms of where the market segments live who do gym this does correspond to
where the gyms are located. Both are in and around the city centre and then
single sites moving out from the city centre.

•

The area where people live who like to do gym but where there is least provision
is in the SW, in the Bradmore, Merry Hill, Oxbarn, Penn Fields and Penn areas. Then
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in the SE of the city, especially the Bradley, Lower Bradley, and Batmans Hill
areas.
Health and Fitness Recommendations
5.66 Health and fitness is ranked as very high in importance in terms of a facility type to
increase participation. It is the facility type that most appeals to the market
segmentation profile for Wolverhampton, with 8 of the total 19 market segments citing
health and fitness as an activity they participate in. It also appeals more too female
participants than male, with 6 of the eight segments being female.
5.67 Female participation in Wolverhampton is lower than for male participation and it
therefore represents an activity which can redress the imbalance. According to the
data, health, and fitness appeals to females because it is an individual based activity
that requires little organisation and can be fitted around other activities competing for
time. This is a barrier in Wolverhampton. Of the market segments where health and
fitness appeals more to women in the younger age groups, 18 – 25 but also the mid
age market segments range of 36 – 44.
5.68 In terms of facility provision Wolverhampton has a modern and large scale good
quality range of facilities with 31 sites in total. This accords with the consultation findings
which referenced the competition in the market and the proliferation of low cost gyms.
There are a wide range of providers but the commercial sector with large scale venues
is the major provider. Of note is that there are 5 venues which are owned and/ or
operated by the local authority sector, excluding education. These are WVActive
Aldersley , WVActive Bilston - Bert Williams , Bob Jones Community Hub,
Wolverhampton Swimming and Fitness Centre and WVActive Central.
5.69 The quantity assessment is not that there does not need to be an increase in provision
and to a large extent this will in any case be determined by the competing providers
and their commercial assessment of the future demand and need. Wolverhampton’s
adult participation in health and fitness has fluctuated more so than for the region and
England wide and is currently much higher.
5.70 Location of venues and physical access to venues based on the catchment area of
the venues is good. There are areas on the periphery of the city in the North, SW, and
SE where there is the least provision of centres. There are several centres located in and
around the city centre, which are accessible in terms of travel time, if not distance The
big challenge for gyms is in terms of increasing access and participation amongst
those who do not participate, the evidence says it is an activity/facility type that does
appeal however cost / price and even free gym membership is a key barrier. So the
intervention and action is much more people based rather than about facility
provision.
5.71 Any provision has however to be available and affordable to supports the Towards an
Active City objective of getting people who do no, or, limited activity to do
something/more.
5.72 However, there are potential barriers to achieving this, there is a more limited public
sector supply and the predominant commercial sector provision is most likely a barrier
to participation. This is for reasons of, more limited scope for pay and participate
without paying a membership, then the cost and ability to pay a membership; image
of gyms.
5.73 The current review of Leisure Centres is therefore critical and the positioning of the WV
Active sites. Competing with the private sector whilst reducing subsidy levels may not
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deliver wider physical activity objectives. The Council sites should seek to ensure
alongside commercial objectives that price does not impact on usage.
5.74 Investing in and increasing access to more smaller and local venues is another possible
approach e.g. school or community centre facilities. Investment in gyms can help to
support the wider viability of opening up schools. This could leave WVActive centres to
deliver commercial aims.
5.75 In conclusion there is not a provision or quality issue. Access is a small issue in small parts
of the city. The biggest access issue is the limited public sector provision. The
interventions are about increasing access to venues through people and health based
programmes in order to deliver Towards an Active City. Opportunities must however be
affordable as this is a key barrier identified in the Lifestyle Survey.
Gymnastics
5.76 Table 5.14 below sets out the findings under each ANOG heading for Gymnastics.
Table 5.14: Findings under each ANOG heading for Gymnastics
Quantity
The one permanent indoor
gymnastics centre in
Wolverhampton Gymnastics
Club. The club is located in an
industrial unit in Wednesfield.
The club lease the site from the
industrial unit company. They
have been established for 35
years and have 15 years
remaining on their lease. The
club do not anticipate any
issues in lease renewal. There
are no reviews prior to expiry of
the lease.
The club is a not for profit
company and it has no
investors or benefactors.
The club has a full membership
of 430 members and a waiting
list of 250. There is always a
waiting list of at least 200.

Quality
The club has British
Gymnastics Gym Mark
Accreditation, which follows
the Sport England Club
Mark accreditation
scheme. The
Wolverhampton club has
been accredited since 2005
(Gym Mark was introduced
in 2003)
The club has a 14m metre
sq floor exercise area,
pitted area with asymmetric
bars and a trampet area.
The club has installed a
mezzanine viewing area for
parents but does not host
inter club competitions.
There are changing areas
and a small area for
refreshments.
The club is responsible for
maintaining the building for
day to day operation. The
club regards the building
quality as good.
Its operational business
plan is designed to provide
for day to day and
maintenance. It undertakes
specific fund raising for
equipment renewal or
upgrading equipment. It
has received an Inspired
Facilities grant from Sport
England to extend the
pitted area. (Note; it would
not qualify for external
grant aid from SE now as it
only has 14 years left on its

Accessibility

Availability

The club regards its
catchment as the CoWC
area. The club opening
times of weekdays 6- 9 pm
and this can restrict travel
to the club and creates a
more local catchment area
for weekdays use.

The club provides for girls
only and for rhythmic
gymnastics only. The club
has since its creation
provided for this discipline
only. It does not have
space or equipment
required to teach boys.

The weekend opening
hours are: 9am – 4pm on
both weekend days. These
opening hours does allow
the club to draw on a city
wide catchment. The club is
open 50 weeks of the year.

The club has 12 British
Gymnastics qualified
coaches grade 1 – 4)
coaches who are mainly
parents of past members of
the club. The club has
volunteer coaches who
undertake pre-school and
beginner’s classes.
Coaches are paid but are
not full time employees of
the club.

There are four other clubs
within 7 miles of the
Wolverhampton site. These
are in order of distance:
Dudley Gymnastics club,
located at Ellowes School
Sports College, it provides
for a more extensive under
18 gymnastics programme
for both boys and girls.
The most extensive
gymnastics and
trampolining clubs are
located at West Bromwich
Gymnastics and Trampoline
Club (5.5m). It caters for
boys’ and girls’ aero
gymnastics, tumble,
rhythmic and trampoline.
Then Sandwell Flyers (6.2m)
which provides for the same
activities as West Bromwich
and also free style, again
for both boys and girls.
The final club is Walsall
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The club membership is
organised into: pre-school
(3 - 5). Beginners;
improvement programme;
competition gymnasts. The
competition gymnasts are
aiming to compete at West
Midland inter
county/authority or
represent West Midlands
Region.
The bulk of the membership
is in the improvement
programme and the
competition squads are
around 50 gymnasts.
The two biggest constraints
on the club are (1) lack of
space to accommodate
more gymnasts (2) the time
and costs to train and
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Quantity

Quality
lease).
The club receives
discretionary rate relief from
the City Council.

Accessibility
Gymnastics Club (6.5m)
which provides for artistic
gymnastics and tumbling
for boys and girls
In effect the neighbouring
clubs are all to the east and
north of Wolverhampton,
there are no clubs in
Cannock Chase.

Availability
qualify new coaches. This
costs £1,200 to complete
the British Gymnastics
Programme to qualify as a
grade 1 coach. The
programme is up to 3
months in actual time for
course attendance and
course work. If the club
could afford to train more
coaches and retain these
coaches (often it is young
people who subsequently
go onto full time education
or leave the area), then the
club could extend its
opening hours – slightly.

Participation in Gymnastics and Trampoline
5.77 The Active People survey is not the most valid source of data for participation in
gymnastics and trampolining as it measures participation from 16 upwards and for 14 –
16 since 2014. Beginner’s participation in gymnastics for pre-school is 3 – 5 years of age
and the majority of gymnastics participation at the community recreational leave is by
people aged 5 – 16.
5.78 Active People data is only available at the England wide level and for full years for
1009 – 2015. In both years 0.12% of adult participated at least once a week as shown
by Chart 5.7 overleaf. It did dip to 0.09% participating in 2014.
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Chart 5.7: Once a week participation in gymnastics and trampolining 2009 – 15 for England
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Taking Part Survey
5.79 The Taking Part survey is a continuous face to face household survey of adults aged 16
and over and children aged 5 to 15 years old in England. It has run since 2005 and is
the main evidence source for DCMS and its sectors. The survey’s main objectives are to
provide a central, reliable evidence source that can be used to analyse cultural and
sporting engagement, providing a clear picture of why people do or do not engage.
5.80 Taking Part is an England wide survey and data is only available at England level. The
survey for young people is split between 5 – 10 year olds and 11 – 15 year olds. It
measures participation at least once in the past four weeks and therefore differs from
the Active People benchmark measure of once a week participation.
5.81 It is a reliable source for understanding young people’s participation by these two age
bands and by gender.
5.82 The findings for participation in 2014 – 15 are set out in Charts 5.8 – 5.11 overleaf.
5.83 The first table sets out participation in different sports by children aged 5 – 10. It shows
that gym, gymnastics, and trampoline is the fifth most popular sports activity and the
second most popular indoor activity for this age group. Some 15.6% of 5 – 10 year olds
participated at least once a month and this shows no change since 2010 -11.
5.84 A high level of participation however and based on the children in the 5 – 9 age group
(not available for 5 – 10) of is age group in Wolverhampton of 17,200 in 2016 this would
generate a participation rate of 2,863 young people participating at least once a
month.
5.85 This compares with the Wolverhampton club membership of 430 members but it is not
known what percentage participate at least once a month, or, by age bands.
Chart 5.8: Taking Part Survey: Participation in individual sports, ages 5-10 years, 2014/15
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5.86 In terms of participation by gender in the same year of 2014 – 15 some 10.6% of boys
participated at least once a month and 20.9% of girls. So gymnastics and trampoline is
almost twice as popular/participation rate for girls than boys.
Chart 5.9: Taking Part Survey Top 5 sports participated in by 5-10 year olds in the last 4
weeks by gender 2014 - 15

5.87 In terms of the 11- 15 age group gym gymnastics and trampoline is the third most
popular activity and the second most popular indoor activity. Some 28.5% of this age
band participated at least once a month, possibly a higher percentage doing gym
than in the 5 – 10 year olds and this may account for the higher rate of participation.
The participation rate is unchanged since 2010 -11.
5.88 There are 15,100 people aged 10 – 14 (nearest comparable age range) in
Wolverhampton in 2016 and so this would create a participation rate of 4,303 people in
this age band doing gymnastics and trampoline (and gym) at least once a month.
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Chart 5.10: Taking Part Survey Participation in individual sports, ages 11-15 years,
2014/15

5.89 In terms of the gender split, some 23% of boys were participants and 34% were girls. So
a closer participation rate by gender for this age group than for the 5 – 10 year olds.
Chart 5.11: Taking Part Survey Top five sports participated in by 11-15 year olds in the
last 4 weeks by gender 2014 -15

Gymnastics Summary
•

There is one permanent indoor gymnastics centre in Wolverhampton and it is the
Wolverhampton Gymnastics Club. The club is over 40 years old and has a
membership of 340 and a waiting list of 250. There is always a waiting list of at
least 200 and so this is an indication of unmet demand.
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•

The club provides for girls only and for rhythmic gymnastics only. This has been the
case since the club was formed. There is no gymnastics provision for boys in
Wolverhampton. Nor for disciplines other than rhythmic for girls.

•

The club membership is organised into: pre-school (3 - 5). Then over the 5 – 16
age range beginners; improvement programme; competition gymnasts. The
competition gymnasts are aiming to compete at West Midland inter
county/authority or represent West Midlands Region. The bulk of the membership
is in the improvement programme and the competition programme (50
gymnasts).

•

The club regards its catchment as the CoWC area. The club opening times of
weekdays 6- 9 pm and this can restrict travel to the club and creates a more
local catchment area for weekdays use. Weekend use is 9am – 4pm.

•

There are four other clubs within 7 miles of the Wolverhampton site. These are in
order of distance: Dudley Gymnastics club (4.6m), located at Ellowes School
Sports College, it provides for a more extensive under 18 gymnastics programme
for both boys and girls.

•

The most extensive gymnastics and trampolining clubs are located at West
Bromwich Gymnastics and Trampoline Club (5.5m). It caters for boys’ and girls’
aero gymnastics, tumble, rhythmic and trampoline. Then Sandwell Flyers (6.2m)
which provides for the same activities as West Bromwich and also free style,
again for both boys and girls.

•

The final club is Walsall Gymnastics Club (6.5m) which provides for artistic
gymnastics and tumbling for boys and girls. All the neighbouring clubs are all to
the east and north of Wolverhampton, there are no clubs in Cannock Chase.

•

In terms of participation there is no Active People data for the majority of
gymnastics participation as it occurs below the age of 16.

•

The Taking Part survey identified that in 2014 – 15 at the England level some 15.6%
of children aged 5 – 10 participated at least once a month. Female participation
was 20.9% and boys 10.6%. So girl’s participation almost double that of boys.

•

Based on the children in the 5 – 9 age group (not available for 5 – 10) in
Wolverhampton in 2016 of 17,200, this would generate a participation rate of
2,863 young people participating at least once a month.

•

For the 11 – 15 age group some 28.5% of people participated at least once a
month, of which 23% were boys and 34% were girls.

•

There are 15,100 people aged 10 – 14 (nearest comparable age range) in
Wolverhampton in 2016 and so this would create a participation rate of 4,303
people in this age band, doing gymnastics and trampoline at least once a
month.

•

Gymnastics and trampoline is the fifth most popular activity in the 5 – 10 age
group and the third most popular activity in the 11 – 15 age group.

Gymnastics and Towards and Active City
5.90 In terms of Towards an Active City gymnastics and trampoline is virtually the only
sport/facility type that provides for the Towards an Active City age theme of early
years (0 – 4) and then has the vast majority of participation in the children and young
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people years of 5 – 19. These findings in themselves, plus the England wide findings on
the popularity of these sports makes it a very important facility type to deliver Towards
an Active City.
Gymnastics Recommendations
5.91 The summary of key findings has focused on the participation potential for gymnastics
and trampoline in Wolverhampton. This is because of the absence of gymnastics
facilities provision for boys and the one centre in the city provides only for rhythmic
gymnastics for girls.
5.92 So identifying the potential latent demand for gymnastics and trampoline by reference
to the Taking Part survey is important. This identifies a high popularity for the sports and
equally high participation rates based on once a month. Also girl’s participation is
much higher than for boys.
5.93 The key requirement is feasibility on provision of a Black Country indoor gymnastics
centre to cater for a wider range of all activities and for both boys and girls. The
actions are:
•

Consult with the four neighbouring clubs and British Gymnastics on the level of
demand and participation for gymnastics and trampoline – does it compare with
the rates identified by the Taking Part survey findings for England? If so this is a
benchmark for the potently demand for both activities in Wolverhampton.

•

Consider then undertaking a feasibility study on the provision of a gymnastics
centre in Wolverhampton that would further support the current club and
broaden the base of participation.

Dance Studios
5.94 Table 5.15 below sets out the findings under each ANOG heading for Studios.
Table 5.15: Findings under each ANOG heading for Studios
Quantity

Quality

Accessibility

Availability

There are 27 studios in
Wolverhampton of which
12 are commercial sites,
10 on school/college
sites, but one at
Highfields School is not
available for community
use. There are 3 local
authority and 2 are club
sites.

The size of the venues
does vary and there are
not set dimensions for
studios. The range in size
is largest venue at
Xercise4Less at 594 sqm
and the smallest is 100
sqm at Pure Gym. The
average size of the
studios seems to be
around 300 - 350 sqm

There is a combination of
pay and play access at
18 venues and access
only membership at 8
venues (with one private
use at Highfields Science
Specialist School)

Availability of studios is
good with 17 of the
centres providing pay
and play. The 10
commercial studio sites
are available for
registered members only.

Studios serve a variety of
purposes - dance,
exercise and fitness
classes, aerobics, Pilates
and yoga and spinning.
There is no one source of
data that defines or
collects participation “in
studios”.

The average age of the
venues is 10 years,
somewhat distorted by
the oldest venue at
Coppice Performing Arts
School, opening in 1970
and the next oldest
venue is Colton Hills
Community School which
opened in 1996.

As an illustration, the once

One venue opened in

The location of the studio
sites is shown in the map
below, It shows there is
a good geographical
distribution of centres
across most of the city.
The clustered provision is
in the city centre itself,
with 6 studios,
There is a cluster of 3
centres in the Heath
Town area, and Bilston.
There are then 2 centres
in each of the Whitmore
Reans area, Goldthorn
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Quantity

Quality

Accessibility

a week participation in
exercise, movement, and
dance, was 0.84% at the
England wide level in
2011 and 0.81% at the
West Midlands Regional
level. In 2015 the once a
week rates were 0.93%
and 0.81% respectively.
The data does not allow
to develop a
participation rate for
studios in Wolverhampton

1970, then 3 venues
opened in the 1990’s,
some 13 in the 2000
decade and 8 centres
post 20110 (data not
available for 2 centres).

Park and to the north
boundary of the city
below the M54.

5.95 Table

5.16

So 77% of the studies
have opened post 2000

Availability

Overall it would appear
there is good accessibility
and all areas of the city
are within a 20 minute
drive time catchment
area for studios.

There is no detail on the
fitting out of the studios in
terms of flooring, lighting
and sound systems etc.

overleaf

sets

out

the

studio
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Table 5.16: Studio provision Wolverhampton 2016

ALDERSLEY HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS CENTRE

Studio

150

Access Type
Sports Club
Association

WVACTIVE ALDERSLEY

Studio

156.

Pay and Play

Local Authority

WVACTIVE BILSTON -BERT WILLIAMS
CITY
OF
WOLVERHAMPTON
COLLEGE
(WELLINGTON ROAD CAMPUS)
COLTON HILLS COMMUNITY SCHOOL SPORTS
COMPLEX

Studio

180

Pay and Play

Local Authority

Studio

129

Pay and Play

Further Education

Studio

180

Pay and Play

Community school

COMPLEXIONS GYM (LADIES ONLY)

Studio

150

Commercial

COPPICE PERFORMING ARTS SCHOOL

Studio

100

Registered Membership use
Sports Club / Community
Association

FIREWALKER FITNESS AND MARTIAL ARTS

Studio

324

Registered Membership use

Commercial

FIREWALKER FITNESS AND MARTIAL ARTS

Studio

32

Registered Membership use

Commercial

HIGHFIELDS SCHOOL

Studio

312

Private Use

Community school

L M'S GYM

Studio

45

Pay and Play

Commercial

Management Type
School/College/Universit
y (in house)
Local
Authority
(in
house)
Local
Authority
(in
house)
School/College/Universit
y (in house)
School/College/Universit
y (in house)
Commercial
Management
School/College/Universit
y (in house)
Commercial
Management
Commercial
Management
School/College/Universit
y (in house)
Commercial
Management

Nuffield Health (WOLVERHAMPTON)

Studio

375

Registered Membership use

Other

Other

2001

n/a

Nuffield Health (WOLVERHAMPTON)

Studio

375
140

2006

n/a

PARK HALL HEALTH CLUB AND SPA
PURE
GYM
(WOLVERHAMPTON
BRIDGE)

Studio

150

Pay and Play

Commercial

Studio

144

Pay and Play

Commercial

PURE GYM (WOLVERHAMPTON SOUTH)
SOUTH WOLVERHAMPTON AND
BILSTON
ACADEMY

Studio

100

Pay and Play

Commercial

Other
School/College/Universit
y (in house)
Commercial
Management
Commercial
Management
Commercial
Management

n/a

Studio

Other
Voluntary
School

2001

OUR LADY AND ST CHAD CATHOLIC ACADEMY

Registered Membership use
Sports Club / Community
Association

Studio

203.65

THE KING'S C.E. SCHOOL

Studio

110

Trust
School/College/Universit
y (in house)

THE ROYAL SCHOOL, WOLVERHAMPTON

Studio

/

Pay and Play
Sports Club /
Association
Sports Club
Association

/

Community

Community
Community
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Ownership Type

Year
Refurb

Facility Type

BENTLEY

Area

Year
Built

Site Name

Academies

Community school

Aided

Academies
Voluntary
Aided
School
Other
Independent
School

School/College/Universit
y (in house)

2002

n/a

1999

2007

2011

n/a

2009

n/a

1996

n/a

2015

n/a

1970

2012

2004

n/a

2004

n/a

2012

n/a

n/a

n/a

2006

2013

2011

n/a

2012

n/a

2012

n/a

2000
2007

2012
n/a
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Site Name
TRINITY CHURCH
SCHOOL

OF

ENGLAND

PRIMARY

Facility Type

Area

Year
Refurb

Academies

Registered Membership use

Sports Club

Sport Club

1999

n/a

400

Pay and Play

Local Authority

2006

n/a

Studio

594

Registered Membership use

Commercial

2014

n/a

Studio

594

Registered Membership use

Commercial

Trust
Commercial
Management
Commercial
Management

/

Community

Community

ULTIMATE FITNESS

Studio

300

WEDNESFIELD HIGH ACADEMY
WOLVERHAMPTON LAWN TENNIS AND SQUASH
CLUB
WOLVERHAMPTON SWIMMING AND FITNESS
CENTRE

Studio

126

Pay and Play
Sports Club /
Association

Studio

247

Studio

XERCISE4LESS (WOLVERHAMPTON)
XERCISE4LESS (WOLVERHAMPTON)
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Ownership Type
Voluntary
Controlled School

Year
Built

Management Type
School/College/Universit
y (in house)
Commercial
Management
Local
Authority
(in
house)

Studio

Access Type
Sports Club
Association

Commercial

2005

n/a

2009

n/a

2011

n/a

n/a

n/a
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Location and access to studios
5.96 The location of the studios in Wolverhampton is set out in Map 5.8 overleaf. There is a
good geographical distribution of centres across most of the city. The clustered
provision is in the city centre itself, with the city centre pin head representing 6 studios.
5.97 There is a cluster of 3 centres in the Heath Town area, and Bilston. There are then 2
centres in each of the Whitmore Reans area, Goldthorn Park and to the north
boundary of the city below the M54.
5.98 The remaining studios are distributed across the city. The areas of the city with the least
provision and access to studies are the SW of the city in the Bradmore, Merry Hill,
Oxbarn, Penn Fields and Penn areas. Also the North of the city either side of the A449.
Not surprisingly this is also the areas of the city where there is the least provision of
health and fitness centres.
Map 5.8: Location of Studios Wolverhampton 2016
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Studio demand and participation.
5.99 As studios serve a variety of purposes from dance, exercise and fitness classes, aerobics
and Pilates and yoga and spinning. There is no one source of data that defines or
collects participation in studios.
5.100 Participation in each of the activities which take place in studios is not available for all
of the activities and those for which it is, the data is only available at the England or
West Midlands Region level. As an example, the once a week participation in exercise,
movement, and dance, was 0.84% at the England wide level in 2011 and 081% at the
West Midlands Regional level. In 2015 the once a week rates were 0.93% and 0.81%
respectively. The data is set out in Chart 5.12 overleaf. This is for illustration of the
limitations of the data rather than trying to develop a participation rate for studios.
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Chart 5.12: Rate of Once a Week Participation in exercise, movement and dance England, and West Midlands Region 2011 – 2015
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Studios and Market Segmentation
5.101 In terms of looking at the market segments where studios are an important facility type
it is second only to swimming pools. Some 6 of the total 19 market segments that
include health and fitness also include studios as an important facility type, they are all
female segments.
5.102 The profile for each segment is set out in Table 5.17 overleaf. Note these segments as
shown in the table also participate in other sports and activities. The thing that unites
them is that health and fitness/gyms is important to all of them.
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Table 5.17: Profile of Market Segments where studios is an important Facility Type

Segment

03

Towards an
Active City
Group
5-19
20-49

Total and (% of
adult population
in
Wolverhampton
3,835
2.1%

5-19
04

20-49

20-49
05

8.860
4.8%

5,149
2.8%

13,195
7..2%

14

20-49
50+

Chloe
Fitness Class
Friends

Leanne
Supportive
Singles

Helena

20-49
10

Forename &
brief
description

16,160
8.8%

Career
Focused
Females
Paula
Stretched
Single Mums
Brenda
Older Working
Women

Gender/age/status
Female
18-25
Single
Graduate
Professional
Female
18-25
Single
Likely to have
children
Student / part time
vocational
education

Sports Most
Interested in
Body combat,
Netball, Pilates,
Running, Aqua
Aerobics,
Tennis, Gym,
Swimming
Swimming,
Gym, Aerobics,
Dance,
Exercise, Utility
Walking

Female
26-35
Single
Full time professional

Gym, Road
Running,
Dance,
Exercise, Horse
Riding, Body
Pump, Yoga

Female
26-35
Single
Job seeker or part
time low skilled

Swimming,
Utility walking,
Aerobics, Ice
Skating

Female
46-55
Single / married
May have children
Low skilled worker

Swimming,
Utility Walking,
Dance,
Exercise, Step
Machine,
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Motivations

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Weight
Fitness

Barriers

Lose weight
Take children

Time

•

Health
isn’t
good
enough

•

Time

•
•

Time
People
to go
with

Very active type
30-35% zero days

•
•

Cost
Lack of
childcare
Poor
transport
Lack of
interest

Least active type
within Group B
Approx. 60% zero
days

•
•

•
•
•

Weight
Bring
grandchildren
Help with
injury

Active type
30-35% zero days

•

Losing weight
Activities for
children

Losing weight
Keeping fit
Improving
performance

Participation
Profile

•
•

Lack of
interest
Time

Least active of A
but does
participate
40-45% zero days

Sometimes
participates

Facility
types most
important
Gyms and
studios

Swimming
pools and
studios

Gym and
studios

Swimming
pools and
studios

Swimming
and studios

60-65% zero days
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Studio Summary
•

There are 27 studios in Wolverhampton of which 12 are commercial sites, 10 are
on school/college sites, but one at Highfields School is not available for
community use. There are 3 local authorities and 2 are club sites.

•

The size of the venues does vary and there are not set dimensions for studios. The
range in size is largest venue at Xercise4Less at 594 sqm and the smallest is 100
sqm at Pure Gym. The average size of the studios seems to be around 300 - 350
sqm.

•

One venue opened in 1970, then 3 venues opened in the 1990’s, some 13 in the
2000 decade and 8 centres post 2010 (data not available for 2 centres). So 77%
of the studies have opened post 2000.

•

There is a combination of pay and play access at 18 venues and access by
membership only at 8 venues (with one private use at Highfields Science
Specialist School).

•

There is a good geographical distribution of studios centres across most of the
city. The clustered provision is in the city centre itself, with 6 studios. Then a cluster
of 3 centres in the Heath Town area, and Bilston. There are then 2 centres in each
of the Whitmore Reans area, Goldthorn Park and to the north boundary of the
city below the M54.

•

There is no participation data for studios because they provide for an extensive
range of activities such as dance, exercise classes, spinning, yoga and Pilates.
There is no data for each of these individual activities to be able to aggregate
up to provide the demand for studios.

Studio Recommendations
5.103 Studios are ranked as important as a facility type to increase participation. It is a facility
type with appeal to 6 of the market segments – all of them female.
5.104 As female participation in Wolverhampton is lower than for male participation, it
therefore represents an activity which can redress the imbalance. According to the
data, studios like health and fitness appeals to females because it is an individual
based activity that requires little organisation and can be fitted around other activities
competing for time. This is a key barrier in Wolverhampton so an important facility type.
5.105 Of the market segments where studios appeal to women it is in the younger age
groups, 18 – 25 but also the mid age market segments range of 36 – 54.
5.106 In terms of facility provision Wolverhampton has a modern and large scale good
quality range of facilities with 27 sites in total.
5.107 Location of venues and physical access to venues based on the catchment area of
the venues is good.
5.108 Studios therefore offer a facility type that has wide appeal to deliver Towards an Active
City. Especially in meeting the objective of getting people who do no, or, limited
activity to do something/more.
5.109 Providing increased access to smaller flexible venues and spaces through people and
health based programmes will support the delivery of Towards an Active City.
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Boxing
5.110 There are 6 boxing clubs in Wolverhampton, 5 of which are affiliated to England Boxing;
•

Firewalker ABC

•

Dark Circle ABC

•

Merridale Boxing Club ABC

•

Wolverhampton ABC

•

Wolverhampton City School of Boxing; and

•

Muscle Masters Boxing Club

5.111 The clubs operate from a range of venues across the city and generally offer a range
of activities alongside boxing including martial arts and fitness. Fitness is a key focus
and providing opportunities for all ages but particularly young people who may not
otherwise access more mainstream leisure facilities the boxing clubs provide for an
important demographic segment.
5.112 Active People data for boxing based on the once a week measure of participation is
available at the England wide and West Midland Regional level for 2006 – 2016. This is
set out in the chart below. At the West Midlands Regional level (yellow line),
participation was 0.37% of adults participating in 2006 and 0.34% in 2016. It increased to
0.43% of adults boxing at least once a week in 2010 but over the ten-year period
participation is very low and largely unchanged.
5.113 At the England wide level (blue line) there is a more regular pattern of participation,
based on a larger sample size. Participation in boxing being 0.28% of adults boxing at
least once a week in 2006 and increasing slightly to 0.37% in 2016.
5.114 So a similar level of once a week boxing participation in 2016 in both West Midlands
Region and England wide.
Chart 5.13: Active People survey once a week participation in boxing England wide
and West Midlands Region 2006 - 2016
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Boxing Market Segmentation
5.115 The Active People market segmentation data from 2011 – 12 identifies the adult
population who do box or would like to box in Wolverhampton based on at least once
a month participation. The findings are set out in the table below. The level of boxing
participation does not differ spatially and is 0.1% of the adult population in the city in
2011 – 12.
Table 5.18: Active People Market Segmentation data for once a month participation in
boxing Wolverhampton 2011 – 12
Do box

Would like to box

Total boxing
population

574

372

946

Boxing

Martial Arts
5.116 Sport England recognise a number of martial arts; these include;
•

Chinese Martial Arts

•

Judo

•

Ju-jitsu

•

Taekwondo

•

Karate

•

Kendo

5.117 Similar to boxing, martial arts clubs operate in a range of venues and spaces and
range in scale from full clubs to classes operating in leisure centre or school buildings.
The emphasis is on health and physical activity and whilst martial arts are aimed at all
ages there is a focus on young people.
5.118 Active People data for martial arts is confined to karate and judo and is only available
at the England wide level. This is based on the once a week measure of participation
for 2006 – 2016. This is set out in the chart below.
5.119 Karate participation (yellow line) was 0.20% of all adult participating at least once a
week in 2006, the year of highest participation, and is 0.13% of all adults participating in
2016. So very low levels of participation and a slight decline over the ten years.
5.120 Judo participation (blue line) based on the same at least once a week measure, is
unchanged at 0.04% of adults participating in both 2006 and 2016. It did increase to
0.06% of adults participating in both 2010 and 2011. So again very low levels of
participation in judo.
5.121 Whilst the numbers are small in relative terms martial arts provide important
opportunities in respect of Towards an Active City.
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Chart 5.14: Active People survey once a week participation in karate and judo England
wide 2006 - 2016

5.122 There is no market segmentation data for martial arts.
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6: Outdoor Facilities (Formal and Informal)
Outdoor Facilities Introduction
6.1

As set out in earlier sections the Council also recognise that built facilities are not the
panacea and in order to encourage residents to be active every day there is also a
need for appropriate open space, and playing fields, alongside built facilities. The
Council has already completed its open space and playing pitch strategy work
enabling the Council to make informed decisions about how investment and resources
are allocated to open space and playing fields. This Built Facilities Plan complements
the existing strategy work and enable built facility priorities to be identified in the
context of Towards an Active City.

6.2

These documents together, developed using the up-to-date Sport England
methodologies, provide the council and its partners with a robust evidence base
covering the range of indoor and outdoor facilities and a set of strategic priorities to
direct future sports planning policy. The priorities are not detailed here and the
individual strategies should be referenced. This Plan should therefore be read alongside
the Playing Pitch Strategy and Open Space Strategy, which outlines the detailed needs
and evidence behind the outdoor formal and informal needs and priorities.

6.3

Set out below is an overview of the contents.
Wolverhampton Playing Pitch Strategy and Action Plan – October 2016

6.4

The PPS covers the following playing pitches and outdoor sports;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6.5

The aim of the strategy for the Council is to see the provision of a range of good quality
and accessible facilities, services, and opportunities that;
•
•
•
•

6.6

Football pitches
Cricket pitches
Rugby league pitches
Rugby union pitches
Artificial grass pitches (AGPs)
Bowling greens
Tennis courts
Netball courts
Cycle facilities

Reflect the nature of the City
Maximise the strengths of the voluntary sports sector
Increase participation in sport and physical activity
Contribute to an overall improvement in health and wellbeing

The Vision set out is to;
‘Provide a network of good quality outdoor sports provision to increase participation
and promote a healthier lifestyle for all.’

6.7

Individual sport and site recommendations are set out in the strategy.
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City of Wolverhampton Open Space Strategy and Action Plan – February 2014
(updated 2016)
6.8

The scope of the strategy covers; allotments, amenity green space, cemeteries and
churchyards, civic spaces, natural green space, outdoor sports facilities, parks and
provision for children and young people and adopts a standards approach.

6.9

This Strategy and Action Plan sets out a strategic vision and a series of aims and
objectives for open space in Wolverhampton of all types and ownerships. Based on
these objectives and an assessment against quantity, quality, and access standards a
prioritised action plan is provided for different parts of the City for each type of open
space. Over-arching actions for the whole City are also identified.

6.10 Whilst both strategies set out specific priorities the principles of open space design and
development is also important moving forward in order to tackle the physical activity
challenges, particularly in respect of the inactive.
Active Design - Planning for health and wellbeing through sport and physical activity Sport England 2015
6.11 Sport England’s Active Design takes a fresh look at the opportunities to encourage and
promote sport and physical activity through the design and layout of the built
environment to support a step change towards healthier and more active lifestyles.
6.12 Active Design is increasingly forming part of the local plan evidence base for planning
and health practitioners and is aligned with the inactivity and mass market elements of
Sport England’s new strategy.
6.13 Active Design sets out 10 key principles:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Activity for All
Walkable communities
Connected Walking and Cycling routes
Co-location of community facilities
Network of multi-functional open space
High quality streets and spaces
Appropriate infrastructure
Active buildings
Management andmaintenance,
monitoring and evaluation
Activity promotion and local champions

6.14 In order to deliver Towards an Active City, alongside specific recommendations it will
be important to ensure the principles for Sport England’s Active Design are built into
outdoor developments as appropriate to ensure the promotion of physical activity.
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7: Key Issues and Action Plans
Introduction
7.1

This section sets out the recommendations and conclusions, based on the keys issues
and evidence from the earlier sections, and outlines the future priorities and needs in
terms of investment in built facilities. These are set out in the Action Plans.

7.2

As set out in the previous section this should be read alongside the Playing Pitch
Strategy and Open Space Strategy, which outlines the detailed needs and evidence
behind the outdoor formal and informal needs and priorities.
Swimming Pools

7.3

Swimming pools are important in delivering the Towards an Active City, as set out it is
the activity which impacts most across the life courses identified in Towards an Active
City and swimming is the activity that has the widest age range of participants from
‘cradle to grave’ and where participation is higher amongst females than males. The
city council remains the key provider of community swimming opportunities across
Wolverhampton. Swimming facilities are therefore important and should be invested in.
The location and catchment area of the city’s swimming pools appear reasonably well
located in relation to the demand for swimming with seven out of ten visits to a pool by
a Wolverhampton resident being to a pool in the city. The present stock should
therefore be retained and protected.

7.4

Unmet demand is 10.3% of the City’s total demand in 2015, equates to 277 sq metres of
water and this increase very slightly by 35 sq metres of water by 2027. The impact of
growth is therefore not significant. Unmet demand overall is distributed in quite low
values across the city.

7.5

The highest cluster of unmet demand is located north of WVActive Central and is a
total of between 60 – 70 sq metres of water. After that there is cluster of unmet
demand in the NE of the city but this only amounts to around 30 sq metres of water.
The remainder of the unmet demand is distributed across the city in small amounts of
water space. So there is no one area of the city that has a high level of unmet
demand. Investment to increase capacity at WVActive Central would therefore
appear to be sensible in location terms.

7.6

Most importantly some 75% of the unmet demand 207 sq m in 2016 is locational, and is
demand from walkers without access to a car who live outside the walk to catchment
area of a pool. This decreases to 69% 215 sq m of total unmet demand by 2027. So
unmet demand from lack of access by walkers is small scale and in low values across
the city. There is no one hot spot of unmet demand to justify further pool provision.

7.7

Some 25% in 2015 (70 sq metres of water) and 31% of total unmet demand (96 sq
metres of water) is due to lack of pool capacity at weekly peak times. The single
biggest issue is therefore the estimate that the city’s public pools are very full and
operating at 100% of pool capacity used in the weekly peak period.

7.8

There needs to be more capacity in the system, the closure of school pools at Coppice
Performing Arts School and Aldersley High School (for refurbishment) is putting
increased pressure on an already full stock of pools.
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7.9

In considering the recommendations, swimming pool times during the weekly peak
period of weekdays up to 7.5 hours and weekend days of 7 hours per day have been
reviewed to establish if these are the hours available for the full range of swimming
activities of; learn to swim; casual recreational swimming; lane and fitness swimming;
and club development at the Council’s pools. This has been confirmed by a review of
the pool programmes and so there the fpm estimates of supply and hours available do
reflect the programming of the pools. So the issue of capacity is real and the pools are
very busy. The existing stock across the city needs to be protected.

7.10 There are several options going forward:
•

Option One is to consider programming the pools to increase the hours of use for
the most popular activities and effectively increase the pool capacity for these
activities, for example more pool time for casual recreational swimming, if that is
the most popular activity to meet physical activity needs, so as to provide more
capacity.

•

Option Two, a more fundamental option is to review pool programming across all
of the Council sites. In effect reviewing all the different types of use to ensure
each pool is providing pool time to meet all the demand for swimming in the
pool catchment area. Whether these programming options will deliver significant
benefits is questionable however it is an exercise which should be undertaken in
the context of Towards an Active City regardless to help to link the centres
activity to the city physical activity objectives.

•

The pools are however likely to remain very busy in terms of their programme
capacity. 2 The pool programing seeks to accommodate the different types of
swimming activity and accommodate any specific initiative to increase
participation and getting more people active. This is because there is little spare
capacity in the pool programming and operation at present. So it is trying to
achieve more activity within the same number of hours that pools are available.
That is the issue and so this suggests new pool capacity and or opening up
access to smaller pools will be required. Furthermore, if the impact of Towards an
Active City, or some other broader participation programme increases demand
further then the pools will struggle to accommodate it.

•

Option Three is to review if some of the swimming pools excluded in the fpm
assessment could be included, in effect increasing swimming pool capacity. The
pools excluded in the fpm assessment were; King’s C.E. School: A Specialist Visual
Arts & Sports College with Science; and Smestow School. On a review of the pool
sizes at these locations this looks to be a limited option as the pool sizes average
around 135 sqm of water space. So, they could provide for developing some
level of swimming competence and learn to swim but that is the effective use of
pools of this size.

The fpm calculates the capacity of a swimming pool based on the hours of programmed time for
different types of activity. It is a theoretical capacity based on supply and demand factors. This is
based on the hours of use in the weekly peak period (weekday evenings and weekend days) for learn
to swim, public swimming, fitness lane swimming and swimming development through clubs. The fpm
calculates the capacity of the pool based on how many visits the pool can accommodate for these
different types of activities for the hours of community use. This then becomes the swimming pool
supply capacity
2
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•

This will provide local solutions, important to residents in Wolverhampton however
how practical this is and how much capacity they will be able to meet is again
questionable.

•

Option Four is to invest in sites to increase the capacity. The lack of a teaching /
learner pool currently limits WV Active Central. The current project is therefore
well founded in terms of needs and evidence. The centre is well located to meet
demand and the investment will help with flexibility and increasing capacity. It
could also provide a swimming lesson venue to help alleviate the impacts of
school pool closures. WV Active Bilston - Bert Williams also requires investment in
the ancillary facilities such as car parking, in order to support increased usage.

•

Option Five is to review with neighbouring authorities the scope to develop new
(or replacement swimming pool provision as a joint venture. Based on the
distribution of demand across boundaries with import and export of demand
then Dudley is the authority where there is the most interaction. Dudley is also
looking to modernise its swimming pool stock.

7.11 In conclusion CoWC should consider programming at the current sites to see if the
existing stock can manage any increase in usage. If demand does increase and pools
become under increasing pressure, then consideration should be given to opening up
smaller pools and investing in council sites to increase capacity. If all that still means,
there is pressure on pools and they are still too busy then long-term consideration
should be given to new pool provision in partnership.
Sports Halls
7.12 Towards an Active City is concerned with broadening activity and getting people who
do nothing to do something. There is scope to accommodate this in the current supply
but it is much more about the programming and accessibility in the widest sense.
Sports halls are a facility type which appeals most to people aged within the 16 – 44
age group.
7.13 Sports halls provide a good flexible facility with sport and physical activity benefits. They
provide for the biggest Towards an Active City age group theme (adults) but it is
mainly male sports activity.
7.14 Demand for sports halls from Wolverhampton residents based on the fpm findings, does
exceed supply in both 2015 and 2027 although when looking at all stock there is
enough total supply to met the demand in both years and further provision is not
required. Protection and modernisation of the existing stock is therefore important.
7.15 There are several options going forward:
•

Option One is to support the opening up of school sports halls. Intervention and
incentive will be required and CoWC should lead and work in partnership with
the school sport partnership to get all providers together. Scope out with each
provider what they do at present and willingness to provide for more community
use.

•

Consider the development of a package with the education venues. CoWC
should seek to support and help modernise older venues; floors, lighting,
changing etc in order to enhance community use. Priority should be given to
work with schools who demonstrate a commitment to community use and those
in key geographical areas of the city where there is greatest need; North and
North East.
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•

Option Two. Both the council centres are estimated to be full at peak times WV
Active Aldersley and WV Active Bilston - Bert Williams should consider off-peak
programmes focussed on Towards an Active City priorities. This should be linked
into new KPIs and monitoring.

•

Option Three. Community centres should be recognised as providing critical local
flexible indoor opportunities for physical activity programmes and classes,
particularly for the older age-group. The current network should be supported
and invested in.

7.16 The options for sports halls are not mutually exclusive and together form an approach
to future sports hall provision and management in-line with needs assessment and
Towards an Active City.
Other Indoor Facilities
Indoor Bowling
7.17 If the City Council does wish to consider provision of an indoor bowling centre either as
a City Council initiative to provide a centre for an increasing part of the population, or,
as part of a joint venture then this should be subject to a detailed feasibility study.
7.18 The benefits are evident, as are the risks and realism of establishing a dedicated
centre. Whilst there is indoor bowling activity at WVActive Aldersley and The Hub at
Ashmore Park there is no track record of dedicated indoor bowling participation or
management of a centre. There is at best static or a slight decline in participation in
the sport. This suggests very strongly that creating a viable centre for the long term will
be very challenging.
7.19 A more sustainable approach may be to work with providers, community centres and
leisure centres to provide short mat / long-mat bowling opportunities programmed into
general centre programmes to attract key older markets.
Indoor Tennis
7.20 Indoor tennis is well established at the multi-sport Wolverhampton Lawn Tennis and
Squash Club and which has three indoor courts and twelve outdoor courts. It serves a
city wide catchment area. It is however a membership club and therefore
encouraging further participation by casual participants, or, those who would like to try
the sport is very limited. The only pay and play venue in the Black County is located at
the Tipton Sports Academy in Sandwell which has six indoor courts.
7.21 Indoor tennis in terms of the Towards an Active City adult theme of 20 - 49 age range is
more likely to appeal to lapsed tennis participants, rather than those wanting to
develop an initial interest in the sport. This is because of the time and ability to develop
a basic skill level.
7.22 Indoor tennis will also require to develop a participation programme in partnership with
the club with dedicated time, resources and possibly coaching. Also providing court
time for this participation initiative before people become members of the club. More
reasons for it to have a more limited range and much more about encouraging
participation rather than developing initial participation.
Health and Fitness
7.23 There is not a provision or quality issue. Access is a small issue in small parts of the city.
The biggest access issue is the limited public sector provision. The interventions are
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about increasing access to venues through people and health based programmes in
order to deliver Towards an Active City. Opportunities must however be affordable as
this is a key barrier identified in the Lifestyle Survey.
Gymnastics
7.24 Consider then undertaking a feasibility study on the provision of a gymnastics centre in
Wolverhampton that would further support the current club and broaden the base of
participation.
Studios
7.25 Studios therefore offer a facility type that has wide appeal to deliver Towards an Active
City. Especially in meeting the objective of getting people who do no, or, limited
activity to do something/more. Providing increased access to smaller flexible venues
and spaces through people and health based programmes will support the delivery of
Towards an Active City.
Boxing
7.26 Clubs operate from a range of venues across the city and generally offer a range of
activities alongside boxing including martial arts and fitness. Fitness is a key focus and
providing opportunities for all ages but particularly young people who may not
otherwise access more mainstream leisure facilities the boxing clubs provide for an
important demographic segment.
Martial Arts
7.27 Martial arts clubs operate in a range of venues and spaces and range in scale from full
clubs to classes operating in leisure centre or school buildings. The emphasis is on
health and physical activity and whilst martial arts are aimed at all ages there is a focus
on young people. Whilst the numbers are small in relative terms martial arts provide
important opportunities in respect of Towards an Active City.
Outdoor Facilities (formal and informal)
7.28 In terms of specific priorities these are set out in the separate strategies. In order to
deliver Towards an Active City, alongside specific recommendations it will be
important to ensure the principles for Sport England’s Active Design are built into
outdoor developments as appropriate to ensure the promotion of physical activity.
Action Plans
7.29 To achieve its planning aims, Sport England have established
several planning objectives, which are to seek to protect sports
facilities from loss as a result of redevelopment, to enhance
existing facilities through improving their quality, accessibility,
and management and to provide new facilities that are fit for
purpose to meet demands for participation now and in the
future. ‘Protect, provide and enhance’ provides a framework for
developing the city-wide priorities for Wolverhampton.
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7.30 Action Plans have been developed to address the key priorities identified under four
headings:
•
•
•
•

General Principles
Swimming Pools
Sports Halls (include community centres and smaller flexible spaces)
Other Indoor Facilities

7.31 Set out overleaf are the Action Plans.
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General Principles
Objective

Rationale

Priority Action

Measuring Success

G1. Ensure any new or re-developed
provision across the city is developed in-line
with the Built Facilities Plan priorities and the
needs and evidence set out.

The strategy sets out the city-wide
needs and evidence.

Agreement and endorsement of the
Facilities Plan and development of
mechanisms for monitoring and
review.

A co-ordinated approach to future development which
meets city-wide needs.

G2. Ensure any new or re-developed
provision across the city provides new and
innovative opportunities and facilities in-line
with the principles of Towards an Active City.

New forms of provision and
innovative new partnerships will be
critical to grow and sustain
participation across the city in line
with new government sport strategies
and Towards an Active City.

Ensure the principles for Sport
England’s Active Design are built into
outdoor developments as
appropriate to ensure the promotion
of physical activity.

Development of new innovative facility solutions from all
partners

Provision should be accessible and
affordable and address other key
barriers.

Circulate the good practice and
learning from development.

New agreements with centres should
be developed which recognise
Towards an Active City objectives
G3. Ensure any new or re-developed
provision across the city is developed in
partnership on a multi-agency basis.

Joint approaches will be essential to
future delivery as all partners are
faced with increasing financial
pressures.

Seek to identify and develop key joint
projects on a city-wide basis.

Development of a Pilot Project.

Design and put in place programmes
to meet needs, reflecting times,
pricing and activity forms to reflect
user and potential user needs.

New participant groups and inactive using WV Active and
Community Centre provision.

A multi-agency approach provides
the most effective way of driving
participation.
G4. Ensure WV Active and Community Centre
provision is programmed to address barriers
and meet the participation needs of local
residents.

Demographic and participation
analysis clearly identifies issues and
age groups where participation is
low.
The Healthy Lifestyle survey identifies
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Objective

Rationale

Priority Action

Measuring Success

barriers for these groups.
G5. The future planning or development of
any new or enhanced provision should
ensure there is accessibility for disabled
people and disability sports.

Key to widening access.

Ensure disability access is built into all
development considerations.

Disabled access in all new or enhanced developments
across the city.

G6. Ensure the role of outdoor formal and
informal space is recognised as a vital
resource for sport and physical activity.

Indoor and built facility provision does
not provide the panacea for driving
participation.

Implementation of the PPS and Open
Space and Green Spaces strategy.

Other key strategies recognise the role they play in sports
and physical activity and set key priorities.

Outdoor formal and flexible informal
spaces will provide an increasingly
essential resource for sport and
physical activity across the city.

Recognise the role in and
contribution to sport and physical
activity across the city.

G7. Ensure that the evidence base and
strategy is adopted by council and becomes
part of the evidence base for the Local Plan
and funding.

The evidence base is NPPF compliant.

Adoption of evidence base by
planners.

Key policies adopted in the Local Plan and contributions
sought for priority projects and developments identified.

G8. Seek to ensure physical activity needs
are built into future design, development and
delivery of public spaces and projects across
the city.

Design of the general built
environment has a significant impact
on participation and physical activity.

Ensure the principles for Sport
England’s Active Design and built into
outdoor developments as
appropriate to ensure the promotion
of physical activity.

Implementation of design advice and good practice into
schemes.

Development of design advice.
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Sports Halls
Objective

Rationale

Priority Action

Measuring Success

SH1. Protect the existing sports hall network
across the city.

Sports hall demand exceeds supply
now and in the future.
Wolverhampton needs to retain all
sports hall sites to meet current and
projected demand.

Develop planning policy to reflect
identified need.

Maintaining current network.

SH2. Explore the opportunities for enhanced
community access to sports halls on school
sites. Seek to enhance provision and access
at key sites for community sport and club /
NGB use.

Schools are an increasingly important
provider of sport and leisure
opportunities, particularly in terms of
sports hall provision. 81.3% of
Wolverhampton stock is on school
sites.

Identify which school sites are
important and why in partnership with
clubs and NGBs.

Investment in school sites to enhance access.

Prioritise working with schools who show clear
commitment to community use and are
located in geographical areas of greatest
need.

Development of a coordinated approach to access on
school sites across the city’ led by CoWC and the school
sport partnership.
As part of development seek to support access to school
sites by clubs and NGBs.

There is a reliance on the education
sector and interventions to protect
and enhance community use will
therefore be important.

Build support for enhancing the school sports hall network
into planning policy and funding support.

SH3. Seek to ensure the enhancement of
provision at key school sports hall sites for
indoor hall sports (flooring, size of run-off area
etc), ensuring they are ‘fit for purpose’ as part
of any refurbishment programme or new
build. This should include disability access.

Whilst the sports hall network is
generally modern and good quality it
is evident that certain facilities are not
‘fit for purpose’ for specific sports.

Identify which facilities are important
for which sports and seek to invest to
enhance provision.

Any new or refurbished sports hall to ensure they are ‘fit for
purpose’ to meet specific hall sport needs and technical
requirements 3

SH4. Explore the feasibility of upgrading sports

Located in area of city with greatest
need and school did not benefit from

Undertake feasibility study.

Feasibility outcome.

3

Sport England guidance ‘Developing the Right Sports Halls’ to be used to support developments
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Objective

Rationale

Priority Action

Measuring Success

hall provision at Moreton School

investment through BSF.

SH5. Review the programming of CoWC sports
hall to increase capacity in line with Towards
an Active City priorities

Longer term management solutions
should also be considered to
programme sports hall space more
effectively in line with Towards an
Active City.

Programming review with operators.

Programme linked to Towards an Active City priorities, with
appropriate KPIs.

SH6. Support the enhancement of the
community centre network.

The network plays a crucial role in
providing physical activity
opportunities at local community
level, particularly for the older age
groups.

Financial contributions could be used
to make qualitative improvements
where necessary and extending the
hall size to provide flexible indoor
space for a range of sport and
physical activities.

Development and investment through planning policy.

The network needs investment to
maintain itself and continue to
provide health and physical activity
opportunities in local communities.

Prioritise investment as part of growth
plans across the city.

Objective

Rationale

Priority Action

Measuring Success

SP1. Protect and retain all public swimming
pools sites across Wolverhampton.

All swimming pool sites are well
located and needed to meet the
demand for swimming by residents
now and in the future.

Protect in planning policy.

Maintenance and investment of the existing swimming pool
network.

SP2. Continue the redevelopment and
enhancement of Wolverhampton swimming
pool stock in line with the Facilities Plan in
order to provide a ‘fit for purpose’ modern
pool stock for community swimming.

Consider enhancement of the pool
sites through a programme of
maintenance and upgrading e.g.
car parking improvements at
WVActive Bilston - Bert Williams and

Development of on-going
maintenance and upgrading
programme.

Continued investment in the city pool stock.

Swimming Pools
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Objective

Rationale

Priority Action

Measuring Success

Feasibility study.

Feasibility outcome.

use of the old crèche area.
SP3. Consider the provision of a
teaching/learner pool at WVActive Central to
increase the pool capacity across the city.

Creating a more modern pool and
swimming offer at WVActive Central
will increase capacity and flexibility.
Pool is well located to support
increased capacity required on a
city-wide basis.

SP4. Protect and enhance all school
swimming pools sites across Wolverhampton.

School pools are critical for school
swimming lessons and provide
potential to increase capacity for
elements of general swimming,
delivering aspects of Towards an
Active City.

Protect and seek to open up school
pools for further usage.

Increased community usage of school pool stock.

SP5. Give longer term consideration to the
provision of additional swimming pool
capacity on a cross-border basis in
partnership with Dudley Council.

If pools continue to be full and SP3.
and SP4. are not delivered capacity
may become an increasing issue.

Feasibility study.

Feasibility outcome.

Dudley is the authority with the
biggest cross-border relationship in
terms of swimming participation.
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Other Indoor Facilities
Objective

Rationale

Priority Action

Measuring Success

IF1. Consider any investment decisions in
specific indoor provision in the context of the
impact on Towards an Active City and the
age-groups

Facilities Plan assessment provides
evidence of where facility investment
will impact across age ranges and
what is most important and why.

Build in findings into investment
decision making.

Project delivery.
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